HAK MENGKRITIK .
Myth of Power ·a nd Money

EDITOR'S MESSAGE
This issue of the Quarterly comes out a little late, partly owing to delay in the early writing
stage. We have re-organised our schedule to allow the manuscript to be sent earlier to the printer
so we shall be- on time from now on.
To begin with we have to mention the price increase for the journal from 904 each to $2/per copy or $6/- for 1 year's subscription. A full explanation of the reasons for the price increase
is given herein.
Our main article is the address of our President at the 25th Merdeka Dinner held recently. It
reviews the progress we have made as a nation and the opportunities we have missed in the last 25
years and also examines frankly the prospects for the future. Readers will have noted that in their
contributions our members often discuss principles and issues from the standpoint of Aliran's
basic beliefs. The Article "Spiritual Values" is an attempt to explain and elaborate the ideals and
philosophy we adhere to, a subject that will be further developed in future issues of the Quarterly.
The section on 'Demolishing Myths' carries the article 'Myths of Power and Money' which
seeks to debunk a commonly held misconception in Malaysian society concerning political power
and economic control. Human Rights, Study of Public Institutions and On the Societies Scene
continue with their respective focal points.
" Hak Mengritik" is the main item in the Bahasa Malaysia section. It is a reply to the
continuing debate on Aliran's role as social dissenter and interlocutor. The other articles are also
on social themes including a brief 'Question and Answer' on Palestine.
Our readers have responded well to the last Quarterly issue, and some have contributed
articles, but we shall of course not rest on ou r laurels. The letters column is now longer and as
serious and lively as before. We express our sincere thanks to those who have written in and
apologize for not being able. to publish all your letters. Please continue to share your thoughts and
feelings with us - nothing is more important than to keep up a frank dialogue .
Gan Teik Chee

All subscribers h.ave been sent this issue of the Quarterly. Those who h.ave still not received
theirs, please contact the Distribution Bureau.
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From Our Readers

In order to make its publications available to people at all levels of society, Aliran has always sold its books,
pamplets and the journal at very low prices compared to other publishers; for example 'Aliran Speaks' a 391-page book
is sold for only $10.00; 'Protector?a154-page book is priced at only $4.20. Comparable books from other publishers
are much more expensive. We have been able to do this without incurring heavy losses because our writers receive no
royalty and members involved in preparing the books for printing work on a voluntary basis.
In line with our abovementioned policy, we wanted originally to maintain the price of the Quarterly at below
$1.00 per issue. For that reason we limited the size to about 40 pages. However, once the contributors started writing,
we realized that to provide a meaningful analysis, with depth and detail, we had to increase the number of pages to
60-75 pages. This pushed up the cost of production.
A second factor which contributed to the increase in production cost was the improved quality of the paper used
and the additional expenses incurred as a result of a more professional layout with the inclusion of pictures.
Given these changes, especially the increase in the number of pages, the printing cost shot up from $0.45 per copy
for issue No. 1 to $0.93 for issue No. 2. After allowing the 45 per cent commission for the distributor we were actually
losing about $0.43 per copy sold through the bookshops for issue No. 2. Of course our losses were smaller for the copies
sold through direct subscription.
But all in all, for a print run of 4000 copies we expect to incur a loss of between $1 ;000 to $1,400 depending on
the number of copies sold through our distributor. Aliran will be unable to carry on its activities if it continues to sustain
such large losses for the remaining issues of the year. This is especially so since we do not accept any financial assistance
whatsoever from other sources.
In order to protect our independence and integrity we have always tried to be financially self-suppor ting in every
project we undertake. This is why we have to raise the price of the quarterly to $2.00 per copy starting from this issue.
Given the circumstances, readers will no doubt appreciate our decision.
Since we save the distributor's commission for direct subscriptions, we have decided to pass it on to the subscribers.
Thus, direct subscriptions are 25 per cent lower i.e. $6.00 per year instead of the $8.00 for the 4 issues payable at the
bookshops. This should be an incentive for readers to subscribe directly. We have provided a subscription form in the
last page of this issue.

As for current subscribers, the new subscription rate applies only when they renew. their subscriptions.
Because of the new price, we are now able to use a better type of paper for this issue. We also undertake to retain
this price for as long as it is feasible. At the same time any savings that we rbay obtain through increased circulation will .
be passed on to the readers by way of improved technical quality. As for the contents it goes without saying that we
are constantly try ing to improve from quarter to quarter.
We hope you will continue extending your suppor t for the quarterly, which is our modest attempt to promote
social consciousness among the Malaysian public.
(Subramaniam Sithambaram)
Hon Treasurer
Aliran
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From Our Readers
THE ECONOMY MUST
CHANGE WITH THE TIME
In the past, the developing nations
served as a market for the manufactured goods of the First World
countries. With the reawakening of
nationalism, the developing countries
now want to diversify the economy
in the drive for self-reliance. This has
posed problems for the international
import-export structures, causing
serious unemployment in the West
and thereby adversely affecting primary commodity producers among
the countries of the Third World.
I believe that this situation can
be remedied only in the context of a
global "laissez-faire" system, which
requires the adoption of the theory
of comparative advantages. Every
country will need to reorganise its
natural and human resources to
produce those goods and services for
which it is best endowed and suited.
In this manner the domestic economy
will have windows open to the outside world; it will regard its own
economic solutions only in the
context of global economic solutions.
Each country will reflect domestic
and international needs for investment, employment, production and
consumption. The harmony thus
obtained will prevent wastage and
reduce the unnecessary competition
between domestic and foreignproduced goods. Trade restrictions,
protectionism, and current ideas of
self-reliance (a concept that has to be
interpreted in a manner different
from its current socialist meaning)
will have to be dismantled.
Unfortunately of course, this
solution cannot prevail in the present
context of the economic and power
hegemony exercised by the richer
countries. It will indeed seem
idealistic and utopian. But then, if
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we have the historical vision that
Despite protestations to the
accompanies a sense of harmony and
contrary, the socialists and Marxists
belief in God, we should all work lack historical vision, as history is
to create those conditions that alone
being exploited to support the class
can ensur·e the success of the global
theory. And they both lack spiritual
economic co-operation postulated
vision, a vision without which the
here. These conditions include, above
study of Man and society makes little
all, a drastic change in the present
sense. Socialism is a mere reaction to
matrix of political and economic
capitalism; it is not a Revelation!
relationships. Remedies can be
They both make nonsense of the
applied only in a system of world
spiritual "weltanschauung", (worldfederation and world unity with a view) the vital life-source of great
spiritual basis. Even the redrawing world civilisations.
of national boundaries have to be
The supranationalisation of ecoseriously considered in our efforts
nomic problems represents nothing
to harmonize and match variables
more than what our harmony with
such as population, resources and
. Cosmos involves. The Cosmic eco"primordial" ties.
system is best maintained when there
is this beauty of harmony between
Capitalism
the inner self and the outer world.
Many academics will tend to
When we apply the problem of ecodisagree with my point of view, as nomic imbalances to this model, we
for many of them ideas like "laissezrealise that the good of the part is
faire" , foreign investment and free
best served when the good of the
trade, smack of capitalism. And, of
whole is considered. Thus, it should
course, capitalism has failed . No become clear that calls for selfdoubt, it is true to speak of capi- reliance and economic diversification
talism as an evil in modern society, a will not solve the problem, in as
system that has failed. It has to be re- much as foreign investment and
membered, however, that the laissez- specialisation against the exploitative
faire 'System, or foreign investme,nt
design of capitalism will not solve
for that matter, cannot be equated the problem.
with the workings of the modern,
corrupt system of free enterprise. A
K. Rajah,
glass , for instance, is neutral in that
Seremban
it can be used to drink either poison
or milk. Just because it has been used
to drink poison, it does not mean
Letters from readers are welcome,
that the glass should be thrown
and should be addressed to:away. Just as we need to distinguish
between the glass and its contents, we
Editor, Aliran Quarterly,
also need to distinguish between free
P.O. Box 1049, Penang,
enterprise and the structural, hisMalaysia.
torical context in which it appears.
Pseudonyms are accepted but all
A laissez-faire system, built and
letters should include the writer's
sustained by the spiritual impulse and
name and address.
set against the background of world
-Ed.
unity, is a far cry from the colouring
and shape assumed after the mould
·of modern capitalism.
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T.V. MALAYSIA: BATTLE
FOR IBE AUDIENCE
I'd like to air my views in respect
of the above matter. I earnestly hope
the Ministry of Information would
accept my considered views in the
liberal spirit of the 2M Administration.
Personally, I seldom or never
watch T.V. programmes except at
10.30pm - Network 2. Here too,
T.V. Malaysia has room for improveme~t. If and when news-readers are
doubtful of their pronunciation,
they should refer to "Daniel Jones".
During their 'leisure, they ought to
tune to B.B.C. or Voice of America
and emulate their counterparts in
these two organisations.
Let me now ask T.V. Malaysia
why are the· public shunning your
"free" programmes and turning to
the relatively expensive video-tape
viewing?
As I see it, it's due mainly to your
own inadequacies. It's needless for
me to inform you that your programmes in English are mostly
mediocre ' ones. Need I elaborate?.
Your "Peristiwa" is in Bahasa
Malaysia only. All your locallyproduced children's programmes,
besides being uninteresting, are also
in Bahasa. I concede you are also
trying to educate the children in the
National Language; but you must
realise that the main aim of the
young viewers is enjoyment. Ca~ the
non-bumiputra kids enjoy your programmes since they can't competently understand the language?
No wonder they avoid your programmes and pester their parents to
switch to Video! Can we blame
them?
Your "Drama Minggu Ini" is far
below the rising expectations and
tastes of your educated viewers.
Your script-writers lack imagination,
not to mention creativity. Your
actors and actresses are too amateurish. Moreover, this programme is not
in colour.
Your "Anekaria" is definitely
"below par". Your Malay /Indonesian
"Tayangan Gambar" deserves a place

in the museum. Most of your Chinese
films are obsolete and of poor
quality. Why penalise the public for
your own inadequacies? Is it fair?
The Government has a massive
majority in Parliament and to legislate against the free choice of the
viewing public is surely unjustifiable,
to put it very mildly. It's indeed
undemocratic! It goes against the
liberal spirit of the 2M Administration.
May I suggest that you put your
own house in order - do some selfanalysis and think of ways and means
of upgrading your programmes and
win back the viewing public instead
of resorting to negativism. You
should be positive, dynamic and
aggressive in tackling the problem
you presently are facing.
Legislation will not solve the
problems; it may even be counterproductive. Should we allow a part
because the Government can't put
across its propaganda to the masses?
I'd vehemently urge the Covernment to reconsider raising taxes on
video cassette recorders and tapes
and banning vjdeo shows in coffeehouses, lounges, restaurants and
other public places. Let's show the
world the beacon of democracy is
still shining in Malaysia - albeit not
too brightly.
Khaw Poh Teik,
Sg. Petani, Kedah

IBE SHRINKING RINGGIT
A local newspaper report states
that the cost of the Penang bridge is
$744 million. According to the
report, "an early estimate put the
cost around $100 million. In 1978 it
was $15 0 million. Then in 1980 it
became $400 million. And last year
it shot up to $692 million. The
current estimate: $744 million" .
Reading this, one wonders where this
continuing rise in costs is going to
land us. Are we moving into an era
when our ringgit will be at par value
with the Indonesian ruppiah? Are we
going to have to pay $10 for a plate
of mee at a roadside stall?
3

Looking at the trend for the last
2 decades, one can sense that we·are
not far away from this situation.
Let us, by way of comparison,
look at a clerk's pay. In 1963, a clerk
was paid a basic salary of $137.50
per month in the first year of service.
He would take home about $160.00
per month inclusive of allowances.
After long service, his maximum
basic pay would be $456.00. Since
1970 a clerk's pay has been revised a
few times and now he gets a maximum of $1,000/- per month. In the
60's it was a prestige to say that one
earn~d a 4-figure salary - only a
senior government servant would
reach this pay scale. But now it is no
longer so.
Though a clerk's pay has risen 2fold, the buying power of our ringgit
has dwindled even more. Let us take
the price of sugar. In the early 60's
it was 25 cents a kati (15 cents a
kati in Penang). But now the price is
about 80 cents a kati. Beef was
$1.80-$2.00 a kati compared to
$6.00 now. lkan kembong which
used to be sold at 15 cents for 10 in
Alor Setar now costs $3.60 a kati in
Kuala Lumpur and over $2.00 in
Alor Setar. In 1960, coconuts were
15-20 cents each compared to
50-60 cents at present.
Further price hikes during the last
20 years readily come to mind. The
price of rice, our staple food, has
gone up three to four times. Your
favourite cup of kopi-susu which was
10 cents at the teh-tarik stall is now
45 cents a cup. Roti canai from 10
cents each is now 40-50 cents each.
A poor man's breakfast of roti canai
and tea at 20 cents is now 80-90
cents. Needless to say, his earnings
have not risen by anything like 4fold :
We can go on and on comparing
prices, but where are we going to
end? Is increasing one's pay the solution? No. The ·only solution is to
check price hikes.
One of the ways will be to get rid
of the middle-man who makes a huge
profit from both producers and consumers. Also we should introduce
marketing by co-operatives and strict
ALI RAN QUARTERLY VOL. 2 NO. 3

government price control instead of
letting some multi-national company
export, process and re-import our
resources as costly finished products.
Finally, a very effective consumer
movement must be maintained to
look after our interests.

economy can ever become a reality,
without due attention to basic health
issues and attempts to produce a
better quality of life.

If early action is not taken, it
might be too late to do anything
about prices.

Unless seri9us debate and discussion are held on such basic issues that
confront us, the neglected aspects of
public health shall in time. to come
reach unmanageable proportions.
Will such a situation still help fetch
more votes?

Small Man,
Kuala Lumpur

HEALTH AND THE POLLS
The general elections are over and
the event still remains fresh in our
minds. A lot was -Said by so many
politicians with so much enthusiasm
but only time can tell how much of
all that was promised will be
implemented. However much was
spoken in our election campaigns
and however much will be fulfilled,
one ugly fact remains - Health was
one aspect that was least discussed.
Aren't promises for better health
for th~ people not capable of
catching votes? Are solving problems
like air-pollution, nutrition, sanitation and eradication of malaria and
dengue beyond the means and
capabilities of our politicians? Or are
we transforming ourselves into a
nation of ostriches who could dig
their heads into the ground securely
and feel that they are a breed
immune to all the threats and
dangers that surround them?
Promises of building mosques and
madrasahs in every village, schools,
new roads and even gifts of goats and
cows to the needy were made. Well
done! How often did we see a daring
candidate express a reassuring word
on overcoming outstanding is&ues
like air-pollution, eradication of
malaria, safe water-supply, housing,
drug abuse and nutrition. How many
of our candidates ever mentioned ·
the miseries of our disabled citizens?
It is time our people realise that
issues of health if not given due
importance shall have grave socioeconomic implications. No amount
of promises on improving the

What better way can there be to
improve productivity than striving
for a healthier Malaysian population?

Aliran Members,
Kota Bfuzru

PALESTINIANS AND
TRIBALISM
My friends and I have been
following Aliran's various statements
on the Palestinians issue with great
interest. We were happy to note that,
unlike the tribalistic noises from
some prominent quarters, you have
emphasized that the Palestinian cause
is worth supporting as a humanitarian cause which has nothing to do
with religious conflict. Perhaps the
local Palestinian representatives will
make their position clear so as to
avoid further misinterpretation.
The recent massacre of Palestinian
refugees in West Beirut shocked
many of my friends and myself to
the point of despair and hatred for
the Israelis who engineered the whole
thing. However, upon reading the
New Straits Times (22nd Sept.
1982), we came to realize that Begin
and his gang do not truly represent
the Israeli people. The fact that
Jewish religious groups are demonstrating against the Israeli Government is a good sign. Furthermore,
the editorial in the 'Jerusalem Post',
as quoted in the New Straits Times
of 22nd Sept shows that even the
Israelis are human beings and have a
conscience. To call for the resignation of the Prime Minister in such
scathing terms, owing to atrocities
against Palestinians, in a country that
has been continuously at war with
4
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them is a brave act. It also shows that
Israel enjoys Press freedom of the
sort that we have not had for over a
decade.
Please continue to campaign for
the aspirations and welfare of the
Palestinians. We all look forward to
the day when the historic injustice
they have suffered will be put right.
This can best be achieved by the
establishment of an independent
State as a homeland for Palestinians
of all races and all religions.

Penyokong Palestine,
Perak

WRONG CUTS AT
WRONG PLACE
I am deeply concerned about the
way our government tries to reduce
expediture due to budget cuts, with
particular reference to the Ministry
of Health.
First, patients are denied their
morning cup of coffee. Imagine if
you are bored and sick, a cup of
coffee can do so much to cheer you
up in the morning. I would rather we
do away with all pomps and ceremonies, which I believe, can save the
government much more money.
Next, the Minister announced
that hospitals will no longer provide
"luxury-drugs" to patients. Is there
such a thing as luxury drug? I
thought one needs medicine because
one has to. Moreover, this decision
will definitely hit the poor more than
the rich for it is the poor who cannot
afford these expensive drugs. Surely
providing efficient and less expensive
service to the general public,
especially the poor, is the utmost
concern and aim of public hospitals.

It is no panacea for the rakyat to
have the impression that the Health
Ministry is less humane. Let us not
confuse necessity with luxury.
Bruised Lee,
Penang

\

25 YEARS OF MERDEKA
Chandra Muzaffar

AA erdeka

is

an

occasion

for

OV\ celebration. It is also a moment
for reflection.

In the history of a nation, in the
evolution of society, 25 years is a
mere twinkling of the eye, a small
footstep in the timeless march of
eternity. For the individual, however,
25 years is a long while. The vast
majority of Malaysians born in 1957,
for instance, would have been
working for a number of years now.
A sizeable portion of them would
have started families of their own.
Their work and family situations
would have developed into a pattern
of sorts - a pattern which will, in all
likelihood, remain with them for the
rest of their lives.

a

Looking back over the last 25
years of Merdeka, an ordinary
Malaysian will conclude that, on the
whole, things have been neither too
good nor too bad. It is the kind of
picture that emerges when certain
positive trends have been outweighed
by certain negative tendencies. We
shall examine both the positive and
negative aspects in relation to 4 main
areas (a) economic and social change
(b) administration (c) politics · and
(d) ethnic relations and culture.
Needless to say, there are other
crucial dimensions of national Iife
which we will not be able to evaluate
in this essay.

For a land flowing with milk
and honey, it is a pity that
a sizeable segment of the
population is still without some
of the basic necessities of life.
POSITIVE TRENDS:
Economic and social change. To

start

with,

the

government

has

succeeded in extending health and
educational facilities to a huge
segment of the population. This is
quite significant considering that
even when the British colonial overlord was about to relinquish power
these amenities were available to
only a few. Better health facilities
are partly responsible for the
decrease in infant mortality, the
increase, in I ife expectancy and the
general decline in the incidence of
certain diseases like malaria, cholera
and
small-pox.
More extensive
edu_c ational facilities have at the
same tir:ne helped to reduce illiteracy.
Education has also · played a
crucial role in improving incomes and
enhancing mobility for certain categories. Via the educational ladder,
the children of farmers, fishermen
and hawkers have become doctors,
Other
lawyers
and
engineers.
economic changes have also accelerated this process. New opportunities
in commerce and industry, the
expansion of all sorts of services, the
growth of the professions, have contributed significantly towards the
same goal. Similarly, new land
schemes and innovations in agricultural production, apart from government subsidies and good international prices for our crops, have
generated better incomes for certain
groups within the rural economy.
At the same time there has been
some
agricultural
diversification
partly in response to international
market demands but also because of
domestic policy. Diversification has
endowed the economy with some
advantages compared to countries
which are wholly dependent upon a
single crop. To this, one should add
the government's industrialization
programme which - whatever its
weaknesses - helped overcome the
chronic unemployment problem of
the sixties.

More important in the long run is
the endeavour to assume ownership
of our major resources like rubber
and tin. Though local ownership does
not mean local control over market
or technology, it nonetheless affords
an opportunity to divert the development of these sectors of the
economy in the interest of the
nation.
Administration. Economic planning and performance would not
have achieved any success if the
administrative system had been
totally inefficient. There is, without
any doubt at all, a certain degree of
competence within
our public
services. Besides, for all its shortcomings the bureaucracy, on the
whole, remains fairly responsive to
public grievances - as proven by
various episodes in the last 25 years.
Politics. Like the economy and
administration, the political kaleidoscope also manifests certain redeeming features. There have been
periodic elections at both federal and
state levels with some democratic
choice. There is political participa-

We will go on importing
technology and imitating
technics and remain dependent
on those who have developed
their own autonomous
sci~ntific tradition.
tion and views which are different
from the government's are heard now
and then. Most of all, perhaps, we
have acquired, considerable maturity
in the intricate art of political succession. Prime Minister has succeeded
Prime Minister on no less than 3
occasions in a peaceful, orderly
manner - a rare accomplishment in
the Third World. Even at other levels
of government and in various

5
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political parties, office-holders have
changed with very little disruption.
Ethnic relations and culture. The
other area of Malaysian life where a
major transformation has occured.
without creating a serious convulsion
is in the use of the national language.
Malay is today a language of effective
inter-ethnic communication among a
new generation of young Malaysians.
Its growth does not, however, mean
that Malaysia has ceased to be a
linguistically diverse nation. Indeed
cultural diversity expressed through
the different religions and cultures of
the land is still very much in vogue.

· If anything, there is a greater
awareness now of one's religious
and cultural roots. What is positive
about this awareness - especially of
Islam among Muslim youths - is the
desire to forge a new social order
which is not a caricature of some
Western experiment.
Apart from new practices and new
perceptions vis-a-vis language and
religion, the last decade in particular
has witnessed another significant
change that involves ethnic relations.
With the assistance of various state
policies and programmes, Malays and
other indigenous peoples have been
incorporated into commerce, industry and the professions, on a
massive scale. Considering that these
spheres of activity were non-Malay
dominated for a long while - a
consequence of colonial economic
and educational policies - it is commendable that a transformation in
ethnic
composition
has
been
achieved without straining the social
fabric beyond a certain point.
All this in fact leads us to a final
comment about the positive trends
since Merdeka. On the whole we have
enjoyed a great deal of security and
stability compared to most Third
World societies and a few First and
Second World countries. Security
and stability are important to people
everywhere. Our achievement is all
the more remarkable when it is
remembered that we live in a politically unstable region which has
experienced so much upheaval in
recent times. More than that, ours is
the most violent century in man's

history: every page of it drips with
blood. And yet we have remained
quite free of mayhem and massacre.

wealth and power. It is equally true
that it has manifested a certain
degr_ee of tolerance and has, at times,
The Reasons. What is the explana- , displayed a greater willingness to
accommodate than some other
tion for our limited success in the
leaderships in the region.
first 25 years of independence? Our
prosperity has had a great deal to do
Be that as it may, there are serious
with it. We are part of an intershortcomings which we should not
national capitalist system which
gloss over. It is these negative aspects
tremendous growth
experienced
of Malaysian society that we should
from the early fifties to the middle
now analyse.
of the seventies. Our export commodities like rubber, tin, timber,
NEGATIVE TRENDS:
palm-oil and petroleum were in great
demand and fetched good prices.
Economic and Social change. For
Apart from purchasing our raw
a land flowing with milk and honey,
materials, the industrialised countries
it is a pity that a sizeable segment of
also saw Malaysia as a lucrative outlet
the population is still without some
for their investments. While they
of the basic necessities of life. 52.8
reaped huge profits from their comper cent of the rural population in
mercial and industrial ventures, we
Peninsular Malaysia for instance does
too derived some income from their
not have piped water. The vast
majority of the working class cannot
economic activities which in turn
helped to augment the nation's
even hope to own their own homes.
wealth.
In fact 37 per cent of total housing
units
in Kuala Lumpur can be classiAs we grew and expanded within
fied
as
squatter huts. Slums exist in
this international system we were
all
our
major
cities and towns.
able to provide services and subsidies

to the lower classes while ensuring
that the middle and upper classes
continued to enjoy handsome profits
and attractive salaries. Because a
portion of our revenue was channelled to meet some of the needs of

The Malaysian bureaucracy has
be<;ome so penetrative that the
autonomy of various groups
and institutions has been
adversely affected.
the weak, though the state as a whole
was inclined towards the strong, we
managed to maintain social stability.
However, the ride we hitched with
a buoyant capitalist system does not
explain everything. If the national
leadership did not embody certain
qualities, all our good fortune would
have come to nought. It is undeniable that since Merdeka we have
had leaders who do care in their own
way for the poor ·and needy. There
has been a sense of social justice.
Likewise, in spite of individual
excesses the leadership as a collectivity has all along exercised a certain
amount of restraint towards both
6
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It is obvious then that certain
fundamental needs like housing have
yet to be fulfilled. This is compounded by the fact that poverty is
still a serious problem. The Fourth
Malaysia Plan ( 1981-1985) estimates
that 29.2% of our people live below
the poverty-line. It is quite likely
that poverty in reality is much worse
than what statistics indicate. For
one thing, the official poverty-line
which was estimated in 1977 to be
$246.05 for rural households and
$272.59 for urban households seems
quite unrealistic. Even in 1977, the
monthly incomes stated above would
not have been sufficient to meet the
basic needs of an average family.
Today, the situation would have
deteriorated further, with a 10 per
cent inflation rate. Many thousands
of families living just above the
official poverty-line would have been
impoverished in the last 2 years or
so. Also, it should be borne in mind
that even when poverty was reduced
in certain sectors in the past, it was
due largely to state subsidies as in the
case of padi and favourable international prices as in the case of
rubber. With the decline in national

revenue and the lack of international
demand for rubber, we cannot
depend upon subsidies or export
prices any more.
Further impoverishment of the
poor will only exacerbate growing
disparities between the upper and

While successive leaderships
since Merdeka have failed to
curb corruption, they have
succeeded in controlling
freedom.
lower classes. These disparities have
become more marked since Merdeka.
They are reflected in various spheres
of the economy. In the padi
economy, for instance, there is much
more concentration of land ownership in the hands of rich landlords
now than at the time of I ndependence. In the timber business the
dominance of a wealthy, wellconnected minority is even more
obvious today than in the past. Likewise the private housing market is
controlled by a few powerful
developers. This explains to some
extent why 80-90 per cent of
housing in Malaysia is priced within
the income range of only 10-15 per
cent of the population.
Similarly, in the cement, flour and
sugar industries there are deeply
entrenched interests whose manipulations have increased manifold the
miseries of the poor. Indeed, in the
wholesaling trade as a whole and in
related activities like transportation
the role of private monopolies is
quite apparent. All this is facilitated
by a financial network which also
favours the rich and the strong.
Generally, the poor have very little
access to commercial capital of the
sort that banks and finance companies represent. Even when it is
available to them, the rules that
govern loans and credit facilities
defeat them from the outset.

income categories. In this connecMalaysia has followed a pattern that
tion, it tias been estimated that those
is common to many Third World
in the $1000 plus income bracket
societies. Our industrial sites are
benefit 3½ times as much from
mere enclaves within the Western and
public investment compared to those
Japanese industrial empires. The bulk
in the $300 minus income group. To
of Malaysian industries have not
be convinced of this one has merely
developed endogenously with firm
roots in our own resources, skills and
to take into account the proportion
of public money that goes into the
crafts. The danger of depending too
much on others for our industrializabuilding of airports, superhighways,
. tion was underscored recently by the
skyscrapers and the like.
sharp decline in our export earnings
The lop-sided nature of our
from
textiles
and
electronic
economic development is born out
products.
by other features of our planning
too. We have not given enough
emphasis to food, both in terms of Dissent is the mark of a genuine
democracy; it signifies the
production and its equitable distribution. Agriculture in our country is existence of real freedom.
almost synonymous with cash-crops.
This is a hangover from colonial
The failure to create endogenous
thinking. Food production, in fact,
industries is, in a sense, an outcome
should be at the core of the
of yet another flaw in our economy.
economy. The development of indusAfter 25 years we have yet to
tries should be linked to food and
develop a strong scientific base. Such
other aspects of agriculture. Una base geared towards fundamental
fortunately,
industrialization
in
research in the various sciences is
vital for the growth of both our
agricultural and industrial sectors and
indeed of our society as a whole.
Only with a solid scientific foundation can we become genuinely selfreliant. Otherwise, we will go on
importing technology and imitating
technics and remain dependent on
those who have developed their own
autonomous scientific tradition.
This is one of the main reasons
why Malaysia is still so dependent on
the West and Japan. But dependency
is also the product of an entire structure and outlook which does not
generate the prerequisites for selfreliance. Consequently, we have
become dependent upon foreign
technology, foreign markets, foreign
goods, foreign investments, foreign
consultants and now foreign loans.
No country has developed through
dependency. On the contrary, dependency guarantees continued underdevelopment..

All in all then, the Malaysian
economy, after 25 years of Merdeka,
is a very lop-sided economy serving
the interests of those in the higher
income echelons rather than meeting
the basic needs of those in the lower-
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Administration.
Just as our
economic system exhibits many
negative characteristics, so does our
administrative set-up evince some
unhealthy tendencies. Over the last
decade, the bureaucracy has grown
by leaps and bounds. While some of
Cont. on page 47 /
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PUBLIC
ACCOUNTABILITY

Tan Sri Ahmad Noordin

This is the Speech of the Auditor-General who was awarded ''Man of the Year" by Aliran during their 25th
Merdeka Dinner held on 28th August 1982.

C aya mengucap ribuan terimakasih kepada

menentukan . hakikat terse but, menerusi proses
odit. Walau bagaimanapun, saya percaya pengjawatankuasa dan ahli-ahli Aliran yang telah
hargaan seumpama ini adalah menjadi perangsang
sudi menjemput saya ke majlis jamuan yang
kepada kami dalam Jabatan Odit, untuk memper. permai pada malam ini.
kuatkan lagi azam dan hasrat kami meneruskan
Terimakasih saya tidak terhingga juga saya
usaha-usaha
yang sedang dijalankan.
ucapkan kepada Yang Dipertua · dan Ahli-ahli
Aliran atas ingatan yang ikhlas dari mereka,
Tuan-tuan dan puan-puan,
dengan menyampaikan kepada saya di majlis ini,
·
Mengam bil sempena majlis keraian pada
satu tanda penghargaan atau "citation", untuk
mengenangkan sumbangan sedikit sebanyak dari
malam ini, biarlah saya menyuarakan sedikit
Jabatan Odit kepada usaha-usaha bersama, usaha- . sebanyak buah fikiran saya, sebagai seorang
usaha yang bertujuan membangun, dan menyebarpegawai awam yang menghadapi beberapa
kan kesedaran di kalangan masyarakat kita, akan
cabaran dan kerumitan dalam usaha-usaha memprinsip-prinsip dan nilai-nilai yang hak dan suci,
bangun keupayaan tenaga Jabatan Odit, dan juga
bagi kesempurnaan hidup manusia, khususnya
perasaan kecewa dalam beberapa perkara. Patut
terhadap cita-cita mumi yang diperjuangkan oleh
say a tegaskan bahawa kekurangan a tau "con-Aliran.
straints" ini adalah "inherent", atau terujud dari
kaedah-kaedah
Saya berharap
pentadbiran biromoga-moga tanda
krasi yang diamalkenangan ini ialah
kan
masa m1.
sebagai
memPada hemat saya,
bayangkan peras etengah-setengah
saan segolongan
dari "constraints"
besar masyarakat
atau "handicap"
kita, yang menini boleh di atasi,
yedari akan nilaisekiranya
kita
nilai akhlak yang
semua
benartinggi,
a tau
benar mahukan
"ideals" yang kita
Jabatan Odit N~bersama sedang
gara memainkan
memperjuangkan,
peranannya, iaitu
demi kepentingan
sebagai institusi
rakyat Malaysia
Ton Sri Ahmad Noordln: on Independent and effective Audit Office.
untuk memberi
seluruhnya.
sumbangan yang lebih bermakna dan berkesan,
Saya menyambut tanda kenangan ini bagi
dalam usaha-usaha pembangunan ekonomi negara
pihak pegawai-pegawai dan kakitangan Jabatan
dan bangsa, menerusi kaedah-kaedah yang sihat.
Odit, dengan perasaan insaf dan terharu, insaf
akan beberapa kekurangan atau kelemahan kami
Saya minta izin meneruskan ucapan saya
dalam Jabatan Odit, pada mencapai matlamat
dalam bahasa Inggeris.
objektif yang terkandung dalam kalimah "public
Tuan-tuan dan Puan-puan,
accountability". Tugas kami sangatlah rumit,
iaitu mencari bukti-bukti yang benar, bagi
Please forgive me for going over some _back- '

0
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ground details before stating the main issue. I
think this is a suitable occasion for me to talk
about the Audit Office and its role in relation to
the society at large. The topic has a bearing on
the honour given to us this evening.
I believe it is widely known now, that the
essential part of the Auditor General's role is to
ensure accountability of government to Parliament, in respect of public monies (resources)
entrusted to the various government agencies.
These agencies are given specific functions,
powers and resources by Parliament to serve the
public good. Generally speaking, the relevant
statutes relating to the conduct of financial affairs
of public authorities do provide all the necessary
controls and safeguards, in order to ensure that
those responsible can be called upon to account
for what they have done with those resources. At
least they must be accountable in the material
sense. In some cases the controls imposed are too
rigid or ineffective for want of machinery to
enforce them. Sometimes, as the proverb says,
'The Law catches flies, but lets hornets go free!'
The question I ask myself is - how many of
us, being responsible for public monies, do really
understand the meaning of the term "public
accountability" in a larger sense? Public accountability in a larger sense, includes other social
values, besides the material values. What we
should emphasise, and what should be understood
by all, is that public accountability does not stop
short at material values only. It must embrace
moral and ethical values as well. In this respect, I
think our political leadership has acknowledged
the validity of this concept. As you know, the
present Administration has stressed the need for
clean, efficient and trustworthy government.
Assuming that the people understand this wider
concept, the next question is - how many of us,
managers of public resources, do know how to
give substance to that meaning, in terms of
material as well as ethical values m the course of
performing our duties?
We may have won a few skirmishes in this
campaign - the campaign to arouse public awareness about the importance of moral and ethical
values in the conduct of public affairs. But we are
far from winning the war -- by a long shot!
The struggle must go on and on. It is going to be
a long and difficult struggle, and the line of
victory can never be clearly defined. We have to
beware, the Devil (Syaitan) is always lurking
alongside. Everyone is vulnerable to temptation,
to stray away from the right path.
In the final analysis, the struggle is within
our own heart and mind. It is up to us, as
individuals, to draw the line between good and
evil, with ou,r own will. For example, Ketua

Setiausaha Negara has recently drawn the line
against smoking, in government offices and public
places. To what extent this line can be observed is
left to the individuals concerned.
It must be remembered that the duties of
performing the · functions of any agency are
entrusted to persons of diverse dispositions.
Powers given them to carry out those functions
are often delegated to others down the hierarchy
in each organisation. These people seldom remain
in the same position throughout their working
life. They come and go, and others take their
place. As people in authority change, so do the
style, policies and perceptions of the management. These changes continue all the time.
Qualities and standards tend to change too, for
better or worse, depending on the leadership and
motivation. It is a truism that things are never
static; they are always in a state of flux. While a
good many of the present generation of administrators and managers have attained certain
standards of discipline and efficiency in their
management of financial affairs, it does not mean
that such standards improve or remain the same
forever. Sometimes qualities of performance
decline, or the value systems change, and very
often top management hardly notice the
difference.
In the interest of the healthy development
of our society and our value systems, administrators and managers need to be reminded from
time to time of the basic principles underlying
any given objectives, such as those principles
embodied in 'Rukunegara' and 'Panduan P~rkhidmatan Cemerlang'. These principles should
not be regard~d merely as slogans. They are
meant to be observed and put into practice.
Society at large should also play the · role of
'reminders of public con_science'.
Viewed in the light of the increasing complexity of public sector activities, the Audit
Office is in its present position, to my mind,
much handicapped, in terms of human and
material resources, to play effectively its role as
'guardian of public accountability'. No doubt we
can occasionally tell horror stories in the Audit
Report, but this is not an end in itself. The more
important and difficult task is to bring about a
change of attitudes on the part of those responsible, so that there will be no more similar sad
episodes in the future. What. I wish to emphasise
is that we need many more competent and
experienced officers with the requisite skills in
the Audit Office who can play, with greater confidence, the role of agents of change. I am proud
that I have a team of dedicated officers, but the
number with the necessary experience is sorely
inadequate under the present circumstances. Out
9
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of 680 officers in the professional and subprofessional group, about 35% have had auditing
experience (of 3 years or less).
The Federal Audit Office has been in existence for about 50 years. No one knows exactly
since when. Perhaps the Department in its present
form was established around the period when the
F.M.S. administrative arrangements were centralised in Kuala Lumpur before 1930. I would
suggest our historians do some research into the
development of our financial systems in the
period before Independence.
The Audit office has changed very little in
its basic structure since after the Second World
War. Apart from the change in the method of
appointing the
Auditor . General
after Merdeka together with the
promulgation of
the Audit Act
in 1957, the Department itself is
still very much
a part of the
bureaucratic setup, operating
under the same
bureaucratic constraints. Although
the office of the
A/Iron Merdeko Dinner
Auditor-General
is regarded as a public institution, independent of
the Executive Branch of government, the staff are
recruited and appointed by other authotities to
serve in the Audit Office. The Auditor General, as
the chief executive of the Department, has little
authority over the recruitment and promotion of
the audit staff. This is because the Constitution
does not allow the Public Services Commission
to delegate to the Auditor-General (who is outside its jurisdiction) the authority of making
appointments to the public service. The position
is somewhat different in the case of the Judicial
and Legal Service, which has a Judicial and Legal
Service Commission to make appointments for
that service.
In practice, therefore, according to the rules
of the game in our bureaucratic system, the
Auditor General must depend on the goodwill of.
the appropriate government authorities for his
annual budget, for his staffing requirements, and
for recruiting new staff. We of course maintain
good relations with these authorities, and do
benefit from their goodwill, but only up to a
point. This arrangement was quite workable in
the situation when the Audit Office examined
only government accounts in the traditional

manner. The position has, however, changed
enormously, since the creation of many more
statutory bodies (and their subsidiaries) at the
Federal and State level in the last 15 years. The
Federal Budget in the early sixties was around 2
billion ringgit. Since the early seventies, public
sector expenditure has grown rapidly and
enormously. Now it is around 30 billions. The
introduction of the programme budgeting system,
together with the need to expand the scope of
audit, new audit methodologies and techniques,
makes the problem of staffing the Audit Office
more and more complex. What we need is some
flexibility in the hiring system. For example, the
Audit Office should have the authority to appoint
specialists on a short term b is from time to time
for special audit
tasks.
N otwithstanding these developments, however, there has
not been, so far, a
really comprehensive review of the
organisations of
the public services
as a whole, apart
from the successive reviews of
salary scales. I
think now is an
appropriate time
to carry out such a review. We have grown flabby
over the years, and should find ways to reduce
weight, for the good health of our bureaucracy.
The set-up of the Audit Office itself has never
been subject to any independent review since we
took over from the British, apart from the ad hoe
internal reshuffles carried out during the annual
budget exercise.
As far as I am concerned, I feel it is fitting
and timely now to consider the need for an
independent Committee to review the organisation, structure, functions and facilities of the
Audit Office, and its relationship with the controlling agencies in the government. It is good for
us all to subj_ect the Audit Office itself, to an
independent review, at least for a change! I would
suggest that the members of the Committee be
drawn from other instjtutions, such as the Universities, the private sector- Accounting Bodies, the
Government and also from the Parliamentary
Public Accounts Committee. They should make
recommendations to revamp the Audit Office,
how to make it more suited and better equipped,
to play its proper role in the light of current
developments. As a lay man with an inside know10
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ledge of its working~, I have a few suggestions to
offer to such a Committee. We hope that an
independent Committee will understand and
appreciate the issues involved, and lend weight
to our proposals.
I may be criticised for making this suggestion publicly, without going through the proper
channel! But I think the Audit Office has a
certain responsibility to the society at large in the
sense that it is the auditor on behalf of the taxpayers and ratepayers in the country. It is proper
that leaders of our society and members of the
public, as an interested party, be given an opportunity to express their views on this issue. I
personally feel that ways can be found to make
some modifications in the present arrangements
of managing the Audit Office, without amending
the Constitution. The aim is to make the Audit
Office function as an independent and effective
auditing institution in the public sector.
My impression is that government leaders
appear to be sympathetic to our needs, but for us
to realise these needs, on our own, through the
official channel, is a long and difficult process.
Indeed, in some instances where the issues
involved are outside the normal scheme of things,

we couldn't even get past the gatekeeper of that
channel. This reminds me of th~ old parable told
me by a friend of mine. In the days of the
Prophets _of old, there was a time when the
Prophet received a Divine Directive to the effect
that the claims of a certain autonomous tribe
were justified and could amicably be settled with
the help of members of the Priesthood. However,
the priests protested that the claims had not been
submitted through the proper channels, and
therefore should be investigated and verified.
They took twenty years to settle the issue!
I therefore sincerely submit our Audit
Office 'tribal' claims for investigation and verification .by an independent Committee, consisting of
academicians (lay preachers), law makers, our
fraternity in the profession, as well as representatives from the government.
I personally feel that we should not leave
this inquiry entirely in the hands of public
officials, lest the Audit Office suffer the same
treatment, as the unfortunate tribe in the Parable.
Parable.
Sekali lagi saya mengucap tinggi terima
kasih kepada majlis ini.

~ uring the last 3 months, the Internal Education

and briskly. The presentation ceremony drew rapt attention and Tan Sri was graciously humble in his acceptance
speech. The President's address won general appreciation
for its forthrightness and concern for the nation. Both
speeches are of course printed in this issue of the
Quarterly.

Bureau persevered with its programme of talks and
discussions. There was an excellent talk on the Health
Services by our guest speaker Dr. (Datuk) Deveraj which
was however poorly attended. Those who attended can
testify as to what the others missed. In September we had
another 2 guest speakers - Dr. Francis Loh on the Arms
Race and Puan Rohanna Ariffin on "Women and
Society". Both talks were well-documented and stimulating. Most members felt that they learnt a lot from the
talks and follow-up discussions.

It might be appropriate at this juncture to mention
that work on the Quarterly has assumed a greater magnitude than earlier anticipated and some streamlining is
being planned to make the most economic use of time and
labour, without sacrificing quality.

The main activity in the last quarter was, of course,
the 25th Anniversary Merdeka Dinner whi-ch was combined with the presentation of our 'Outstanding Malaysian' Award to the Auditor-General, Tan Sri Ahmad
Noordin. A tremendous amount of work went into
organizing this function and it absorbed the energies of a
large number of our members, especially those in the
Dinner Sub-Committee, for well over 6 weeks. As a result,
some of them who were 'booked' to write articles for the
Quarterly could not meet the deadline and had to be given
an extension of time. However, the Dinner itself turned
out to be a huge success with almost 800 guests attending
at the Fortuna Restaurant, (forsaking 'Dallas' for that
Saturday night!) Apart from minor disturbances from a
private birthday party, the function went off smoothly

There was a collection carried out for the New
Straits Times Palestinian Fund, a cause which Aliran
strongly sympathizes with, as can be seen from our Press
Statements on the subject. We collected a total of
$1,200/- from our members and sent in the donation in
late June. For some reason, it took the sponsors almost 3
months to acknowledge our mod.est contribution in ·their
columns, but better late than never!
At the invitation of the Malaysian Institute of
Management, we sent two of our active members to
participate in the Institute's Seminar on the Environment
held at the Bayview Hotel on 22nd and 23rd September
last.
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HUMAN RIGHTS
This is the second part of a series on human rights in the contemporary setting.

ENFORCEMENT OF
HUMAN RIGHTS
Azmi Khalid

HOW ARE HUMAN RIGHTS TO BE UPHELD?

Rights on 3rd January 1976, and, on 23rd March 1976,
the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights
together with its Optional Protocol, which only needed
a minimum of 10 ratifications.

11 he vitally practical question of the enforcement of

·_1 universal human rights standards requires an understanding of numerous matters. These would include international achievements in terms of accepted legal
documents, the complex machinery established by international and regional organisations of a governmental or
non-governmental (private) character, various procedures
available to the individual to submit complaints for
redressing his grievances, as well as general measures at the
international, regional or national levels for promoting
respect, recognition and observance of human rights and
fundamental freedoms.

Two separate covenants were needed to transform
the Declaration's principles into legal obligations that bind
ratifying states, in view of the differing levels of socioeconomic progress prevailing in the world community. It
was felt that many nations would need to attain certain
levels of development before being able to accept the
obligations imposed by the first Covenant, thus they
could postpone ratifying it till such time as they were
more able to. However the second Covenant's obligations
could be met by all nations irrespective of such progress.

When the U.N. Universal Declaration of Human
Rights was adopted in 1948 it envisaged that "every
individual and every organ of society ... shall strive by
teaching and education" to promote such objectives. The
Declaration itself constituted the first major step in this
direction by serving as an inspiration to national constitutions and laws t.Jwards upholding the rights of individuals.
It also has had a wide impact on the international law for
the protection of human rights. Yet despite its powerful
influence, it could not be viewed as the sole instrument
for the attainment of such noble aims for mankind.

As the history of this Bill has shown, that line of
thinking which was used to have two separate Covenants
now appears to have been used also in order to justify
not ratifying the second Covenant as well. Arguments
tend to persist that the according of civil and political
rights as required by the Covenant would hamper socioeconomic development objectives.

PRINCIPLES OF IMPLEMENTATION
Although there seems to exist two broad categories
of rights in the International Bill, the close interrelationship of all these rights cannot be denied. It can be
conceded that the two sets of rights are different in
character, as explicitly affirmed by both Covenants, and
also that there are likely to be different means of attaining
them . It may also be further contended that the socioeconomic rights assume more of the nature of goals, e.g.
eliminating poverty, improving employment opportunities, and broadening educ~tion, rather than the character
of rights whose violation could be redressed through
available legal remedies. Though it may be easier to understand such rights in this way, the debate still continues on
how best to attain them. The relevant Covenant merely
states that the State party "undertakes to take steps .. .
with a view to achieving progressively the full realization
of the rights . . ."

INTERNATIONAL BILL OF HUMAN RIGHTS
Individual states had earlier proclaimed their own
charters such as the 1689 Bill of Rights in England, the
1789 French Declaration of the Rights of Man and the
1791 Bill of Rights in the U.S. Constitution. There had
been no such charter of an international nature until
1948 when the Universal Declaration was achieved so as•
to form the first part of an International Bill of Human
Rights, culminating in two International Covenants being
unanimously adopted in 1966. It was nearly ten years
later in 1976 that this Bill became an effective reality
when sufficient ratifications, amounting to the minimum
required number of 35, were obtained from amongst U.N.
Member States. That enabled the entry into force of the
International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural
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COVENANT
ON
ECONOMIC,
CULTURAL RIGHTS

So it also follows that the denial of civil and
political rights with the avowed objective of advancing
socio-economic rights is not tenable since such an objective
can carry no guarantees of success, much less promise
the eventual pursuit of civil and political rights in the
more advanced economic stage of development aimed for.
At the same time too, civil and political rights granted
in conditions of little socio-economic progress may suffer
a similar fate.

SOCIAL

AND

States ratifying this Covenant undertake to submit
periodic reports to the U.N. Economic and Social Council
on the measures adopted and the progress made towards
realizing those rights. The Council may make general
recommendations and may promote_ appropriate international action to assist the States parties in those fields.

For societies with authoritarian practices that try
to highlight this justification clear examples already point
out the fallacy. For example, if strict decrees prohibit the
political right to the free and peaceful expression of
demands for better working conditions by employees'
unions, then the individual cannot be assured of his
"right to the enjoyment of just and favourable conditions
of work". Similarly, "the right to education ... ( that)
shall enable all persons to participate effectively in a free
society" would become valueless should the civil rights to
equality and personal liberty be suspended or curtailed.

OTHER INTERNATIONAL MEASURES
Apart from the machinery provided under the International Bill of Human Rights, the United Nations
principal organs and specialised agencies as well as other
international organisations do also concentrate their
efforts in this field. Their activities range from drafting
standard-setting multilateral conventions (treaties) ·to
establishing judicial mechanisms that enable individuals to
prosecute States for human rights violations. The General
Assembly itself is entrusted with initiating studies and
making recommendations for assisting in the realization
of human rights,' whilst the Economic and Social Council
can set up commissions and sub-commissions for its
promotion and generally deal with a~y matter concerning
human rights.

Since man's life just cannot be compartmentalised,
so he cannot achieve the full development of his human
personality and his human dignity with disjointed sets of
rights.

COVENANT ON CML AND POLITICAL RIGHTS

Amongst the Specialised Agencies, the International
Labour Organisation (ILO), the U.N. Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation (UNESCO), the Food and
Agricultural Organisation (F AO) and the World Health
Organisation (WHO) rate special mention. The ILO has
developed and secured the ratification of important conventions in areas such as the right to work, right to
organize and collective bargaining, freedom from forced
labour and non-discrimination. Its unique tripartite
character, representing governments, employers and

In terms of implementation under this Covenant,
State Parties will elect an 18-member Human Rights
Committee of persons acting in their individual capacity.
The Committee will consider reports submitted by the
State parties on the measures they have adopted which
give effect to the recognised rights and on the progress
made in µie enjoyment of those rights. General comments
may then be addressed to these States as well as to the
U.N.

Since man s life just cannot be compartmentalis(!d,
so he cannot achieve the full development of his
human personality and his human dignity with
disjointed sets of rights.

Under optional provisions of the Covenant, the
Committee may also consider communications from a
State party alleging that another State party is not fulfilling its -obligations. The Committee then acts as a
fact-finding body, establishes conciliation commissions
or makes available its good offices to reach a friendly
solutic,n.

workers, has established one of the ·international community's most effective compliance mechanisms.
UNESCO's tasks include contributing to peace and
security by promoting collaboration among nations
through education, science, and culture in order to further
universal respect for justice, the Rule of Law and for
human rights and fundamental freedoms. The organisation
has drafted international human rights conventions and
holds conferences on specific human rights related issues.
FAO has as one of its main purposes that of "... contributing towards an expanding world economy and ensuring
humanity's freedom from hunger': WHO provides
technical assistance to aid governments in achieving the
highest attainable standard of health for their peoples.

The Optional Protocol enables the Human Rights
Committee to consider communications from private
individuals, who have exhausted all available domestic
remedies, claiming to be the victims of a violation of any
of the rights by a State Party to the Covenant. Reports
of the Committee are then submitted to the States
concerned.
13
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It can be seen that scores of standard-setting instruments and their respective enforcement mechanisms have
charted significant improvements to various areas of the
rights of the individual. These would include major
achievements such as in:

under the Organisation of American States, whilst the
Organisation of African Unity and the League of Arab
States both have their respective human rights treaties
and mechanisms. It is only the Asian continent which
seems devoid of inter-governmental human rights interest.

(a)

NON-GOVERNMENTAL ORGANISATIONS

Self-Detennination
1960 Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples.

(b)

Prevention of Discrimination
International Convention on the Elimination of
All Forms of Racial Discrimination.
Discrimination (Employment and Occupation)
Convention.

(c)

Crimes Against Humanity
Convention on the Prevention and Punishment
of the Crime of Genocide

(d)

Slavery and Forced Labour
Slavery Convention
Abolition of Forced Labour Convention

(e)

Nationality, Statelessness, Asylum and Refugees
Convention on the Nationality of Married
Women
Convention on the Reduction of Statelessness
Convention relating to the Status of Refugees
Declaration on Territorial Asylum

(t)

Freedom of Association
Convention on Freedom of Association and
Protection of the Right to Organise

(g)

Marriage and Childhood
Convention on Consent to Marriage, Minimum
Age for Marriage and Registration of Marriages
Declaration of the Rights of the Child

Inter-governmental organisations may ·have made
positive contributions through the very existence of
standards and monitoring procedures - there are deterrent effects as well as significant mobilization of world
opinion on numerous issues. Yet there are serious constraints presented by jealously-guarded national
sovereignty, political insensitivity affecting major governments as well as the complexity, confusion and lack of
coordination by enforcement agencies. To avoid such
difficulties and also to directly involve the individual in
the efforts to a greater extent, non-governmental organisations (NGO's) today proliferate as a result of concern for
human rights by groups sharing a common interest,
striving for a common cause or believing in similar ideals.
The advantage they all possess is the freedom to disregard
territorial barriers and to be· free from purely national
concerns. As such they can more easily mould public
opinion, such as that done by the International Commission of Jurists for the Rule of Law or Amnesty International for 'prisoners of conscience' who have been
incarcerated for the opinions they adhere to. Humanitarian bodies like the International Committee of the
Red Cross also fall within this category and have contributed positively to alleviate suffering and hardships.
At the same time it should not be thought that
NGO's work at cross-purposes with or are always critical
of governments and inter-governmental organisations.
Many findings and recommendations are submitted to
national governments whilst the consultative status
accorded to NGO's by the U.N. and other international
organisations enable cooperation and joint efforts to be
forged .

REGIONAL METHODS
International implementation of human rights, as
with other areas of world-wide cooperation, does not
preclude action on a regional basis. In fact it is felt by
some authorities that such bases can prove more effective
because of the lesser magnitudes and greater commonalities involved.

NATIONAL IMPLEMENTATION
The successes charted through standard-setting,
enforcement machinery and other measures at international and regional levels cannot deny the necessity for
relating them all ultimately to national systems. National
constitutions, laws and judicial decisions need to give
legitimacy to international achievements and national
systems need to be willing to do so. Teaching and education on human rights • would assist tremendously in
assisting states to ratify international conventions and
incorporate their ideals nationally. Only then would
universal human rights be effectively enjoyed by the
individual. The success and failure of such measures in
various settings throughout the world would later serve
as useful study of mankind's efforts to uphold human
rights in his local community.

The most famous regional human rights model is
found under the aegis of the Council of Europe which in
1950 adopted the European Convention on Human Rights
and Fundamental Freedoms. Observance of the civil and
political rights recognised under this system is monitored
by both a Commission and a Court of Human Rights.
Emphasis is made upon individual complaints rather than
matters raised by States parties, whilst the procedure and
approach is more quasi-legal than the political style
adopted in the reporting and supervising procedures of
international organisations. States parties are legally
bound to accept and enforce the decisions made.
In the Western hemisphere there exists the InterAmerican Commission on Human Rights established
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REPORT ON FREEDOM
Azmi Khalid

(Most items have been excerpted from the JanuaryFebruary 1982 issue of "Human Rights Internet Reporter",
the bi-monthly journal of Human Rights Internet, an
international communication network on human rights
based in Washington D.C., U.S.A. Founded in 1976 as a
non-profit corporation, Internet has gained international
recognition as an independent, non-partisan and objective
source of information on human rights throughout the
world).

where it does, there are still a wide variety of
restrictions.
The year has seen more and more countries introducing legislation to stem the flow of information
and to restrict the work of journalists.
More and more governments in the developing
countries are introducing restrictive laws aimed at
controlling their media and have made their influence known in international organisations such as
UNESCO. Thanks to UNESCO 's communications
policy [ the New World Information Order] these
governments believe that their restrictions have an
air of acceptability·~

1981 WORLDWIDE SURVEY OF FREEDOM
(the 1981 Survey produced in the January-February
._, 1982 edition of "Freedom at Issue", the bi-monthly
magazine of Freedom House in New York, reports that
1981 was not a good year for freedom. Few countries
advanced and losses greatly outnumbered the gains:
After martial law in Poland, 2,038 million people or
44.8% of the world population are listed as not
free .
Three notable examples of countries formerly categorised as partly free - South Africa, Iran,
Guatemala - have now been re-classified as not
free.
Seven countries with populations totalling 82.81
million which are said to have suffered a deterioration are Chad, Djibouti, Egypt, Nicaragua, Llbya,
Sudan and Zimbabwe.

UNITED NATIONS
The 35th session of the U.N. Commission on
Human Rights held at the U.N. Office in Geneva,
Switzerland from 1st February to 12th March 1982
scheduled the following items, among others, on its
agenda:

Nations showing advances in freedom include
Taiwan, Honduras, Ivory Coast, Tunisia and
Mauritius.

In. Europe: Spain, Portugal and Greece have joined
the community of democracies.
In Latin America, a few countries have achieved or
solidified democracy.
Asian democratic institutions have been maintained
under pressure.
African democracy has not fared well recently.

1.

Violation of human rights in the occupied Arab
territories, including Palestine.

2.

Violations in Southern Africa.

3.

Study of special problems faced by developing
countries in their efforts to achieve economic,
social and cultural rights.

4.

The right of peoples to self-determination.

5.

Human rights of persons subjected to any form of
detention or imprisonment.

6.

The question of measures to be taken against
ideologies and practices based on terror or incitement to racial discrimination or any other form of
group hatred.

. "ACCESS TO JUSTICE"
This was the theme of the Workshop on the
Promotion of Procedures for the Implementation of
Internationally Recognised Human Rights held at Tagaytay in the Philippines from February 14th - 19th 1982.
Nearly 40 participants from Philippines, Indonesia,
Thailand, Singapore, Malaysia, India and the U.S.A.
attended the seminar, jointly organised by the Human
Rights Internet, the International Human Rights law
Group and the University of the Philippines Center and
College of law.

1981 WORLD PRESS FREEDOM REVIEW
The December/January 1981/82 "IP/ Report" of
the International Press Institute in London has also
released its country-by-country survey of press freedom
for 1981, including reports on Asian countries like China,
India, Indonesia; Japan, Malaysia, Pakistan, Philippines,
South Korea, Sri Lanka, Taiwan and Thailand:
''In charting press freedom over the year, it has been
increasingly difficult to find more than 20 countries
where such freedom can be said to exist. Even

Intensive discussions were held on domestic,
regional and international procedures and strategies for
15
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the promotion and protection of human rights in Asia.
Specific questions that were discussed included freedom
of association, rights of detainees, rights of indigenous
peoples and minorities, women's rights, child labour,
exploitation of women and children through prostitution,
and the right to land, housing and fair wages.

200 students staged anti-government demonstrations
that were later disperse'd by riot police,
Other demonstrations had also been organised at
Sungkyungwan University, Kongjiu Education
College, Pusan University, Sogang University,
Kyunghee University, the University of Foreign
Studies and Chunnam University in Kwangju.

The workshop provided an opportunity for a wider
exchange and dissemination of information as well as
strengthened linkages between organisations and individuals who do not manage to meet regularly despite
living in close geographical proximity in South and
South-East Asia and confronting similar types of problems
relating to human rights.

THE PHILIPPINES
Several organisations joined forces to sponsor the
First National Conference on Human Rights from
February 17th - 18th 1982 in Manila out of concern for
"the continuing, ever-growing militarization of the
Philippines and the consequent violations of human
rights".

REGIONAL COUNCIL ON HUMAN RIGHTS IN ASIA
This new non-governmental human rights organisation was formally established at a signing ceremony on
18th February 1982 at Manila, Philippines. Twelve
individuals from Indonesia, Philippines, Malaysia and
Thailand signed the historic document setting up the
Council, to consist of "not more than five citizens from
each of the countries of South-East Asia who are . ..
actively engaged in promoting and defending human
rights within their country. "

The 150 civil libertarians, trial lawyers, student
activists, social workers, nuns, priests and other advocates
representing some 70 organisations and institutions set up
a 12-member committee to work out plans for forming a
national office, to coordinate the work of all groups and
individuals working for the defense and promotion of the
human rights of Filipinos.

PAKISTAN

The stated goals of the Council are to:
1.

Adopt, disseminate and seek support for a regional
declaration of human rights that reflects the culture,
values and aspirations of the peoples of the region,

2.

Promote and encourage respect for individual and
collective human rights throughout the region;

3.

Encourage governments of the region to ratify or
concur with the two U.N. International Covenants
on Human Rights and the Second Protocol to the
four Geneva Conventions on the conduct of armed
conflict;

4.

Receive complaints of human . rights violations and
assist in obtaining redress;

5.

Undertake studies and researches into the state of
human rights in the region.

In its recent report entitled Pakistan: Human Rights
Violations and the Decline of the Rule of Law, Amnesty
International notes that imprisonment, torture and executions of political prisoners have increased in the
country while authorities strip civilian courts of the power
to protect human rights.
The Provisional Constitutional Order of 24th March
1981:
gives the President power to change the Constitutution at will,
effectively annuls the 1973 Constitution with its
guarantees of fundamental rights,
bars civilian judges from reviewing decisions of
military courts,
serves frequently to deny defence lawyers for
accused persons.
The report also notes that in just one month,
March 1981, 6000 people were arrested for political
reasons .

ASIA
SOUTH KOREA
The North American Coalition for Human Rights in
Korea reports that amid outward signs of liberalisation
such as the December amnesty and the lifting of curfew
restrictions in January, the government has been faced
with growing student protests against its policies and
actions:
On January 22nd 1982, 25 students, workers and
young intellectuals were convicted in Seoul for
founding a book discussion group and for publishing
studies on the labour movement,

AFRICA
GHANA
The International 'Commission of Jurists in Switzerland recently released a statement on the December 31st
military coup by Flight Lt. Jerry Rawlings. That fifth
military coup in fifteen years had resulted in the
suspension of the Constitution, dissolution of Parliament,
the banning of existing political parties and detention of
over 130 people.

At Seoul National University last October some
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The statement condemned the setting up of
"people's tribunals" to dispense "revolutionary justice",
fearing that it would mean former civilian government
officials being tried under vague charges for acts that
were previously lawful. The ICJ believes that the existing
system was adequate since "Ghana has highly qualified
and courageous lawyers, a capable and independent
judiciary and a tradition of fair criminal trials."

UNITED KINGDOM
Anti-trade union legislation has been criticised by
the Trades Union Congress as further depriving workers
of their rights. The law would allow unions to be sued by
employers or other aggrieved persons for taking industrial
action and enable employers to dismiss striking workers.
The General Secretary of the Congress feels that these
powers would create friction and disrupt existing wellestablished worker-employer arrangements.

MIDDLE EAST

KUWAIT
On January 19, 1982 the Kuwaiti Parliament
rejected a proposal to allow women to vote. Only male,
literate Kuwaitis over the age of 21 can vote, such that
only 43,000 of the nation 's i .3 million citizens meet the
requisite criteria. The Bill was not accepted because "the
time is inopportune for receiving the idea in the light of
well-established traditions".
The Kuwait Women's Social and Education Society
protested that the decision "runs counter to the role of
· Kuwaiti women and the high standards they have
achieved". The woman Dean of Kuwait University's
Faculty of law, Dr. Badiya al Awadhi, was also quoted as
having said that it was schizophrenic to allow women to
hold high executive posts and yet deny them the right to
vote.

THE AMERICAS
U.S.A.
The U.S. Subcommittee on Human Rgihts and
International Organisations of the House Committee on
Foreign Affairs reported that "over the past year, human
rights concerns have been aggressively downgraded and
ignored by the highest officials of our government ': It
also expressed concern that the President's de-emphasis
on human rights has jeopardised the work of church
groups and human rights activists around the world.

HONDURAS
The first free presidential elections in Honduras
since 1971 was held on November 29th 1981. The
April 1980 elections in which a National Constituent
Assembly of 71 deputies were chosen provided the basis
for the 1981 elections, returning Honduras to democracy.
Since 1950 Honduras has had nine governments, none of
which had survived its term of office.

EUROPE
POLAND
Since martial law was introduced on December 13th,
thousands of people have been interned without being
charged or even suspected of committing offences.
Appeals have been made for their release because of fears
for their health and safety in cold, overcrowded
conditions. Others face trial under summary procedures
which give them no right of appeal.

A moderate conservative, Dr. Roberto Suazo
Cordova, candidate for the liberal Party was elected
President of Honduras, with 54% of the vote gained
against 41 % for his main opponent from the National
Party.

Man and woman are of equal rank but they are not identical. They are a peerless pair being
supplementary to one another; each helps the other, so that without the one the existence of the
other cannot be conceived and therefore it follows as a necessary corollary from these facts that
anything that will impair the status of either of them will involve the equal ruin of these both.
- Gandhi
If the individual ceases to count, what is left of society? Individual freedom alone l;,an make a man
voluntarily surrender himself completely to the service of society. If it is wrested from him, he
becomes an automaton and society is ruined. No society can possibly be built on a denial of
individual freedom.
- Gandhi
17
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ALIRAN PHILOSOPHY
s

Beginning with this issue, an attempt will be made to explain Aliran thinking on the ideal social order.

SPIRITUAL VALUES
Chandra Muzaffar

A
OT

LIMITATIONS OF VALUES

Jiran gives a lot of emphasis to values in its concept
of the ideal social order. What does it mean by
values and why are values important?

However, we must be careful not to exaggerate the
significance of values. In certain historical circumstances
the finest values may count for little. Many pre-colonial
traditional societies embodied good values such as egalitarianism, freedom and integrity and yet they were
destroyed by the might of colonial power. Values could
not withstand the onslaught of arms.

By values we mean individual and social principles
of living. Honesty is a principle of living or value. Truth is
another principle of living or value. Values are also
sometimes described as ethics.
Individuals and societies need to live by certain
values or ethics. As far as individuals are concerned, most
people understand why values are crucial. A person who
cheats or is greedy is often condemned. What many of us
do not realise is that values are as indispensable for
societies as they are for individuals. A society which is
corrupt or allows widespread exploitation will meet its
doom. This has been the unerring message of human
history.

There are examples from the post-colonial situation
too. International imperialism which exercises a suffocating
hold over various parts of the Third World has made it very
difficult for certain countries to succeed in spite of all the
noble virtues demonstrated by their leaders and people.
It is not for want of a sincere commitment to justice or
equality or freedom that Nyerere's Tanzania has suffered
so much in its endeavour to become a self-reliant nation.

Among the major causes of the collapse of the
Roman and Persian Empires was the decline of certain
cru'cial values within the ruling class. Strength and
courage had given way to corruption and decadence. Even
in the case of the Kingdorp of Melaka, envy and jealousy
among the elites, as well as greed and lust, were
responsible for its internal decay and eventual conquest
by the Portuguese. The rise ofMelaka, in an earlier period,
by contrast, was due largely to the vigour and enterprise
of its rulers.

In a sense, the inability of an ethical leadership or
an ethical society to succeed in certain circumstances
can be compared to the pain and sorrow that good human
beings have to endure sometimes.
Nonetheless, we continue to believe that on the
whole values will triumph over vices, that good will
conquer evil. We do not cease to inculcate the right values
in our children, because of setbacks.
We can apply the same logic to societies. The
failure of ethical societies notwithstanding, we maintain
that values are vital and will eventually save societies from
destruction. We must therefore continue to promote
proper values.

It is apparent from these examples that the values

of the ruling class are particularly significant in ensuring
the well-being of a society. This is understandable for the
ruling class has a much greater impact upon the rest of
society than any other group. Once there is an erosion of
values among the elites, the effect upon other social
strata is often rapid and dramatic.

But which are the proper values? Different nations
seem to have different ethical standards. Can we therefore
speak of universal values?

The recent past has shown us that it is not just in the
rise and fall of states that values are important. Even in
the growth of ideologies, values play a decisive role. The
rise of capitalism between the 16th and 18th centuries had
a great deal to do with the industry, frugality and diligence
of the merchant class. The initial enthusiasm generated by
the Bolshevik Revolution in the Soviet Union was due to
its commitment to justice and equality .

Contrary to opinion in certain quarters, there is
quite a lot of agreement on what constitutes desirable
values. The United Nations Charter and various Human
Rights Declarations, including that of the Islamic. Council
of Europe, are some of the evidences. The obvious
manifestations of inhumanity, of cruelty, are easily
recognised by most of us.
18
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spiritual thought. Justice, freedom , truth, compassion,
love, restraint, discipline and indeed all the noble :values
one can think of are part and parcel of every great
religious tradition known to man .

It is not that nations have different values. The
problem is certain nations are guilty of ignoring certain
values. The Soviet Union, for instance, has failed to
emphasise individual freedom in both the economic and
political spheres. But that does not mean that freedom is
not important. The very fact that dissidence has grown in
the Soviet Union around this value underscores its
significance. Similarly, giving, sharing and working together are values which are given so little attention in
American capitalism. Instead, it is greed and selfishness
which are dominant. The United States and the international economy are now paying heavily for what may
be described in metaphysical language as "the perpetuation of the ego". In Third World countries, like Iran
under the Shah, values such as integrity and honesty were
thrown to the winds. But the ·strength of those values
was demonstrated by the very revolution which overthrew the monarchy .

However, it will n ot be possible to appreciate the.
position of these values in religion unless one goes beyond
rituals, symbols, parables, laws and codes and tries to
grasp the deeper meanings behind them. It is the underlying concept rather than the literal expression of an
idea that one should attempt to understand. In the Quran
for instance it is the spirit of equality conveyed through
various injunctions on the zakat, interest, inheritance,
circulation of wealth and so on that one should be
concerned with rather than the specific injunctions
themselves, Similarly, the concept of freedom has to
be garnered from an analysis of Qurannic verses on free
will, man's rights and responsibilities, and the freeing of
slaves. In Christianity, one has to realise that Jesus's
crucifixion symbolises the idea of man's liberation.
Likewise, Arjuna's battle in the Bhagvad-Gita is, in a
sense, a plea on behalf of a higher moral duty in relations
with one's fellow-beings achieved through loyalty to God.

SOCIAL SIGNIFICANCE
Integrity and honesty, selflessness and sacrifice,
freedom and justice are values whose social significance
has seldom been doubted. There are other values however
which certain influential segments of Western civilisation
have begun to repudiate . The crisis that has emerged in
individual personalities, families and whole communities
as a result of this repudiation proves that these are values
which should be preserved and perpetuated. Modesty and
restraint in sexual and social relations, respect and
consideration towards elders and the aged are some
outstanding virtues that come within this category.

It is only through a more searching, philosophical
understanding of religion that we will come to appreciate
God's real rri.essage to humanity. The Muslim, the
Buddhist, the Hindu and the Christian must each undertake his own journey within his own religious experience
in order to establish a deeper bond with those values that
lie at the core of his faith. He will then realise that these
eternal, universal values comprise a sort of charter from
God to man. Taken together, they constitute a broad
formula to help man in his endeavour to build a society
which will enable him to discover his spiritual essence.

As with contemporary Western civilisation, so with
ancient eastern civilisation. In many an ancient Asian
society, the pursuit of knowledge which is an important
value in almost all cultures was never really applied to
man's physical and social environment. This was one of
the main reasons for the stagnation of these societies. And
yet knowledge as a principle of living was highly revered.

TRANSCENDENT AL
Because they are God's values, because they have
been annunciated to guide the human being in the quest
for his spiritual destiny, we regard them as transcendental
values. Their origin is transcendental; their purpose
is transcendental. It is because they are transcendental
that they possess that inner strength that has helped to
sustain them through the ages. Neither time nor circumstance nor individual nor community can alter these
values since they lie beyond man's power.

The neglect or betrayal of certain values by various
societies in history, it should now be obvious, does not
mean that human beings in different cultures cannot
appreciate similar values. In fact, there are a large number
of values which are truly eternal and universal. They are
eternal in that they have always been part of man's long
journey through time. They are universal in that they
belong to almost every culture and every community.
Human beings everywhere can empathize with them.
More than that, they are beneficial to the whole of
mankind.

Thus, the values we have been talking about are not
only eternal and universal but also transcendental. In
order to accommodate these three characteristics eternal, universal and transcendental - we have chosen
to describe them as 'spiritual values'. For the human
spirit is eternal, universal and transcendental at the same
time. Besides, it would be a convenient way of distinguishing them from similar values presented in a secular
medium. By 'secular' values one means values derived
solely from reason and experience without any reference
to God. Spiritual values, on the other hand, as we have
tried to show, are values validated by experience and
acceptable to reason but derived from God. In the context

How are these eternal, universal values sustained in
the midst of all the vicissitudes of history?
This is where we have to try to understand the real
nature of these values. If we compare these values to the
sort of ethics embodied in religious philosophy, we shall
discover a lot of affinity. Indeed, critical reflection on
religion will convince us that the great umversal values we
are familiar with are actually fundamental aspects of
19
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of our earlier definition then, spiritual values are individual
and social principles of living rooted in the concept of
God.

are too vague and general?

FOR ALL TIME

Of course, between secular ethics and spiritual
values there is considerable accord. Nonetheless the
transcendental nature of the latter gives rise to certain
crucial differences. First, values such as freedom and
justice are not just values that operate at the level of
man's relations with his fellow-men. Freedom like justice,
like compassion, like every other value laid out by God
inheres in the very soul of man. This means that man
cannot be free only in the political or economic sense.
His soul must also be free from bondage. It could be
bondage to things or ideas. But as long as he is in bondage
he is not free.

True, spiritual values are general. But they have to
be general so that they can remain relevant for all time.
If values were too specific they would become outdated
once circumstances change. Take for instance the concept
of justice. Though episodes involving justice and injustice
occur and recur in all the great religions there is no
attempt to define justice in precise terms. We are expected
to glean its meaning through the events narrated in the
scriptures. This is as it should be. For the moment justice
is defined - as one would define some material object
- it will assume a contextual character. Its universal
purpose will be lost.

Second, since spiritual values constitute a charter
from God to man, it is necessary to approach them in
their totality. From the metaphysical point of view, all
values are inter-related and inter-dependent. Discipline is
as much a part of freedom as restraint is of compassion.
Discouraging one value and encouraging the other will
have adverse consequences in the long run. The reason is
simple. The human being needs all the values - and not
just some of them - for his development as an integrated,
balanced person. As with the individual, so with society.
We have already shown that without certain crucial values
a society's future is in jeopardy. The tragedy with secular
values is that they achieved their present state in response
to particular social challenges in European history and
therefore tend to be lop-sided and fragmented. Change
and continuity, for instance, are seen as opposites when
actually from the point of view of spiritual values they
are part of the same continuum.

It is up to us - living, breathing beings in particular
periods of history - to give specific meaning to the
great spiritual values. How this can be done, it is not
difficult to work out. We can provide an illustration _from
the liberal democratic system.
Freedom is an important value in that system. It
is sustained through a certain consciousness and through
certain social structures. There is a pervasive consciousness
of the rights of the individual in various spheres of life
that helps to preserve freedom. At the same time, there
are laws, policies, institutions that provide substance to
this consciousness. This is how consciousness expressed
through various · structures gives specific meaning to a
universal value.
Of course, as we have already hinted, freedom from
a spiritual perspective will generate consciousness and
produce structures which will be different in some
respects. But that is a subject that deserves a separate
inquiry.

However significant spiritual values may be, isn't it
true that they cannot do much for society since they

My devotion to Truth has drawn me into the field of politics, and I can say without the slightest
hesitation and yet in all humility, that those who say that religion has nothing to do with politics do
not know what religion means.
- Gandhi
A survey of all states in the world will show that those states which undertook reforms became

strong while those states which clung to the past perished.

- K'ang Yu' Wei

It is a painful fact, but it is a historical truth, that priests who should have been the real custodians
of religion have been instrumental in destroying the religion of which they have been custodians.
- Gandhi
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DEMOLISHING MYTHS

THE MYTH ·OF.
POWER AND MONEY
Subramaniam Sithambaram

t is commonly
[I Malaysians
that

accepted by
the Malays
have all the political power in the
country while the Chinese control
the economy. This image of exclusive
Malay political power and Chinese
economic dominance is so pervasive
at all levels of society that government leaders use it to justify their
policies while the opposition uses it
to back its dissent and criticisms of
government policy. For example, the
Prime Minister, Dr. Mahathir Mohamed, in his now celebrated book
'The Malay Dilemma' writing about
the sharing of political power said
"The Malays were not going to give
way despite talks of Sino-Malay
brotherhood. They knew too well
the economic stranglehold that the
Chinese held in Malaya." In fact,
throughout his book, he accepts
that the Malays controlled politics
while
the
Chinese controlled
the economy.
But is this image true? When one
examines the political arena, there
is no doubt that there is a Malay
political pre-eminence in this country.
In order to understand why this is
so, one has to examine the political
history of Malaysia.
Malay states have existed as separate polities since the days of the
Malacca sultanate. Even after the
capture of Malacca by the Portuguese
and later the Dutch, many other
Malay states existed in the peninsular.
For example, we had the Johore
kingdom in the 17th - 18th century
while the kingdom of Kedah was
able to maintain its independence
right up to the middle of the 19th

century. Thus when the British
arrived on the scene, Malaya was
made up of several separate and
independent Malay states.
Once the British became aware
of the economic potential of some of
the tin-rich Malay states, they
wanted to gain control of these
states. However, they observed that
in the Malay states as a whole, the
relationship between the ruler and
the ruled was one of unquestioning
loyalty of the latter towards the
former. The British, being shrewd
colonialists, realized that they could
gain control over the inhabitants
through the Sultans. (The whole
concept and practice of loyalty in
leader-led relationship within Malay
society has been analysed in an
Aliran publication entitled 'PROTECTOR?')

Thus the British did not destroy
any of the existing Malay sultanates;
instead they strengthened the. position of the rulers vis-a-vis their
subjects. Even small Malay chieftaincies were elevated to the level of
sultanates and recognised as such.
In other states, like in Perak, they
intervened decisively to settle the
question of succession to the throne.
Eventually the British · effectively
controlled the states through their
Residents in the Federated Malay
states of Perak, Selangor, Negeri
Sembilan and Pahang, and through
their Advisers in the Unfederated
Malay states. For example, policies
on land alienation and mineral
development benefitting the British
were formulated and implemented in

the name of the Sultan, supposedly
to benefit the whole population.
Many of these policies were instrumental in destroying the well-being
of the ordinary·masses.
But what did the Sultans get out
of this arrangement? The British
legitimized their position and
defended it against others who had
claims over the throne; the taxcollection system was improved, and
was used to give better allowances
to and build finer palaces for the
sultans. In addition, the rulers
were able to exercise power more
effectively on matters which were
not related to the colonial economy,
such as the administration of ceremonial and religious matters.

INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION
Thus we can see that there was
a continuance of Malay politics in
spite of British intervention in the
19th century. By this time the
Industrial Revolution was in full
swing in Britain and the rest of
Europe. Raw materials were in
demand. Tin had to be mined in
Malaya. Other cash crops had to be
planted in the tropical colonies
such as Malaya. So the British
decided to encourage immigration.
First from China and later from
. India, to work in the tin mines
and plantations. '

It is important to note that
this immigration was carried out
under .the aegis of the colonial
power. The indigenous population
had no control over the migration.
In other words, the migration of
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that the so-called Malay political
power means very little. A secure
Malay majority all these years in
the Federal as well as most state
legislatures have not brought about
crucial economic reforms needed
by the community.
Let us take the most basic amenities such as provision of piped water,
electricity and sewage facilities. It is
amazing that even today a large
number of Malaysians, especially
Malays in· rural areas, do not have
piped water. That does not speak
well of the purported Malay political power.
If one carries out a careful examination of the legislation passed by
Parliament since independence, we
can easily see for whom the political
power is working. It is not working
for the majority in any community
but a powerful minority. There is
definitely a bias towards vested
interests in big business and politics.
For example, the land laws protect
the landlords in the agricultural
sector; land reform benefitting a
largely Malay peasantry is not possible because of a small vested
Malay landowning class. The law on
squatters, laws curbing liberties of
ordinary citizens, and laws restricting
trade union activities are further
examples of political power serving
the vested interests of a minority.

From an analysis based on
both communal as well as class
factors, the all-embracing
assertion that Malays alone have
political power is not quite
valid.
So one can see that from an
analysis based on both communal
as well as class factors, the allembracing assertion that Malays
alone have political power is not
quite valid.
Let us now take a look at a
related myth. Many Malaysians especially Malays and Indians will not
take exception to claims of a Chinese
'stranglehold' on the Malaysian
economy. This belief was particu-

larly more pronounced before 1970.
The advent of the New Economic
Policy has somewhat muted the
pervasiveness of this myth.
The cause of this myth is definitely the ubiquitous role of Chinese
Malaysians in retail trade in this
country. In 1957 according to an
estimate reported in the Far Eastern
Economic Review " .... there were
120,000 Chinese in sales-related
occupations and (only) 29,000
Malays ... " Since for many ordinary
Malaysians, a substantial part of
their economic activities is confined
to their encounters with their retailers, it is not surprising to come to
the conclusion that the Chinese
control the economy.

FOREIGN CONTROL
However if we look at the facts
more closely, we find that, firstly,
a major portion of the economy
in this country is owned by foreigners, although their dominance in the
plantation and mining sectors has
been reduced somewhat by recent
actions of the government. But in
the manufacturing sector . there is
still a large foreign presence. Almost
all the major multinational corporations are represented in Malaysia.
In many Malaysian firms, the
foreign corporations may own only
49 per cent of the capital, but
because the other 51 per cent is
dispersed among a number of shareholders, the foreign owner has
effective control of the organisation.
Very often, through ingenious
transfer price systems and 'creative
accounting,' these multinational firms
reap the maximum possible profits
from their operations here.
Secondly·, even within local ownership there is now an increasing
participation bf Malay interests
either indirectly through state
holding companies like Permodalan
Nasional Berhad, Pernas etc., or
directly by individuals who are
well connected to the political
and business elites in this country.
However, we cannot deny that
even after allowing for foreign
22
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ownership, Chinese Malaysians do
still have a sizeable stake in the
economy. But, just as in the case of
political power, it is confined to a
small group. Many of them are influential in Chinese politics in
Malaysia. For example, up to the
sixties, the role of the towkays was
crucial in Malaysian Chinese Association. It was this political connection which helped them substantially in their accumulation of
wealth. Although the situation is
more complex now, one can observe
that leading personalities in the
business sector seem to be very well
connected to politicians or, in some
cases, have become politicians themselves. I am sure the reader can
think of many such individuals.
The vast majority of Chinese,
like most of the Malays and Indians,
are just employees of capital. The
fact that the Chinese predominate
in retail trade as well as managerial
and professional positions in the
private sector, can also be explained
by an analysis of the history of the
development
of
the
colonial
economy in Malaysia.
It has been established beyond
doubt that a viable and vigorous
Malay trading class existed before
and during the period of the Malacca
Sultanate. These traders were not
confined to the Malay peninsula
only; in fact, their area of operations
extended between India and the
Moluccas. This is one of the reasons
why Bahasa Melayu, the language of
a people domiciled only in parts of
Sumatra and the Malay peninsula,
became the lingua franca for the
region. Around 1500 A.D. Malacca
was one of the richest sea port in
·the whole world. As for the Chinese
traders in this pre-colonial period
they were just one of the many
traders. They were not playing the
role of middleman. The Malays and
the • Javanese were the middleman
in the China trade.
But what happened to this Malay
trading class? They were destroyed
by Portuguese and Dutch colonia
lism. The colonialists came in searc!J
of spices and ended up gaining con
trol of the trade-routes and irnpm

Chinese to Malaya in the late 19th
century and · early 20th century
is unlike the migration of Chinese
(Babas) to Malacca in the 15th
century. In the later case, the migration took place with the assent and
approval of the indigenous population . The Babas came here with
their families and settled permanently. They were treated as the
subjects of the Sultan of Malacca.
There was social and cultural intercourse between the Babas and
others. In short, the psychological
orientations of both the Malacca
Malays and the Babas made it
possible for the integration of the
latter into the Malaccan society.

Thus one had the Malay state
with a settled population on the
one hand and immigrant
enclaves with largely transient
populations on the other.
But the situation was different
in the migration of the 19th and
20th century. The immigrants were
perceived as outsiders by both the
British and the Malays. In fact
most immigrants themselves considered their stay in these states as
temporary i.e. long enough to
accumulate some money and to
return to their country of origin.
Thus one had the Malay state with
a settled population on the one
hand and immigrant enclaves with
largely transient populations on the
other. Generally there was minimal
interaction between them. They were
separated in their political, social,
economic, cultural and psychological
orientations.
For example, in the political
arena, most of the Chinese and
Indians were concerned almost exclusively with the happenings in the
politics of China and India respectively. The fac t that even as late
as during the Japanese occupation,
Subhas · Chandra Bose, an Indian
nationalist leader, could come to
Malaya and raise a very large Indian
National Army to fight the British
attests to the political and psychological orientation of the local
Indians then .

The attitudes of the Indian and
Chinese (both the Kuomintang and
Communist) nationalist movements
also encouraged these orientations.
They considered their overseas
brethren as citizens of free India or
China.
It was the great depression of
the 1930's and the Second World
War which brought about a changing
situation. More and more nonMalays decided to stay in this
country on a permanen t basis. The
victory of the Communist forces
over the Kuomintang in mainland
China further accelerated the process of Chinese planting their roots
here.

When the British returned in
1945, after the Second World War,
they decided to replace the old
system with a single, united, centralised structure called the Malayan
Union. The powers of the sultans
were to be reduced drastically to
only some control of religious affairs.
More important, the recently-domiciled non-Malay Communities were
to be granted citizenship on very
liberal terms.
There are many reasons for this
shift in British policy. The most
important one have been the need
to reconstruct the rubber and tin
industries rapidly . For this, they
needed an efficient centralized state
in the form of the Malayan Union
as well as a secure non-Malay population to be employed in the colonial
economy. Security for this nonMalay population was provided by
liberal citizenship provisions.
In any case, due to the strong
opposition from the Malay community, the Malayan Union proposals
were withdrawn and instead a new
Federation of Malaya came into
being in 1948. This represents a
landmark in the evolution of this
nation from a Malay polity into a
Malayan (and later a Malaysian)
nation. Under the new citizenship
rules, citizenship rights were granted
on a restrictive basis to non-Malays.
Only a small number of non-Malays
qualified on this basis. But this
marked the beginning of non-Malay
participation in Malayan politics.

. With Merdeka, as part of a compromise deal involving the special
position of .the indigenous community, citizenship rules were liberalised to allow a large number of
non-Malays to become citizens. With
this non-Malay representation in politics as indicated in the proportion
of voters, participation in the legislature, bureaucracy, armed forces,
judiciary and other institutions of
the state also increased considerably
although it has been at uneven
rates.

DEFINITE TREND
However, if one looks at the
whole process as an evolution from
a Malay polity in to a Malaysian
nation, which began only in 1948,
then one can notice a definite trend
in increased sharing of political
power. It must be seen as a continuous process. Changes like this
i.e. in social, political and psychological orientations of the various
communities cannot take place overnight. It is a painfully slow process.
It is made even slower when various
individuals and groups, both Malay
and non-Malay, exaggerate the situation for their own political ends,
because such actions raise the
barriers between the various communities.
Even in other countries which
have had a similar colonial experience leading to large-scale migration, national integration has been
difficult. What is required for successful nation-building is a healthy
democratic environment with a
thinking leadership and a conscious
citizenry.
So far in our analysis we have
assumed that having large numbers
of one community in political institutions represent power for that
community as a whole. However
this is another myth which needs
to be debunked too.
It is logical to state that a community has political power when it
can influence the political process
to bring about the well-being of the
vast majority in that community.
If this is accepted then it will be seen
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tant trading ports like Malacca. When
the Portuguese captured Malacca,
the Malay trading class shifted its
operations to other places, notably
Moluccas. Then, slowly but surely,
the Dutch with their superior arms
gained control of the region, displacing the Portuguese, The Dutch
East India Company gained a monopoly in much of the regional trade
by making treaties with local rulers
under duress. Its job was made easier
by the internal wars between the
various states in the region. By the
early 19th century, the Malay,
Javanese and other indigenous
trading classes had been systematically destroyed. Worse still, the
indigenous rulers and chiefs came
under full control of the Dutch;
they acted as the business agents
for the Dutch East India Company.
It was this altered role of the rulers
which prevented a re-emergence of
the trading class later.
These factors also inhibited the
growth of any form of industry
which might be adverse to Dutch
interests. Industries based on exports
of arms and other manufactured
products disappeared. Only the cash
crop industry grew for the Dutch
economy needed these cash crops.
The local shipbuilding industry died
a natural death since there were
no longer any local traders who
would require their ships and boats.
Thus there existed a great vacuum
in trade, commerce and industry
within the Malay peninsula at this
time.

work for them. The whole process
of British colonization has been
outlined earlier in this article.
In order to service these immigrant enclaves and the colonial
economy, a trading class was needed
by the British. But the Malay trading
class did not exist anymore. Thus
it was natural that some of the
Chinese turned to fulfill this role
of traders. It must be noted that
the Chinese had come to provide
labour. The exigencies of the situation enabled some of them to become
traders. The fact that Chinese labour
was largely free labour unlike the
Indians who were indentured under
the infamous kangani system also
explain partly why Chinese dominate
the retail trade.

Malays from the upper classes
were recruited into the civil
service. In this way, there was
no threat to the British-Malay
ruling class

of these opportunities to improve
themselves. When the rural Malays
wanted English education, their
request was turned down by the
British and Malay elites on the
ground that the English-educated
Malays "would not take kindly to
the pursuit of their forefathers".
When the Malays wanted to plant ·
rubber since it was more profitable,
the Rice Land Enactment was
amended to ensure that only padi
was planted on Malay reserve lands.
The only area where ordinary Malays
were absorbed into the colonial
setup was in the police and army.
Thus, it is not surprising to
observe that there is a strong correlation between the extent of British
colonial penetration and the paucity
of Malays in trade and commerce.
For example Kelantan, Trengganu
and to some degree, Kedah were the
least affected by colonial rule and
it is in these states that there existed
a viable Malay trading class. The
Kota Baru market stalls have been
run by Kelantanese women long
before the era of New Economic
Policy and ethnic quotas.

COLONIAL TRADERS

In contrast the British, with the
connivance of the Malay ruling
class, encouraged the Malays to
remain in the traditional sector
of the economy, growing padi.
Malays from the upper classes were
recruited into the civil service. In
this way, there was no threat to the
British-Malay ruling class and enough
rice was grown to feed the increasing
number of immigrants working in the
rapidly expanding colonial economy.

It is quite obvious that no particular race is born with business
acumen and abilities. Historical factors play a crucial role in shaping
the existing system. The danger in
perpetuating the myths discussed
in this article is that it will lead
to incorrect diagnosis of our national problems. As any doctor knows,
incorrect diagnosis leads to wrong
treatment. Wrong treatment may
sometimes lead to the death of the
patient.

It was at this juncture that the
British came into the picture. Since
they wanted to exploit the tin found
in Perak, Selangor and other states
and also to plant cash crops, they
encouraged migration instead of
making the indigenous community

Accompanying this expansion was
the growth of urban centres around
the tin-mines as in Taiping, lpoh and
Kuala Lumpur. In these places
schools were set up to provide
English education. The non-Malay
immigrants were able to make use

In order to avoid such calamities
happening to our nation, Malaysians
at all levels should stop propagating
such myths. We should always think
and analyse the situation carefully
before accepting the validity of any
commonly held belief.

Sometimes a majority simply means that all the fools are on the same side.
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- Claude McDonald

CURRENT COMMENT

.

CUTTING DOWN ON
PRESTIGE PROJECTS
__A liran welcomes the move to reprojects under the 4th
Malaysia Plan with the aim of cutting
down on prestige projects. Prestige
projects should never be conceived or
implemented whether we are facing
economic difficulties or not.
However, as far as other projects are
concerned Aliran would like to suggest
that those which are directed towards
the well-being of the lower income
groups should be continued. In this
connection Aliran would NOT like to
see a cut back in 3 areas:
providing basic amenities like
(i)
piped water, electricity and
modern toilets to the poor in the
rural and urban ru-eas;
(ii) housing for the lower and middle
income groups;

OT appraise

(iii)

physical and financial assistance
for the establishment of small and
medium-sized industries and commercial ventures.
Continued government emphasis on
the above mentioned activities would
help to generate growth and would
therefore create new employment
opportunities. This is especially true of
small and medium-sized industries and
commercial ventures ·since they offer
direct opportunities for self-employment. Besides, by providing support for
these activities government will ensure
that the economy does not stagnate
leading to a more serious recession.
What should be really pruned down
-are .programmes for military modernisation and expansion. Various projects
like the establishment of new air bases
and the expansion of existing naval
bases should be put into cold storage.
Similarly, proposed ventures into
heavy industries should be postponed
for the time being. These are capital
intensive projects which will further
drain our foreign revenue in a situation
where our national debt is already very
high.
Apart from this, Aliran would like to
suggest that the government rethinks
certain other development projects
whose ultimate value is debatable. One
such project is the aerobus transport
system for the Fe.deral Territory, the
other is the Penang Bridge.
Finally, Aliran hopes that in this
exercise of cutting down on projects

.
and pruning public expenditure the
government will keep the public
informed and open as many channels
as possible for feedback from the
people.
P. Ramakrishnan
Executive Committee Member.

13th May, 1982.

NEED FOR GOOD
BAHASA BOOKS
( t h e transition from English to
·__1 Bahasa Malaysia in our country is
now almost complete, and already a
whole new generation of young Malaysians have grown accustomed to writing
and thinking in the medium of the
National Language. The transition has
been gradual and smooth, and twentyfive years of independence has seen our
language grow into an effective medium
of inter-ethnic communication.
However, there is still one very
important area in which development
has been sadly lacking, namely, in the
area of books and other reading
materials in Bahasa Malaysia. With
perhaps the exception of school and
university text-books, there are hardly
any other translated versions of major
world writers and thinkers around. The
effect of this neglect will be felt when
the country eventually suffers the Jack
of intellectual resources to manage its
many development schemes and programmes that call for particular
expertise in certain fields. It is obvious
that something has to be done fast to
remedy the situation for, in the
shrinking world that we live in, there is
need to think of the classroom in a
global context if we are not to be left
far behind by others in the world
community.
Now is the time for Dewan Bahasa
dan Pustaka to work in concert with
literary groups, publishing houses and
the universities, to begin massive translation of literary works in all fields.
There could be a three-stage line of
action to expedite the process, namely:
a) Dewan Bahasa dan Pustaka could
compile a comprehensive register of
all those in the country who can do
translation of a sophisticated nature.
Apart from fluency in Bahasa Malaysia the translators should also be
fluent in either English, Chinese or
Tamil. The areas of interest or
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expertise of these translators should
also be specified.
b) There should be an attempt to draw
up a master list of all the major
books in the various fields to be
translated. The drawing-up of the list
should be assisted by experts in the
various disciplines.
c) Translation work needs to be
systematically allocated to vanous
translators, supported by a variety of
incentives
including
attractive
remuneration, promotion opportunities and leave from ordinary work.
Particular attention should be given
to translating the great classics from
Western, Islamic, Indian and Chinese
civilizations into Bahasa Malaysia. This
is one way of enriching our own
language and literature. However, the
most important reason for translating
world literature into Bahasa Malaysia is
to ensure that with the wider use of the
language in the future, a new Malaysian
generation will develop a universal
cultural outlook.
During the modernisation of Japan,
one of the most important activities
was a concerted endeavour to translate
French, German and English writings on
the sciences, commerce and industry
into Japanese.
Indonesia, China, India and the Arab
countries too have at some point in
their development undertaken massive
translation work in order to help in the
intellectual growth of' their peoples.

11 th June, 198 2.

Ang Boon Chong
Exco Member

CHANGES IN THE
EDUCATION SYSTEM
( t h e recent announcement on the
·__.1 setting up of district education
offices, separate administrative units
with specific functions and the creation
of new posts to make the service more
attractive all deserve more attention.
Aliran feels that continuing attempts to
improve the education system is a
crucial aspect of nation building and an
important basis of social change.
The setting up of separate units is
quite sensible as it will expedite decision
making and probably cut down on red
tape, making access to bureaucracy
easier. As for setting up district offices,
it is good in principle from the decentraALI RAN QUARTERLY VOL. 2 NO. 3

lisation point of ·view. Ali ran has always
been an advocate of decentralisatfon
because it strengthens the sense of
participation
in
the
community,
especially if parents and the general
public as a whole are involved. It also
makes the bureaucracy more humane.
But unfortunately, duties, functions
and areas of jurisdiction of District
Education officers are not clarified. In
this connection, the danger is that
decentralisation may end up with the
central authority merely delegating
implementative functions to those lower
down, while the power of decision
policy
formulation
and
making,
planning are retained at the top.
This is why we believe in making the
district unit the basis of planning and
decision making. In other words, the
basis of decentralised planning would be
the -district. The advantages are greater
participation by ordinary people in
matters affecting their own lives, more
initiative at lower levels and more
diversity in content and teaching
methods. But there must be overall coordination for the purpose of maintaining a unified national education
policy. Otherwise, these changes will
merely end up as an exercise in bureaucratic expansion, with more and more
salaries, positions and promotions but
less effectiveness.
16th June, 1982

Executive Committee

THE ISRAELI INVASION
OF LEBANON
has once again proven to the
[I srael
world that it is an international

delinquent whose behaviour has become
so barbaric that even its few immoral
allies are embarrassed by it.
Its invasion of Lebanon is not just
another instance of territorial aggression. The dismemberment of Lebanon,
serious as it will be, is not its most tragic
consequence. If Israel succeeds in its
present diabolical plan, it will cripple
the Palestinian liberation movement so
effectively that its long struggle for
justice may not regain the present
strength for probably another two
decades.
In this cunning plot to emasculate
the Palestinian struggle, Israel is being
abetted by the United States. Israel is a
vital factor in the perpetuation and
expansion of American economic and
strategic interests in the Middle-East.
Israel provides the sort of secure foothold that the United States can never
expect in any Arab territory, even one
ruled by a supplicating stooge.
Apart from the power of the Jewish
lobby in American politics, there are a
number of other inextricably intimate
,
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ties which bind the two countries
together. The United States is, for
instance, heavily involved in Israel's
arms industry. As the respected Third
World magazine, South, notes in its
April 1982 issue, "Continuing US finan cial and technical involvement have
been crucial: Israel is tightly locked into
US business and defence requirements.
Even the State-owned IAI (Israel Aircraft Industry) is dependent on US
resources. Bedek Aviation, the division
in charge of overhauling and repairing
planes, has acquired the expertise to
service 30 types of civilian and military
aircraft engines through a joint venture
with Chromalloy American."
There are many other examples. AEL
Israel Ltd. is a subsidiary of American
Electronic Laboratories (AEL)
and
manufactures avionics and military electronic products. Astronautics C.A. Ltd.
is a fully-owned subsidiary of Astronautics Corporation of America Ltd.
and also deals with avionics. Beta
Engineering and Development Ltd.
which produces anti-guerilla detection
systems and mine detection devices is
jointly owned by Garber Scientific Inc.
(US) and Clal Industries (Israel).
This US-Israel tie-up in the arms
industry is something that Malaysia and
other
ASEAN
states
should be
extremely wary of. It has been suggested that America has helped to facilitate
sales of Israeli-made missiles, planes and
helicopters to Third World countries
with whom Israel does not have any
formal relations. Even certain members
of ASEAN have been mentioned.
A country that is genuinely committed to the Palestinian cause will ensure
that it has nothing to do, directly or
indirectly, with Israel. For Malaysia,
which has close links with the United
States and other industrial powers that
interact with Israel, this entails a careful
scrutiny of financial ties, investment
arrangements, business transactions and
military purchases involving foreign
interests.
At the same time, there must be a
concerted effort through the media to
educate the public about the Palestinian
issue. It is important that in a multireligious society like ours, people should
realize that what is involved is not a
feud between Muslims and Jews. Above
all, we should refrain from presenting it
as a Muslim cause per se.
It is the question of justice that
should emerge as the preponderant
concern of everyone. What should be
highlighted is the injustice of depriving
a people of their home in order to
create an exclusive racist state, which
marks the triumph of international
Zionism and serves the cause of Western
imperialism. In this connection, it
should be emphasised that Palestinian
identity by contrast has always been
multi-religious. Palestinian Christians
and Jews are as much a part of the
Palestinian
nation
as
Palestinian
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Muslims. In fact, some of the out·
standing leaders of the Palestinian
liberation movement are Christians. The
Palestinians have always maintained that
their goal is the restoration of a nation
where Muslims, Christians and Jews can
live together as brothers and sisters.
And it is true that for centuries,
before the onslaught of colonialism,
Jews lived in harmony in largely Muslim
societies.
Indeed,
Jewish
culture
flowered, and some of the greatest
Jewish thinkers produced their works,
through the patronage of Muslim rulers.
In addition to presenting the Palesti·
nian issue in the right perspective, there
is of course the more immediate and
urgent need of giving material assistance
to the freedom-fighters. Both the
government and voluntary groups in
Malaysia seem to be prepared to give
much more help than has been offered
in the past. The sad fact of the matter,
however, is that apart from providing
money and medicine, there is very little
actual assistance that sympathetic third
world governments can give. Of course,
some may even send soldiers and
military equipment.
In the ultimate analysis all the moral
and material support from outside will
have very little impact, unless Arab
nations themselves have the will and
wherewithal to destroy Israeli arrogance
and American power in the Middle-East.
And this will not happen as long as Arab
politics is dominated by repressive,
corrupt dictatorships of the right and
left. For repressive regimes cannot
galvanize the masses to overcome the
menace, just as corrupt regimes
beholden to one superpower or the
other cannot be expected to commit
themselves
totally
to
Palestinian
liberation.
It is apparent then that in the
elimination of such regi_mes lies the real
solution to the Palestinian problem,

22nd June, 1982.

Dr. Chandra Muzaffar
Presidenl

SCRAP BURIAL GROUND
FOR ELITES
fl liran finds it difficult to unde~

OT stand

why 94 hectares of prime
land at Bukit Kiara in Damansara shoul
be set aside as a special burial place fo
those who have done great service to th
country.
In the first place, there is an acu
shortage of housing land in the capit
and these 94 hectares could be used f
public low-cost hoU$ing projects. In fac
between 3,000 and 4,000 such hous
can easily be built on this piece of land
Secondly, the progressive trend in
major religions be it Islam, Christianit

Hinduism or Buddhism, does not con·
done the practice of having special burial
places for the elites. Instead, they all
preach equality of human beings,
whether dead or alive.

non-Muslims. In a sense, suspending the
supplementary meal for Muslim and
non-Muslims alike is an indirect imposition of the fast upon non-Muslim
pupils.

have asked the government to stop the
hangings. Aliran hopes that the government will heed our plea and advise the
Yang diPertuan Agong to grant a general
amnesty on Merdeka day.

Thirdly, this practice of having a
special burial place for national heroes
further strengthens the hierarchical
society we have in Malaysia. We should
take steps to promote a more egalitarian
society.
Finally, it is better for the deeds of
great Malaysians to be engraved in the
hearts of Malaysians rather than on
tombstones for an occasional visitor to
see.
Aliran hopes that this Pusara Negara
project as the burial place is known, will
be scrapped in keeping with the current
economy drive. It is better to provide
for the basic needs of a broad cross·
section of the living than to cater for the
glorification of a select few among the
dead.

Apart from all this, it must not be
forgotten that the supplementary meal
programme is financed by public money.
Both Muslims and non-Muslims have
equal claim to it.

Let us show the world that the
Malaysian nation values justice and
compassion.

It is obvious that the Ministry of
Education has been wrongly advised on
this matter. Aliran urges the Ministry to
resume immediately its supplementary
meal programme for poor non-Muslim
pupils.

We should not allow an unthinking
bureaucratic act of this sort to tarnish
the image of Islam as a just and compassionate religion.
29th June, 1982.

Dr. Chandra Muzaffar
President.

Encik Subramaniam Sithambaram,
Treasurer.
22nd June

SUPPLEMENTARY
MEAL-PROGRAMME
f/ liran is shocked to learn that the

OT

Ministry of Education has suspended its Rancangan Makanan Tam·
bahan (RMT) or Supplementary Meal
Programme during the fasting month.

The Supplementary Meal Programme,
implemented on a nationwide scale in
1980, is meant for poor primary school
pupils. These pupils from povertystricken homes attend school without
proper breakfast. Most of them do not
even have the money to buy food from
the school canteen.
While the suspension of the supplementary meal programme may be aimed
at encouraging young Muslims to observe
the fast, Aliran is baffled why poor
non-Muslim pupils should also be de·
prived of their meal. There is no reason
at all why poor non-Muslim children
should be made to suffer in this manner.
Aliran regards this act as contrary to
the teachings of Islam for 3 reasons.
First, giving utmost attention to the
poor and hungry, whatever their religious
background, is a cardinal principle in
Islam. It is a principle that cannot be
suspended under any circumstances.
Second, during the fasting month in
particular, Muslims are expected to show
greater kindness and compassion to
follow human-beings. By depriving poor
non-Muslim children of their meal, the
virtues gained by fasting will in fact be
lost. Third, Muslims are explicitly forbidden from imposing, directly or in·
directly, their religious practices upon

ISA AND ESCAR
HANGINGS
,<"' nee

again, Aliran appeals to His
the Yang diPertuan
Agong to grant a general amnesty to all
those sentenced to death under the
Internal Security Act (ISA) and the
Essential (Security Cases) Regulations
(ESCAR).

Cl Majesty

In this connection we are glad to
note that the High Court has ordered a
stay of execution for 5 of those convicted who were scheduled to be hanged
this week. However, a stay of execution
is only a temporary reprieve. A general
amnesty will save their lives.
Granting a general amnesty to them
and others on the 25th anniversary of
our Merdeka - as suggested by 8 wellknown societies early this month -will
be more than just a humanitarian
gesture. For the ISA and ESCAR are in
clear violation of all accepted notions of
human rights; they constitute a blatant
transgression of the rule of law. How
can a nation created in the name of God
and founded upon the rule of law hang
people on the basis of laws that are so
obviously unjust anc;l unfair?
What is worse, the actual trials of
some of those who are about to be
hanged contained so many discrepancies
in evidence that one is somewhat doubtful of their guilt. It would be an act of
injustice to execute individuals who
have been convicted after such trials.
It is because of the nature of ISA
and ESCAR and the type of trials
conducted that various human rights
groups in Europe and concerned
individuals and associations in Malaysia

27th July, 1982.

Ariffin Omar
Secretary

LAND AND CORRUPTION
t is commendable that the Johore
[J State
Government under Mentri

Besar, Datuk Ajib Ahmad, is trying to
effect changes in land administration
with a view to reducing the scope for
corruption.
Land is a major source of public
sector corruption in the country. The
vast powers vested in state executive
councils in respect of the alienation and
disposal of land constitute a part of the
problem. Various episodes in Kedah,
Selangor and . Johore, among other
states, which have come to light in
recent months show that state -executive
councillors have used their powers to
alienate land to themselves, their
relatives, their political superiors, their
political subordinates, party supporters
and friends. Bureaucrats and business
people linked to important politicians
have also benefitted from this unethical
use of power.
So widespread is this practice that
politicians have begun to feel that it is
their right to acquire land for themselves or their cliques while they are in
office. Since the law permits such acquisitions, they do not feel guilty about
their actions.
The problem cannot be overcome by
barring politicians in power from
acquiring land, for those who are
inclined towards corruption can always
use proxies. There is no point in transferring the authority over land to the
Federal Government as the same
practice can take place at that level.
The plain truth is that there is no
fool-proof solution to the problem of a
lack of ethics among the wielders of
power. A great deal depends upon the
integrity of those at the very apex of
society. What is required is more than
setting the right example. There must
be the willingness to fight corruption
even when it involves one's own loyal
supporters.
Equally crucial is the role of the
mass-media. The media must have the
freedom to expose moral deviations in
land matters as in other issues. It is a
freedom that must be exercised irrespective of the position of the individual
involved.
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Furthermore, curbing land corruption is made easier if certain changes are
made to land administration in the
States. State Executive Councils should
not be given the right to approve or
reject land applications. In fact, all the
powers they enjoy in regard to land
should be transferred to independent
land commissions to be established in
every state. These commissions should
be free from control or dictation by
executive councils. In order to ensure
such autonomy, State constitutions
should provide that a member of the
commission may not be removed from
office except on the same grounds and
in the same manner as a Judge. Land
commissions would have powers of disposal of state land and rights over
alienated land and will have to submie
periodic reports to their respective
State assemblies. The State legislatures
would thereby be able to supervise and
scrutinize their activities.
LAND COMMISSIONS
Through the establishment of autonomous land commissions, accountable
to state assemblies whose deliberations
in turn will be known to the public, it
should be possible to check corruption
to a considerable extent. At least the
commissions, since they are nonpolitical and non-partisan, will not
alienate land to political loyalists or
party cronies.
Besides, the idea of a commission is
not alien to our constitution. The proposed land commissions will be
constitutionally quite similar to the
election commission. Indeed, commissions are established whenever there is a
compelling need to ensure the fair and
impartial treatment of an issue or a
public service or the public at large.
No one can deny that land alienation
in Malaysia has to be approached on a
strict and impartial basis.

1st August, 1982

Dr. Chandra Muzaffar
President

REACTION TO
INTERNATIONAL
HUMAN RIGHTS GROUP
I\/ ow that the hue and cry has died

Cl\'

down over the visit of the 7
international human rights lawyers, it is
necessary for all partriotic citizens to
assess rationally the reaction of a
section of the Malaysian nation.
While
it is
unfortunate
that
FUEMSSO, which has a distorted view
of crucial Malaysian issues, was one of
the sponsors of the trip, Aliran regrets
that certain leaders and youth bodies
chose to react to the visit in such a
ALI RAN 'l UARTERLY VOL. 2 NO . 3

hysterical manner. One would have
thought that after all these years we
would be able to handle such situations
with dignity and maturity.
To have international missions
studying human rights issues in
developed and developing countries is a
very common thing. In many places
such missions have been received with
due courtesy. Even a closed, totalitarian
society like Vietnam accorded a polite
welcome to a human rights team in
December 1979. If a totalitarian regime
can do that, there is no reason why
Malaysia which claims to be an open,
democratic society, should respond with
such extreme hostility. After all our
leaders have always insisted that they
have nothing to hide.
INTERNATIONAL COMMUNITY

Besides, Malaysia cannot ignore the
fact that it is part of an international
community which exerts some influence
upon the behaviour of each individual
nation-state. Domestic policies, especially in relation to human rights, are
constantly under the scrutiny of international opinion. This is why international human rights groups have been
critical of the inhuman treatment of
dissidents in the Soviet Union, racial
discrimination in criminal prosecution
in U.S.A., emergency legislation in
Northern Ireland and political torture
in South Korea. It is against this backgrounq that one should understand the
widespread concern over the significant
number of executions carried out under
the ISA (Internal Security Act). These
executions - - apart from prolonged
detention. without tri-al - were the
primary factor responsible for the visit
of the international lawyers. In this
connection, it must be emphasised that
human
rights
organisations
have
invariably opposed prolonged detention
without trial in all parts of the world.
Of course, the Malaysian government
may feel that the ISA is justified. As a
democratically elected government, it
has a duty to explain its position to
critics in a sane, sober fashion. Angry
demonstrations and emotional denunciations are poor substitutes for reason
and analysis.
Neither is it right to argue that there
is no need to explain to foreigners.
While it is recognised that the government's principal obligation is to its own
people, it must also accept the fact that
anyone has the right to comment and
criticise. Indeed, what is important is
not whether the criticism has emanated
from a local or foreign source but
whether the law in question is right or
wrong, just or unjust.
It is foolish to equate blind passions
aroused on behalf of some perverted
notion of national sovereignty with
patriotic sentiments. If the groups and
individuals who were so angrily opposed
to the visit of the 7 international human
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rights lawyers are genuine patriots, they
would have been seriously concerned a
long time ago about foreign dominance
of the economic, cultural and intellec·
tual life of the nation.
The Executive Committee
9th August 1 1982

ETHNIC POLARIZATION
IN THE UNIVERSITIES
/1 liran is concerned about increasing

OT ethnic polarization within student
communities in institutions of higher
learning in the country.
The composition of tutorial group~
voting in student elections, participation
in student societies, seating patterns iD
lecture-halls and university cantee~
attendance at university functio~
student responses to public issues and
other aspects of social intercourse in th,
campuses are manifestations of thi
trend.
Ethnic polarization is due to 1
number of factors. First, ethnic policiei
in higher education related to quotll
and scholarships. Second, the feelin1
among students that ethnicity wil
determine future employment prospectl
and mobility patterns. Third, a stroni
attachment to narrowly-defined corn
munal rights and interests among 1
significant number of Malays and non
Malays. Fourth, a bigoted interpretatio1
of Islam among some Muslim student
which is beginning to produce counte1
reactions among non-Muslim studenti
Fifth, the active manipulation of ethni
fears and hopes by certain academic
and administrators for their own selfu!
interests. Finally, the constant emphaB
upon ethnicity in the larger Malaysia
society which has also influenci
student thinking.
If students are not weaned awi
from communal thinking immediate!
there is a danger that they will becon
even more chauvinistic than the prese
elites, once tJ:tey assume importa
positions in the public and privi
sectors. As ethnic consciousness back1
by ethnic policies and ethnic instil
tions
becomes more and me
entrenched, it will be even mo
difficult to break down ethnic barrie
in future.
SHARED INTERESTS
This is why universities must stre
the importance of shared values 81
shared interests which cut across ethn
boundaries. Through rigorous sod
analysis students of different ethn
origins must be made aware of the fa
that the forces that unite them are £
more significant than the elements th
divide them.
It would be truly admirable if witll
this ethnically polarized situatio

students on their own devise ways and
means of combating communalism.
The Executive Committee
18th August, 1982

fl liran welcomes the statement by
OT Datuk Abdullah Badawi, Minister

NO ONE ABOVE
THE LAW

in the Prime Minister's Department that
agricultural development should be
given as much attention as industrialization.

f/ liran welcomes the assurance by

OT the

Deputy Prime Minister, Datuk
Musa Hitam, that the 'law will take its
normal course' in the case of the illegal
demonstration organised by the UMNO,
MCA and MIC Youth leaders in Kuala
Lumpur on the 4th August 1982.
It is significant that the Deputy
Prime Minister reiterated that no one
is above the law.

Aliran hopes that this vital concept
will be p ractised in its fullest sense. No
individual, however powerful his position, should be allowed to transgress
the law with impunity.
It is when leaders violate the very
laws they formulate that public confidence in government begins to wane.
Double standards in the observance of
the law leads eventually to social upheaval.
Finally, Aliran believes that the
public will become even more conscious
of the importance of upholding the laws
of the land, if they are based upon
genuine principles of justice and
freedom .
Aliran therefore calls upon the
government to establish an independent
judicial commission to conduct a
thorough review of all laws pertaining
to human rights and civil liberties to
ensure that they are in accordance with
universally accepted standards of justice
and freedom. The 25th anniversary of
Merdeka would be an appropriate
occasion to undertake such a review.

21st August, 1982

IMPORTANCE
OF AGRICULTURE

Dr. Chandra Muzaffar
President

Aliran has always advocated an
economy with a strong agrarian base.
Food production should in turn be at
the core of our agrarian sector.
However, the development of a
viable agrarian base is only possible if
certain fundamental reforms are carried
out.

For a start, the government can help
in ensuring that our own people are
properly fed by imposing heavy duties
on vege tables, fish, meat and poultry
exported t o Singapore and other foreign
countries.
Finally it is important that during
this recessionary period the government
and the people should try to stimulate
growth in the agricultural sector.
V. Malayandy
Executive Committee Member
2nd September, 1 98 2.

MERDEKA
&
COMPASSION

1. Problems of uneconomic holdings,

tenancy and land ownership should
be overcome. The principle of 'land
to the tillers' should be strictly
observed.

2. Marketing and credit difficulties
which plague farmers sho uld be
resolved by encouraging the growth
of co-operatives. These co-operatives
should be managed with integrity
and efficiency.
3. The soaring cost of agricultural
inputs such as fertilisers, pesticides
and machinery should be controlled
as far as possible. The State should
subsidize these inputs to an even
greater extent.
Apart from these reforms, the
government should also establish industries related directly to the agrarian
sector. In this way , the rural-urban drift
of youths can be stemme d. Indeed,
industrialization as a whole should be
aimed at strengthening agriculture.
At the same time, the governmen t
should realize that increased food
production is of no use unless food is
equitably distributed. Here again, Aliran
would like t o see co-operatives play a
bigger role in the entire distribu tion networ k.

To beget, to n ourish,
To beget but not to claim,
To achieve but not to cherish,
To be leader but not master This is called the Myotic Virtue (te)
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fl Jiran warmly welcomes the release
OT of 4 7 people detained under the

ISA and the remission of sentences
granted to numbers of prisoners
throughout the country in conjunction
with the 25th anniversary of Merdeka.
The government is to be congratulated
for its wise and humanitarian gesture.
At the same time, we regret to note
that those persons convicted under the
Essential (Security Cases) Regulations
(ESCAR) for possession of firearms and
facing imminent execution have not
been included among those who were
granted remission of sentences. Aliran
again calls upon the government to have
their death sentence commuted t o life
imprisonment in keeping with our ideals
as a nation founded upon belief in God,
justice and compassion.
Gan Teik Chee
Assistant Secretary
2nd September, 1982.

- Lao Tzu
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25 T AHUN MERDEKA

Chandra Muzaffar

Ringkasan ucapan Dr. Chandra
Muzaffar, Presiden Aliran di Jamuan
Makan Ma/am Merdeka anjuran Aliran
·di Restoran Fortuna, Pu/au Pinang
pada 28hb Ogos, 1982.
(7-)enilaian yang jujur tentang
;_,· kemerdekaan kita dalam 25
tahun yang lalu mestilah merangkumi
kekuatan-kekuatan serta kelemahankelemahan negara kita.

KEJA YAAN-KEJA YAAN
Dalam tempohnya itu kita telah
berjaya memperluaskan kemudahan. kemudahan pelajaran dan kesihatan
demi kepentingan kebanyakan rakyat,
mobiliti
sosial
mempercepatkan
untuk beberapa golongan, memperbai ki
pendapatan-pendapatan
untuk kumpulan-kumpulan tertentu
dan mengurangkan kemiskinan di
kalangan golongan-golongan tertentu
dalam perekonomian negara. Di
samping itu, kita telah mula memiliki
sumber-sumber ekonomi kita yang
utama seperti getah dan bijeh timah.
Selain daripada itu, harus diakui
juga bahawa sistem pentadbiran .kita,
pada keseluruhannya, adalah memuaskan. Pengaduan-pengaduan dari
orang ramai diberi perhatian sepertimana dibuktikan dalam beberapa
tahun yang lalu.
Dalam bidang politi k, masih ada
penyertaan orangramai. Pilihanraya
diadakan dari masa ke semasa dan
pengundi dapat memilih daripada
calon-calon yang berbeza pendiriannya. Parti-parti pembangkang juga
dapat menyampai kan pandanganpandangan yang bercanggah dengan
Kerajaan. Begitu juga, proses penggantian politik (political succession)
di setiap peringkat berlaku dalam
suasana yang teratur dan aman.
ALI RAN QUARTERLY VOL. 2 NO. 3

Dalam 25 tahun yang lalu, taraf
Bahasa Kebangsaan kita telah berubah. Daripada kedudukan asalnya
sebagai bahasa ibunda kaum Melayu,
bahasa itu telahpun mencapai kedudukan masakininya sebagai bahasa
perantaraan generasi baru rakyat
Malaysia. Bahasa perantaraan ini
wujud di tengah keani kaan bahasa,
agama dan kebudayaan.
Akhir sekali, Malaysia masih menikm_ati keselamatan dan kemantapan
di rantau yang masyhur dengan pergelutan politik dan pergolakan sosialnya.
Kejayaan kita yang terbatas disebabkan oleh 2 faktor. Pertama,
kepimpinan kebangsaan kita sejak
Merdeka adalah kepimpinan yang
pada keseluruhannya bersi kap toleran, adil dan sanggup mengawal
hawa nafsunya. Kedua - dan lebih
penting - sehingga kebelaka ngan ini
kita telah meni kmati kemewahan
ekonomi yang luar biasa akibat daripada perkembangan sistem kapitalisme antarabangsa yang pesat. _

KE LEMAHAN-KE LEMA HAN
Namun
demikian, harus kita
menentukan bahawa
kita tidak
mengendahkan kelemahan-kelemahan
kita.
Perumahan masih menjadi masalah
bagi sebahagian besar daripada rakyat
kita. Rumah adalah keperluan asasi.
Begitu juga, beribu-ribu penduduk
desa belum dibekalkan kemudahan
air paip dan elektrik. Kemiskinan
yang serius masih wujud di kalangan
kumpulan-kumpulan tertentu di desa
dan di bandar. Jurang perbezaan
pendapatan antara yang kaya dan
miskin bertambah luas sejak Merdeka
kerana struktur ekonomi kita membolehkan golongan kaya menuai hasil
yang lebih daripada pertumbuhan
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ekonomi.
Dalam pada itu, inflasi semakin
lama semakin serius. Pengeluaran
makanan tidak dapat memenuhi keperluan negara. Sektor pertanian
telah mula merosot dan rancangan
perindustrian kita masih bergantung
kepada pelaburan luar dan pasaran
luar. Malah, ekonomi kita pada keseluruhannya masih dipengaruhi secara
mendalam
oleh perkembangan-perkembangan dan keadaan-keadaan luar.
Selain
daripada
kelemahankelemahan ekonomi tadi, rasuah dan
pembaziran masih menjadi cabarancabaran negara. Sebenarnya, usaha
menentang rasuah telah menjadi lebih
rumit dengan wujudnya birokrasi
yang pesat berkembang dalam 15
tahun yang lalu.

IKLIM POLITIK BERUBAH
Seperti mana dengan bidang-bidang
yang lain, iklim politik juga telah
berubah. Kita jarang membahaskan
soal-soal utama yang menghadapi
negara. Undang-undang yang menyekat kumpulan-kumpulan seperti
kesatuan sekerja dan persatuan ilmiah
daripada menyumbang secara lang·
sung kepada proses pal iti k telah
bertambah
banyak. Begitu juga
dengan ISA yang masih menakutkan
sekumpulan besar rakyat kita dari·
pada menyampai kan kriti k secara
konstruktif kepada pemerintah. Lagi
pun, undang-undang yang bersabit
dengan akhbar tidak menggalakkan
pengarang-pengarang kita menyediakan seluran-saluran
untuk penyampaian pandangan yang berbeza.
Walaupun kita telah mengamalkan
demokrasi berparli men selama 25
tahun, perbezaan pendapat bel um
diteri ma sebagai unsur masyarakat
yang harus disanjung tinggi. Apa

yang diterima setakat ini ialah ulasan
terhadap proses pentadbiran - bukan
kriti kan tental"!g dasar-dasar asasi.
ltulah sebabnya Malaysia lebih merupakan negara yang berciri kan
eksekutif yang kuat dan luas kuasanya.

PERKEMBANGAN ETNIK
MENGHAMPAKAN
Sekiranya aliran perkembangan
politik mengecewakan, aliran perkembangan etnik adalah menghampakan. Kesedaran perkauman telah bertambah. Kebanyakan institusi mencerminkan perasaan perkauman ini.
Persoalan-persoalan masyarakat dan
personaliti-personaliti masyarakat dipandang dan dinilaikan dari sudut
kaum. Perasaan kaum menguasai
politik, ekonomi, kebudayaan dan
pendidikan. Pergaulan antara kaum
di peringkat sosial pun telah juga
berkurangan.
Perasaan kaum adalah berleluasa
sehingga masyarakat tidak memperdulikan nilai-nilai bersarna dan
kepenti ngan-kepenti ngan
bersama
yang mengatasi sempadan-sempadan
kaum. Kita tidak sanggup menerima
bahawa dalam setiap kaum wujud
perbezaan-perbezaan ekonomi, politi k dan sosial yang harus dianggap
sebagai kenyataan-kenyataan sosial.

Dalam · masyarakat di mana kenyataan diputarbelitkan demi kepentingan kaum, sudah pasti "stereotype" etni k dan prasangka akan
menyerap. lni mungkin menyebabkan
syakwasangka dan perasaan 'kurang
percaya'
antara
kaum.
Dalam
keadaan-keadaan tertentu, syakwasangka sedemi kian akan dengan
senangnya mencetuskan pergaduhan
kaum.
Ternyatalah bahawa selepas 25
tahun Merdeka kita masih menghadapi masalah-masalah yang rumit.
Beberapa faktor yang bertanggungjawab atas keadaan ini termasuk :
(a) Dasar-dasar yang salah yang wujud
akibat daripada pemujaan terhadap
model pembangunan yang salah.
Pengabaian terhadap pemakanan dan
pertanian adalah salah satu contoh
yang ketara. (b) Perancangan dan
pelaksanaan yang kurang baik. Pembaziran dalam pentadbiran adalah
akibatnya. (c) Pengaruh kepentingankepentingan tertentu. Mungkin ini
adalah faktor yang paling mustahak.
Seki ranya kepenti ngan-kepenti ngan
tertentu
mempengaruhi
sesuatu
keadaan, rasuah tidak dapat dibenteraskan, perbezaan pendapat
tidak dibenarkan dan perkauman
akan dikekalkan.

BAGAIMANA MENGATASI
CABARAN7
Adalah penting bagi kita mengatasi
cabaran-cabaran yang menghadapi
negara kerana kemewahan ekonomi
yang membolehkankita membendung
masalah-masalah sosial yang lain
sekian lama tidak dapat dijaminkan
lagi.
Dalam mencari penyelesaian, harus
kita menghindarkan diri daripada
langkah-langkah jangka pendek yang
tidak berpadu. Harus kita meninjau
masyarakat dari sudut yang lebih
menyeluruh. Kita tidak dapat mengawal rasuah, umpamanya, tanpa perubahan ekonomi yang bertujuan
mengurangkan si kap tamak haloba.
Begitu juga kebebasan politik tidak
bisa diperkuatkan tanpa orientasi
baru dalam sistem pen di di kan kita.
lni menunjukkan betapa pentingnya kita memikir cara mendalam
tentang keadaan masy·arakat kita.
Malaysia - sepertimana juga dengan
umat manusia seluruhnya - ada pada
persimpangan jalan dalam sejarahnya.
Kita mesti berani mencari jalan
yang baru berteraskan pada nilainilai rohaniah yang ada pada kita.

ISRAEL, PALESTIN DA·N
AMERIKA SVARIKAT
Chandra Muzaffar

SIAPA DIA ISRAEL7
srael adalah negara Yahudi yang
[I ditubuhkan
pada tahun 1948

atas wilayah Palestin. Untuk mendirikan Israel rakyat asal Palestin
diusir daripada tanah air mereka.

Israel ditubuhkan atas dua sebab
utama. Pertama, sebahagian daripada
kaum Yahudi di Eropah inginkan
sebuah negara Yahudi yang khusus
di wilayah Palestin yang kononnya
ialah tempat yang diduduki Yahudi
beribu-ribu tahun dahulu. Kedua,

negara-negara Barat tertentu seperti
Britain dan Ameri ka Syari kat sedar
bahawa Timur Tengah adalah kawasan
yang penting. Lautan Mediterranean
dan Terusan Suez, umpamanya
adalah -perjalanan yang penting untuk
perdagangan antarabangsa. Lagi pun,
Timur Tengah kaya dengan minyak
yang menjadi bahan paling mustahak
untuk industri moden. Dan industri
adalah asas hidup negara-negara
Barat.

sahabat di kawasan itu yang dapat
menjaga
kepentingan
mereka.
Ameri ka Syari kat mahu kan sahabat
yang dapat bersubahat dengannya.

Oleh kerana Timur Tengah begitu
penting, Amerika Syarikat inginkan

Oleh kerana rakyat Palestin dihalau
daripada negara mereka, maka ter-
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Dengan perkataan iain Israel adalah perlindung kepentingan negaranegpra Barat tertentu, terutamanya
Amerika Syarikat.

KENAPA ISRAEL MENYERANG
LEBANON?
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paksalah mereka mendirikan khemahkhemah pelarian di negara-negara
jiran.
Sebahagian daripada rakyat Palestin kini berkhemah di Lebanon .
Pejuang-pejuang Palestin yang cuba
mengambil balik wilayah asal mereka
juga bergerak dari Lebanon. ltulah
sebabnya Israel menjadi kan Lebanon
sebagai sasarannya. Israel ingin menghancurkan kubu-kubu Palestin supaya
rakyat Palestin tidak boleh memperjuangkan kemerdekaan daripada
Lebanon.
Selain daripada itu, Israel bernafsu
memperluaskan kuasa dan pengaruhnya di kawasan Timur Tengah bagi
pihaknya
dan
pihak
Amerika
Syarikat.

SIAPA DIA PALESTIN?
Bangsa Palestin telah wujud sejak
beribu-ribu tahun dulu.
Dari sejak · dulu, rakyat Palestin
terdiri
daripada
kaum
Muslim,
Kristian dan Yahudi. lni bermakna
bahawa Palestin adalah negara berbi lang agama.
ltulah sebabnya perjuangan rakyat
Palestin bukan untuk kepentingan
sesuatu kaum atau agama. Perjuangan
Palestin bukan untuk menentang
Yahudi. lni sering diperkatakan oleh
pemimpin-pemimpin Palestin sendiri.
Yang ditentang oleh Palestin ialah
negara Israel yang didirikan atas
dayausaha sebahagian daripada orangorang Yahudi di Eropah dan oleh
negara-negara
Barat,
khususnya
Britain dan Amerika Syarikat sepertimana di hujahkan tadi.
Dalam hubungan ini, harus ditegaskan bahawa penubuhan Israel
tidak dipersetujui oleh golongantertentu dan
golongan
Yahudi
Eropah . Yahudi yang ada di Palestin

dulu dan negara-negara Arab yang
lain hidup aman damai dengan kaum
Muslimin sebelum Israel ditubuhkan.

APAKAH PERANAN AMERIKA
SYARIKAT DALAM KRISIS
PALESTIN?
Amerika Syarikat adalah penyokong kuat Israel. Ameri ka Syari kat
menyokong Israel atas 3 sebab .
Pertama,
untuk
kepentingannya
sendiri, sepertimana saya terangkan
tadi
Israel menentukan bahawa
kepentingan-kepentingan
ekonomi,
perdagangan, militer dan politik
Amerika Syarikat dan Timur Tengah
Kedua,
Amerika
dipertahankan.
Syarikat dan
Israel mempunyai
hubungan yang rapat dalam bidang
perdagangan, kewangan dan ketenteraan. U mpamanya, berjuta-juta
dollar· Amerika dihantar ke Israel
tiap-tiap tahun. Kompeni-kompeni
Amerika Syarikat melabur di Israel.
Sebagai contoh, kompen i-kompen inya memiliki saham-saham yang
banyak dalam perindustrian senjata
Israel. Ameri ka Syari kat dan Israel
sama-sama mengeluarkan dan menjual
senjata kepada negara-negara yang
lain . Ketiga, Di Amerika Syarikat
penduduk-penduduk
keturunan
Yahudinya yang tidak kurang daripada 6 juta memain peranan yang
berpengaruh dalam semua bidang
hidup. Mereka mahukan Amerika
Syarikat terus menyokong Israel.
Bagi kebanyakan Yahudi di Amerika
Syari kat segala tindakan Israel adalah
baik dan betul.

APAKAH MAKNA KRISIS
PALESTIN UNTUK KITA DI
MALAYSIA?
Pertama, rakyat dari semua keturunan mesti memahami bahawa

Israel adal°ah bersalah dalam krisis
yang sedang berlaku kerana ia mengusir satu bangsa yang berdaulat
daripada tanah airnya dan kini berusaha menghalau mereka daripada
khemah-khemah pelarian di Lebanon.
Kedua, kita mesti faham bahawa
krisis Palestin tidak ada kena-mengena
dengan agama. Sebenarnya Palestin
adalah negara berbi lang agama yang
sedang menentang negara yang berdasarkan pada perkauman iaitu Israel.
Oleh kerana kita adalah anggota·
anggota masyarakat berbi lang agama,
harus kita mengecam perkauman
yang diwaki Ii oleh Israel.
Ketiga, krisis Palestin membuktikan kepada kita betapa bahayanya
penguasaan oleh negara-negara yang
kuat dan kaya. Amerika Syarikat
bukan sahaja cuba menguasai politik
Timur Tengah, bahkan ia cuba
menguasai politik di Latin Amerika,
Eropah, Afrika, Asia (termasuk Asia
Tenggara).
Ameri ka Syari kat cuba menguasai
politik dunia untuk kepentingan
ekonomi dan militernya.
Begitu juga dengan Soviet Union
yang cuba menguasai politi k negaranegara yang lain untuk kepentingan
nya sendiri . Melalui penguasaan ini,
Soviet Union berhasrat menyibarkan
fahaman komunisnya.
Bagi negara-negara yang kecil
seperti Malaysia harus kita berusaha
mempertahankan
kedaulatan dan
kemerdekaan kita.
Oleh itu, adalah penting bagi kita
menentukan bahawa kita tidak terikat
pada mana-mana negara yang kuat
dan kaya melalui hubungan-hubungan
ekonomi , kewangan, politi k, ketenteraan , kebudayaan dan pelajaran .

Benda yang mula-mula diciptakan Tuhan ialah akal.

Akal itu agama; agama itu akal.
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PIDATO PENGHARGAAN
Berkenaan dengan anugerah
Warganegara Malaysia Terpuji

11 an Sri Ahmad Noordin Bin Haji

._, Zakaria adalah seorang pentadbi r cemerlang yang patut disanjung tinggi oleh rakyat dan negara
Malay~ia.
Beliau
telah
banyak
menyumbangkan jasa kepada negara
dalam beberapa aspek pentadbiran,
dan sekarang ini bertugas sebagai
Ketua Odit Negara. Nama beliau
tidak asing lagi masakini bagi setiap
warganegara Malaysia dan setiap
rumahtangga di seluruh negara kita.
Beliau telah dilahirkan pada 18
Februari 1921 di Kampung Seberang
Pasir Mas Salor, Kota Bharu, Kelantan. Beliau memulakan pelajarannya
dari sekolah Melayu, lebih tepat lagi
sekolah 'atap' di kampungnya dan
kemudian melanjutkan pendidikan di
Sekolah lnggeris Sultan Ismail, Kota
Bharu. Malangnya pendidikan beliau
terganggu pada bulan Disember 1941
dengan tercetusnya Perang Jepun.
Beliau pernah bekerja sebagai kerani
di Pejabat Pos dan Ketua Pejabat
Pemerintah Tentera Thai di Kota
Bharu hingga tamat Perang Jepun.
Kemudian beliau telah bertugas
sebagai kerani di Jabatan Bekalan
Makanan di Trengganu hingga Disember 1948. Pada tahun 1949, beliau
telah dilantik menjadi Pegawai
Tadbir Negeri Kelantan dan berkhidmat dalam beberapa jawatan di
Pejabat Setiausaha Kerajaan Kelantan
dan · pernah memegang jawatan
Pegawai
Daerah
dan
Penolong
sebentar sebagai Pegawai Daerah.
Pada tahun 1955 beliau telah mendapat peluang belajar di Australia
selama enam bulan. Sekembalinya ke
tanah air beliau dilantik sebagai
Pegawai Tadbir Melayu pada tahun
1957 dan kemudiannya berkhidmat
di Pejabat Setiausaha Negeri Pahang
dari Januari 1958 hingga Mac 1961

sebagai Penolong Setiausaha Negeri.
Tiba pula bulan April 1961 beliau
berpindah jawatan sebagai Pegawai
Kewangan Negeri Pahang hingga
1963.

<Dada bulan Mei1963 beliau mula
.:..,· bertugas sebagai Pegawai di
Sahagian
Belanjawan
Perbendaharaan, Kementerian Kewangan.
Selepas dua tahun beliau dinaikkan
pangkat ke Timbalan Pengarah
Belanjawan dan seterusnya pada
tahunJ968 sebagai Pengarah Belanjawan. Jawatan baru ini memerlukan
beliau menyusun anggaran Belanjawan Persekutuan. Karier beliau mencapai puncaknya pada tahun 1972 di
mana beliau menjadi Timbalan Ketua
Setiausaha Kementerian tersebut,
dengan tugas mengawal dan mentadbi r hal ehwal Belanjawan Persekutuan . Jawatan in1 dipegang
hingga beliau bersara pada tahun
1976. Atas perkhidmatan yang
cemerlang dan dedikasi yang tak
terputus sebagai pentadbir negara
Malaysia, beliau telah dianugerahkan
gelaran Tan Sri oleh Kerajaan Malaysia. Sungguhpun jasa yang banyak
telah ditunaikan oleh beliau selama
ini, beliau telah dijemput oleh Allahyarham Tun Abdul Razak supaya
terus berkhidmat buat selama dua
tahun memandangkan tidak ada
orang yang berpengalaman yang
dapat memenuhi jawatan kosong
Ketua Odit Negara. Manakala ramai
yang sama kedudukan dengan Tan
Sri tidak akan berkeberatan untuk
bersara atau bertugas dengan fi rmafi rma sebagai pengerusi atau ahli
lembaga pengarah syarikat yang
membawa pendapatan yang lumayan,
Tan Sri dengan tidak mementingkan
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diri sendiri telah sanggup meneruskan
perkhidmatan beliau bukan sahaja
untuk tempoh dua tahun tetapi
hingga pada hari ini. Jemputan dan
seterusnya
perkhidmatan
beliau
sehingga sekarang ini membayangkan
kepada kita betapa tingginya keyakinan dan
kepercayaan yang
ditujukan kepada beliau bukan sahaja
oleh Allahyarham Tun Abdul Razak
bahkan juga oleh Perdana ·MenteriPerdana Menteri yang berikutnya.
Boleh dikatakan bahawa sebagai
Ketua Odit Negara Tan Sri telah
terkenal di seluruh pelusuk negara.

r-, an Sri Ahmad Noordin merupa-

' - ' kan seorang pentadbir Malaysia
yang luar biasa. Bukan sahaja beliau
melambangkan semangat dedikasi
terhadap
jawatan-jawatan
yang
dipegang beliau sama ada di peringkat negeri atau persekutuan, tetapi
juga dalam menjalan tugas, beliau
telah menonjolkan nilai-nilai murni
dalam pentadbiran yang patut diikuti
ramai. Nyata bahawa beliau mempunyai nilai dan pendirian moral
yang tinggi, sikap tanggungjawab
yang teguh, kecekapan kerja yang
tinggi mutunya dan dedikasi yang
tak terhingga. Cogankata 'Cekap,
Bersih dan Amanah' bukan satu
perkara yang baru kepada beliau :
beliau sudah lama menganutinya.
Tidak dapat dinafikan 'bahawa nilainilai moral yang murni dan tinggi ini
wujud hasil dari pengaruh latarbelakang yang bersabit dengan
asuhan asalnya di Kelantan dahulu.
Dari latarbelakang yang amat miskin
dan banyak mengalami kesulitan
hidup sejak Perang Jepun, beliau
penuh insaf dan sedar tentang nilai
wang sebenarnya. Bagi beliau, cara
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membelanjakan wang patut diawasi
secara
penuh
dan
dilakukan
tanggungjawab, lebih-lebih lagi jika
wang itu kepunyaan orang lain tidak
kira banyak atau kecil jumiahnya.
Nilai ini telah jelas terpapar dalam
laporan-laporan Odit Negara Malay-,
sia yang disediakan oleh pihak beliau
untuk penelitian seluruh -rakyat
Malaysia.

_O akyat

Malaysia terhutang budi
0 \ kepada Tan Sri oleh kerana
telah menjalankan tugas beliau
sebagai l<etua Odit Negara dengan
amat
cemerlang.
Beliau
teiah
menyedarkan rakyat Malaysia tentang cara-cara badan-badan berkanun, syarikat-syarikat kerajaan
negeri, ·institusi-institusi. jabatanjabatan dan kementerian-kementerian
persekutuan patut membelanjakan
wang yang diperuntukkan kepada
mereka - iaitu wang - yang datang
dari rakyat jelata. Beliau tidak teragak-agak mengutuk badan-badan
yang tersebut di atas yang bersikap
endah tak endah, terhadap peraturan
yang memerlukan mereka .menyediakan laporan akaun tahunan. Banyak
badan-badan yang telah lewat menghantarkan akaun tahunan untuk
disemak dan ramai pula yang gagal
sama sekali menghantarkan akaun
mereka oleh sebab ada dosa-dosa
yang tidak ingin diketahui ramai.
Beliau telah mendapati bahawa wang
rakyat telah diguna dengan cara
membazir di mana banyak penyelewengan telah berlaku di antara
peruntukan yang diluluskan dengan
perbelanjaan se~narnya. Kita belum
lupa lagi tentang banyak kes tertentu
mana
penyelewengan
dan
di
penyalahgunaan wang rak,yat telah
berlaku dalam tahun-tahun yang
lepas. Banyak contoh-contoh masih
diingati ramai, umpamanya kesMaggi
Mee yang dibeli dengan harga yang
amat mahal. Satu kes lagi ialah berkenaan dengan pengeluaran minyak
di mana kerajaan Malaysia telah
kehilangan sebanyak $26 juta akibat
kecuaian, ketidakcekapan dan kejahilan di kalangan pegawai kanan
yang bertanggungjawab atas hal
minyak. Banyak kisah pembaziran
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dan
kegagalan
syarikat-syarikat
negeri yang memakan berjuta-juta
ringgit wang rakyat telah berlaku dan
perkara ini tidak akan diketahui
rakyat jika pihak Tan Sri tidak berani
melaporkan dengan terus terang_ Keskes seperti ini terlalu banyak dan
akan memaka·n masa yang panjang
jika disenarai dan dibincangkan satu
demi satu.

AAemang

tidak dapat dielakkan

<:::IV\ lagi dalam menjalankan tugas

sebagai Ketua Odit Negara Tan Sri
telah tidak disukai oleh setengahsetengah pihak yang berpengaruh;
malah dibenci oleh mereka. Nampaknya perkara seperti ini tidak menghiraukan beliau oleh kerana apa yang
dipentingkan beliau ialah kebenaran
dan kejujuran. lngin kami nyatakan
di sini bahawa sungguhpun ada pihak
yang berasa geram terhadap tindakan
beliau, pihak kami yang berhimpun
pada malam ini khususnya dan
rakyat Malaysia umumnya amat terhutang budi kepada Tan Sri dan
menghargai nilai-nilai murni yang
dipegang teguh oleh Tan Sri dalam
. menjalankan tugas secara cekap.
Beliau telah banyak kali menegaskan
bahawa tiap-tiap pegawai kerajaan
mesti menunjukkan sikap disiplin
wang dan 'public accountability'
serta tanggungjawab moral yang
tinggi. Ketegasan beliau ini memang
kena pada tempatnya dan amat
diperlui oleh negara ini jika kita ingin
maju ke hadapan. Dalam perkataan
Tan Sri sendiri, "bagi pihak saya,
kami akan berusaha .sedaya upaya
untuk memenuhi segala apa yang
dijanjikan agar kita semua mendapat
nilai sepenuh daripada wang kita."

., t7 asa Tan Sri kepada
d boleh disamakan

negara
dengan
peranan perajurit yang berjuang
untuk keutuhan dan kedaulatan
negara Malaysia. Bezanya ialah manakala
perajurit- berjuang dengan
kekuatan fizikal beralatkan senjata,
Tan Sri telah menggunakan pen dan
otak beliau (dan mungkin dengan
alat pengira)
untuk menentang
musuh negara. Kebenaran peribahasa

'The pen is mightier than the sword'
telah jelas terbukti oleh beliau.
Musuh yang ditentangi oleh peraj_u rit
amat mudah dikenali. Jarang disedari
bahawa musuh yang lebih merbahaya
kepada kestabilan negara terdapat di
kalangan mereka yang sepatutnya
mempertahankan maruah negara.
Mereka yang bertugas secara kurang
cekap, yang kurang bertanggungjawab, yang membazirkan wang
rakyat, yang mengamalkan rasuah,
yang tamak, yang minindas dan yang
menceroboh hak rakyat adalah
musuh yang patut diawasi dan ditewaskan. Tan Sri telah sanggup
memikul beban yang berat ini dan
telah bertindak sebagai perwira
Malaysia yang aneh. Dengan menjalankan tugasnya yang cemerlang,
beliau telah cuba menyetnaikan
kesedaran, menanamkan perasaan
tanggungjawab dan memupuk sikap
kejujuran di semua lapisan rakyat
Malaysia terutama sekali bagi mereka
yang mentadbir negara demi kepentingan
masyarakat
Malaysia.
Nampaknya perjuangan Tan Sri tidak
sia-sia; sebaliknya ia telah menunjukkan tanda-tanda kemenangan.

(1/ami bagi Aliran amat bertuah,
~ berbangga dan menyanjung
tinggi kerana Tan Sri sudi menyertai
perhimpunan pada malam ini dan
lebih-lebih
lagi
kerana
tidak
mengecewakan pihak kami atas
kesanggupan beliau dipilih sebagai
warganegara Malaysia terpuji. Pihak
kami tidak teragak-agak memilih Tan
Sri untuk penghargaan ini. Saya
dengan segala hormatnya, mempersi lakan Saudara Ariffin Omar, selaku
Setiausaha Aliran menganugerahkan
kepada Tan Sri Ahmad Noordin
gelaran WARGANEGARA MALAYSIA TERPUJI.

{Pidato penghargaan tersebut di atas
telah disampaikan oleh Dr. Goh Kim
Chuan, di Majlis Jamuan Makan
Malam, anjuran Aliran, sempena
menyambut Harl Ulangtahun Ke-

merdekaan Yang ke 25, di Restoran

Fortuna, Pulau Pinang, pada 28 Ogos

1982. Teks ucapan balas oleh YB.

Tan Sri Ahmad Noordin diterbitkan
dalam bahagian Bahasa lnggeris.)
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juga telah menggunakan satu contoh
yang kurang tepat tentang konsep
'pengulas sosial' dan 'permainan
politik'. Masalahnya bukan setakat
perlumbaan basikal dan motosikal.
Apakah kita sedia menerima bahawa
mereka yang tidak terlibat dalam
perlumbaan juga berhak memberi
komen tentang perlumbaan? Apakah
penonton-penonton bolasepak mesti
menjadi
pemain-pemain
sebelum
mengkritik
permereka
dapat
tandingan?

menyekat kebebasan . Dalam sistem
demokrasi sekatan-sekatan yang menjejaskan hak asasi manusia adalah
tidak sah. Dengan perkataan lain,
dalam demokrasi yang tulen, ada
nilai-nilai tertentu yang melampaui
apa yang ditakrifkan oleh Kerajaan
sebagai 'keselamatan negara'. I tulah
sebabnya walau apa pun kehendakkehendak
keselamatan,
keti ka
konfrontasi dulu rapat umum dan
ciri-ciri pertandingan demokrasi yang
lain tidak disekat dalam pilihanraya

Yang lebih serius ialah pandangan
Saudara Zainal tentang hak Kerajaan
menentukan sekatan-sekatan. Hanya
dalam sistem totaliter, Kerajaan
mempunyai
hak
yang
mutlak

Akhir kata, rupanya, Saudara
Zainal tidak tahu tentang latarbelakang rencana saya dalam Review.
Rencana itu - sepertimana juga

1964.

dengan beberapa rencana yang lain
tentang pilihanraya - telah dihantar
kepada akhbar-akhbar tempatan.
Tetapi mereka enggan menyiarkannya. ltulah sebabnya Aliran terpaksa
mencetak sepucuk risalah yang
mengandungi rencana-rencana kami
(termasuk rencana Review) untuk
diedarkan kepada khalayak ramai.
Oleh kerana sekatan yang tidak adil
inilah Aliran terpaksa menggunakan
dan majalah
salurannya sendiri
Review yang sanggup menerbitkan
rencana tersebut. Sekatan ini yang
harus dikritikkan sekiranya Saudara
Zainal benar-benar ingin membela
sistem demokrasi di Malaysia.
- Dr. Chandra Muzaffar

Berikut ini diperturunkan kritikan-kritikan dari Saudara Zainal Yusof terhadap tulisan Dr. Chandra Muzaffar yang
disiarkan dalam akhbar Utusan Malaysia, 14.5.1 982.
Saudara Pengarang,

C aya amat tertarik hati mem-

o

Benarkah
ayam
berkokok
hari nak
siang?
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baca rencana Dr. Chandra
Muzaffar yang tersiar dalam Utusan
Malaysia 14.5."82 sebagai menjawab
tulisan Encik Lukman Hakim yang
disiarkan dalam Utusan Malaysia
1.5.82.
Setelah membaca tulisannya, saya
merasa agak terkilan sedikit bila Dr.
Chandra
menyebut
kedangkalan
pemikiran Encik Lukman dengan
logi knya yang kusut dan perni kiran
yang keruh. lni mengingatkan saya
kepada suatu peristiwa semasa bersekolah bila saya dimarahi oleh cikgu
kerana mengatakan "bloody fool"
kepada seorang murid. Katanya "a
person who says a fool to another
person is a bigger fool."
Apakah bijak kita membuat perbandingan antara sistem demokrasi
tulen (apakah dia yang benar-benar
tulen) dengan sistem totaliter dalam
konteks masyarakat dan negara kita
sekarang.
Kalau kita akui batasan-batasan
bagi
setiap
tertentu
penting
masyarakat, tetapi batasan-batasan
sedemikian mestr dibezakan dengan
sekatan-sekatan
yang
membawa
kesan negatif kepada masyarakat,
siapakah yang lebih berh-ak menentu-

PER BALA HAN PENDAPAT

HAK MENGKRITIK -

INTi DEMOKRASI

Rencana Dr. Chandra Muzaffar yang dipetik oleh majalah Far Eastern Economic Review (23-29 April 1982) telah
dipertikaikan oleh Saudara Lukman Hakim yang tersiar dalam akhbar Utusan Malaysia, keluaran 1.5.1982 dan Dr.
Chandra Muzaffar telah menjawab kritikan tersebut yang juga disiarkan oleh akhbar yang sama pada 14.5.1982.
Ekoran daripada itu Utusan Malaysia telah menyiarkan satu lagi kritikan yang ditulis ole!z Saudara Zainal Yusof
(membalas pendapat Saudara Lukman Hakim) - yang tidak senang dengan sikap Dr. ChandraMuzaffaryangmembangkitkan kritikan-kritikan yang jujur terhadap beberapa masalah sosio-politik dan sosio-ekonomi yang berlaku di sekeliling
kita.

t1 11 I al au pun say a tidak berhasrat
' VV melanjutkan
perbincangkan
tentang rencana di majalah Far
Eastern Economic Review, terpaksa

saya menjelaskan beberapa perkara
yang penting yang dibangkitkan oleh
Saudara Zainal Yusof (Utusan Malaysia 11 Jun 1982).
Beliau menganggap "hak asasi
manusia ...... keadilan masyarakat,
kedaulatan ekonomi dan macammacam idealisme yang tinggi menggunung" sebagai cita-cita yang tidak
bererti bagi rakyat biasa. lni tidak
benar sama sekali .
Sekiranya hak asasi manusia tidak
bermakna untuk orang biasa kenapa
pula Kerajaan kita dan pemerintahpemerintah yang lain memasukkan
hak-hak ini dalam perlembagaanperlembagaan mereka? Tidak ada
Kerajaan yang menafikan pentingnya
hak asasi - walaupun ada di antara
mereka yang tidak menghormatinya
dari segi praktiknya.
Tanpa
hak
mengkritik
penyelewengan-penyelewengan dalam
pentadbiran negara, dapatkah kita
mengubah dasar-dasar yang kurang
berkesan dalai-n bidang pemakanan
dan perumahan? ltulah sebabnya soal
'makan' dan 'tempat tinggal' tidak
dapat dipisahkan daripada hak asasi
manusia.
Sesungguhnya, hak asasi manusia
termaktub dalam Al Ouran sendiri.

Dalan, surah Al-i-lmran ayat 104,dua
daripada hak asasi yang penting tercatit dengan jelas iaitu hak berkumpul dan hak bersuara. "Hendaklah ada di antara kami segolongan
yang menyeru kepada Kebajikan,
Menyuruh kepada yang makruf dan
mencegah yang mungkar."
Begitu juga kedaulatan ekonomi
tetap
mempengaruhi
kehidupan
harian masyarakat biasa. Sebagai
contoh, salah satu daripada sebab
utama penoreh-penoreh getah menderita
kini
dan
tidak
dapat
menjaminkan "masa depan anakanak mereka" ada kaitannya dengan
pergantungan negara terhadap sistem
ekonomi antarabangsa yang terus
memeras Malaysia.
Lagi pun, sikap Saudara Zainal
mengejek-ejekkan idealisme harus
dibantah habis-habisan. Sikap ini
merupakan satu macam penyakit di
kalangan golongan-golongan tertentu
di negara kita.
Segala usaha untuk mencapai
sesuatu yang unggul yang tidak
wujud pada waktu tertentu boleh
disifatkan sebagai 'idealistik' . Hasrat
rasuah
dalam
membenteraskan
keadaan di mana rasuah bermaharajalela adalah matlamat idealistik.
Hasrat menegakkan kebebasan dalam
keadaan di mana kebebasan disekat
adalah tujuan idealistik. Bukti yang
paling ketara tentang idealisme dalam
sejarah manusia ialah agama. Setiap
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Nabi dan Rasul bersifat idealistik.
ldealisme menjadi tenaga penggerak
kemajuan tamaddun.
Sepertimana dengan idealisme,
Saudara Zainal kurang memahami
apa yang dimaksudkan dengan
kekuatan. Memang kekuatan legislatif sebuah parti yang memerintah
ada gunanya. Akan tetapi, bukan
kekuatan legislatif semata-mata yang
menentukan maju mundur sebuah
negara. Sebagai contoh, Puan Gandhi
kemenar'lgan
telah
memperolehi
pilihanraya yang paling cemerlang
dalam sejarah India pada tahun 1971.
Namun,
dia
gagal
membawa
kemajuan kepada negaranya kerana
dasar-dasarnya
salah,
kerana
kepentingan-kepentingan
ekonomi
tertentu, kerana rasuah, kerana
politik 'clique' dan sebagainya.
Begitu juga, bukan kerana undangundang semata-mata negara kita
mencapai
kestabilan.
Sekiranya
undang-undang yang mempastikan
kestabilan, negara-negara authoritarian harus kita terima sebagai negaranegara yang paling mantap. Tetapi
negara-negara inilah yang kerap
menghadapi cabaran dari dalam. Di
Malaysia, kemewahan ekonominya,
sistem pentadbirannya, komposisi
rakyatnya dan kesederhanaan kepimpinan sejak Merdeka jauh lebih
bertanggungjawab atas kestabilannya.
Sepertimana
dengan individuindividu tertentu, Saudara Zainal
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kan apa dan di mana perbezaan ini?
Bukankah kerajaan sendiri? Kerana
kerajaan bertanggungjawab ke atas
keselamatan negara dan kesejahteraan rakyat keseluruhannya .
Kita haruslah faham iaitu, mendidik dan memelihara 2 orang anak
.misalnya, tidak serupa dengan mendidik dan memelihara 12 orang anak .
Dalam keadaan sekarang saya tidak
nampak tiadanya "ruang bergerak",
cuma apa yang harus diingat pada
fikiran saya ialah, kalau ruang itu
dibina untuk perlumbaan basikal
janganlah digunakan untuk berlumba
motosikal.
Begitulah juga dengan pendapat
bahawa lain-lain pertubuhan seperti
Ali ran,
mengkritik,
mengulas,
menyokong dan berkempen untuk
calon-calon yang sebati dengan
mereka.
Harus juga kita fahami ada bezanya di antara yang disebutkan
dengan "bermain politik" tetapi berlindung di sebalik perbuatan atas
nama Pengulas Sosial. Apa yang
kurang disedari oleh pengkritik dasar
kerajaan
ialah
tahap pemi kiran
kelompok -kelompok
masyarakat
kita.
Bila Dr. Chandra menyebut
"Tujuan utama rencana saya di
majalah Far Eastern Economic Review (23-29, April, '82) ialah untuk
memupuk kesedaran tentang prinsipprinsip demokratik dan nilai-nilai
etika", maka timbul persoalan, kelompok masyarakat yang manakah
yang hendak dipupuk dengan kesedaran itu? Saya kira tentulah
masyarakat kita. Tetapi kenapa pula
ke Far Eastern Economic Review dan
menjelang pilihanraya pula?
Memang benar terdapat manusia
yang t idak bijak bistari di kalangan
pembangkang . Begitu juga kerajaan.
Tetapi kalau setakat membongkar
beberapa kes rasuah saja yang termampu oleh pembangkang, saya fik-ir
peranan ini akan lebih berkesan jika
dimainkan
oleh
pen y okongpenyokong kerajaan di dalam parti
atau Parlimen. Janganlah kita terlalu
percaya kepada pepatah kerana ayam

berkokok hari nak siang.
Saya bukan lah bertujuan untuk
memperkatakan apakah perlu pembangkang atau tidak, tetapi pada
hemat saya tidaklah benar pembangkang saja mempertahankan hak-hak
asasi daripada dihakiskan oleh aktaakta. Dan tidak benar juga bahawa
Akta Universiti membantut pertumbuhan kesedaran sosial mahasiswa . Sebab ada orang yang tidak
mendar;iat pelajaran universiti pun
mempunyai kesedaran sosial.
Contohnya banyak sekali. Adalah
benar meningkatnya bilangan pelajarpelajar
(khususnya
bumiputera)
dalam
universiti-universiti
ialah
kerana perkembangan universiti itu
sendiri, tetapi janganlah kita lupa
bagaimana ianya boleh berkembang
dan pelajar-pelajar kian tertambah
bilangannya? lalah kerana kemajuan
negara disebabkan adanya kestabilan
politik jagaan akta-akta, undangundang dan peraturan-peraturan yang
ada.
Kita harus sedar bahawa apa jua
undang-undang tentulah ada kelemahan dan kekuatannya kerana
ianya buatan manusia. Begitu juga
manusia yang mengetahui selokbelok undang-undang tidak serupa
dengan manusia yang mengetahui
selok-belok penyakit. Jalanraya atau
rumah umpamanya, , kerana manusia
yang mengetahui
undang-undang
lebih berkemampuan jika ia berminat
memutarbelitkan interpretasi undangundang. ltulah sebabnya pihak kerajaan perlu berhati-hati membuat
peraturan bersabit dengan kepen-

tingan negara dan rakyat. Janganlah
kepentingan segelintir membahayakan kepentingan ramai.
Kemenangan
Barisan Nasional
(dulunya Perikatan) dalam pilihanraya demi pilihanraya ialah kerana
amalan politik praktikalnya. Dasarnya yang saksama dengan mengambil
kira kedudukan dan aspirasi semua
kaum. Kekalahan di satu dua tempat
dan kelemahan satu dua dasar tidak
bererti dasar kerajaan tidak diterima
··
oleh rakyat.
Dalam negara kita yang rakyatnya
terdiri dari berbilang kaum, agama
dan kebudayaan ditambah pula
dengan kedudukan ekonomi dan
sosialnya yang tidak seimbang, apakah tidak perlu sebuah kerajaan yang
kuat? Pada pendapat saya amat perlu
sekali kecuali mereka yang mempunyai niat tertentu yang suka
supaya kerajaan lemah.
Sebagai · penutup,
memanglah
mengkagumkan dan kadang-kadang
bi la
membaca
mempersonakan
perkataan-perkataan seperti "hak
asasi
manusia, reformasi sosi.al,
masyarakat,
kedaulatan
keadi Ian
ekonomi" dan macam-macam idealisme yang tinggi-tinggi menggunung,
akan tetapi apakah ertinya semua itu
kepada rakyat biasa.
Bagi
mereka ialah persoalan
makan, pakai, tempat tinggal dan
masa depan anak-anak mereka. Apakah esok masih ada untuk generasi
mereka dalam negara mereka sendiri.

-

ZAINAL YUSOF, Kuala Lumpur.

KETEGUHAN
Sungguhpun ranting-rantingku terkulai layu
dahan-dahanku patah-sekah
alcu masik mencengkam pada bumi yang padu.
Selagi akar-umbiku masih terpaku
aku tidak akan tumbang
meskipun kau goncang sekuat kudratmu
kerana,
bunga-bungaku sedang berkembang
ianya menawarkan seribu harapan.
NUR/SETIA

Minden, Pulau Pinang.
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ULASAN SEMASA
Berikut ini adalah beberapa pendapat dan ulasan lengkap yang telah dihantar oleh Aliran kepada akhbar-akhbar
tertentu tempatan berkenaan isu-isu semasa yang telah dan sedang dipersoalkan oleh masyarakat umum di negara ini.

PRESTASI KERAJAAN
DR. MAHATHIR
(Hanya sebahagian kecil daripada
komen-komen berikut disiarkan dalam
Utusan Malaysia pada 16 julai 1982,
walaupun akhbar itu yang menjemput Dr.
Chandra Muzaffar mengulas prestasi
Kerajaan Dr. Mahathir)

(D restasi Kerajaan Dr. Mahathir dalam
.:.r satu tahun yang lalu dapat dinilaikan dari tiga perspektif.

Pertama. dari segi langkah-langkah tertentu yang telah mengubah sedikit suasana
masyarakat secara positif. Antaranya ialah
kesanggupan kerajaan membenarkan pendedahan
dan
perbincangan
akan
penyelewengan-penyelewengan
dalam
birokrasi dan usaha-usahanya memupuk
kerajinan dan kesungguhan dalam bidang
kerja.
Kedua, dari segi dasar-dasar yang masih
merupakan hasrat tetapi belum membuktikan
kekesanannya
pada
peringkat
perlaksanaan. Umpamanya, Kerajaan ingin
membenteraskan rasuah tetapi matlamat
ini tidak dapat dijayakan tanpa perubahanperubahan yang mendalam pada sistem
ekonomi, undang-undang dan pendidikan
negara. Sudah pasti sistem ekonomi yang
menggalakkan sikap konsumerisme atau
sistem pendidikan yang gagal menyematkan sifat hidup sederhana tidak dapat
mencegah rasuah. Begitu juga, walaupun
Dr.
Mahathir
lebih
m1rip daripada
pemimpin-pemimpin sebelumnya terhadap
konsep 'negara yang berdikari', citacitanya mungkin tidak tercapai selagi
kerajaan tidak mengutamakan pertanian
dan pemakanan dan mendirikan industri-

industri yang berkait
bidang tersebut.

dengan

bidang-

Akhir sekali, dari segi cabaran-cabaran
masyarakat - yang harus menerima perhatian serius dari pemerintah. Adalah
diharapkan bahawa kerajaan br. Mahathir
akan menghapuskan beberapa akta yang
jelas mengongkong kebebasan rakyat. I ni
termasuk akta pertubuhan, akta universiti ,
Akta Keselamatan Dalam Negeri dan
beberapa undang-undang buruh. Sekatansekatan
yang
keterlaluan
ini
telah
melumpuhkan semangat demokrasi di
negara kita. Begitu juga, Aliran berharap
Dr. Mahathir akan berusaha ke arah
mengurangkan perasaan perkauman di
kalangan masyarakat kita terutamanya di
peringkat
angkatan
muda.
Dalam
hubungan ini, alat-alat sebaran am harus
digunakan dengan lebih meluas untuk
mendidik orang ramai tentang sejarah dan
laterbelakang kebudayaan negara kita dan
keadaan masyarakat berbilang kaum di
Malaysia. Persoalan-persoalan masyarakat
dan peristiwa-peristiwa semasa harus dikaji
untuk membuktikan bahawa pendekatan
perkauman biasanya tidak menggambarkan keadaan sebenarnya. Sebagai contoh,
krisis Palestin dapat diselidiki untuk
menunjukkan bahawa apa yang terlibat
ialah soal keadilan dan perikemanusiaan
yang tidak ada kena-mengena dengan
agama atau kaum.

MASALAH
''DUA IMAM"
(Hanya sebahagian kecil daripada
komen-komen berikut disiarkan dalam

Utusan Malaysia pada 30 Julai 1982,
walaupun akhbar itu yang menjemput Dr.
Chandra Muzaffar mengulas masalah dua
imam)

II II

asalah 'dua imam', pada hemat
say a, tidak dapat dipisahkan daripada pertikaian politik antara UMNO dan
PAS. Akhbar-akhbar kita yang sibuk membahaskan masa lah dua imam ini tidak
berusaha membentangkan butir-butir latarbelakang tentang persoalan ini. Sekiranya
latarbelakangnya diterangkan, mungkin
rakyat akan lebih sedar bahawa kedua-dua
pihak dan bukan PAS semata-mata yang
harus dipersalahkan .

0 V\

Tanpa mengkaji akar umbi masalah
1n1, saya dapat mengatakan bahawa
mengadakan 'dua imam' dalam jemaah
adalah salah di sisi agama. Lagi pun, ini
akan membawa perpecahan di kalangan
penganut-penganut Islam dalam satu
bidang di mana perbezaan-perbezaan
amalan akan tetap merugikan umat - iaitu
dalam bidang mengerjakan sembahyang.
Harus ditegaskan di sini bahawa perbezaan
pendapat dalam soal-soal yang berkaitan
dengan pendekatan pada nilai-nilai sejagat
dibenarkan dalam Islam. Yang tidak
dibenar ialah perbezaan amalan dalam
bidang ibadah seperti puasa, sembahyang
dan sebagainya.
Mungkin masalah ini timbul akibat
daripada tindakan golongan-golongan tertentu
terhadap
seteru-seteru
pol itik
mereka dalam perkara-perkara yang tidak
berkaitan langsung dengan sembahyang.
Jika sesuatu pihak membeza-bezakan
pengikut-pengikut parti lawan dalam pemberian bantuan pembangunan - sebagai
contoh - sudah pasti mangsa diskriminasi
itu akan bertindak balas dalam bidang
yang lain pula di mana mereka boleh
membuktikan kuasa mereka - umpamanya dalam soal imam.

Kepimpinan adalah suatu peluang untuk belajar & dalam pembelajaran, untuk mendidik.
- Terjemahan, Renato Constantino
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INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS

ZIONISM!

Chandra Muzaffar

t is a pity that hardly any local newspaper or journal
f} has
made an attempt to analyse in depth the crisis

n~ans and most other Arabs have maintained consistently .
that their aim is to destroy the ideology of Zionism. What
Zionism stands for we shall explain in a while. For the
time being let us remember that Zionism must be distinguished from the Judaic faith. Second, a conflict can be
described as religious only if it is related in a significant
way to doctrinal and theological issues. The Arab-Israeli
conflict is not even remotely linked to questions of
doctrine and theology. ·

in West Asia. Though there have been bits and pfoces of
the history of the Palestinian struggle in various writings,
we have yet to come across a comprehensive study of the
issue by Malaysian academics or journalists. Consequently,
a substantial segment of the Malaysian public labours
under the most incredible misconceptions.

THE MALAYSIAN RESPONSE

Few nations today can esc~e some guilt:
not the British who abnegated responsibility for a
situation largely of their own making; nor the
great powers who pursue their own wars through
the conflicts of the Middle East; not the Arab
world, divided and confused, who in 1979, added
rejection to Israeli disposession; not the nations
in concert who have persistently failed to make
their resolutions stick - and continue to fail.

Many Malays and non-Malays for instance see it as
a Muslim-Jewish conflict. This is one of the main reasons
why Malays and other Muslims are full of sympathy for
the sufferings of the Palestinians. Non-Malays, on the
whole, are quite lukewarm towards their plight. Their
lack of response to the fund-raising campaigns organised
by local newspapers on behalf of the victims of Israeli
aggression is an indication of this. Indeed, a number of
non-Malays even applaud Israeli military operations in
Lebanon, as conversations with them will show.

J. Vidal-Hall
South Magazine Aug. 1982

RELIGION

If we examine Malay and ·non-Malay responses a
little more closely we will discover that they are linked
to some of the underlying causes of the ethnic problem
in the country. Ignorance - the lack of knowledge, plain
and simple - is one of the factors that gives rise to ethnic
misunderstanding. This is clearly demonstrated in the
present case. What has the conflict got to do with religion?
To start with, while it is true that the majority of Palestinians are Muslims, it is equally true that there are a large
number of Christians among them. The original State of
Palestine was a multi-religious nation comprising Muslims,
Christians and Jews. Even today, in the Palestinian
struggle, some of the most radical leaders - like George
Habash - are Christians. In Palestinian refugee camps,
Hebrew is one of the languages taught, and Islam,
Christianity and Judaism are subjects of study in the
school curriculum. Besides, the Palestinian Liberation
Organisation (PLO) and its leader, Yasser Arafat, have
stated over and over again that what they want to reestablish in their homeland is a democratic, multi-religious
state where Muslims, Christians and Jews can live together
in equality and harmony.

While ignorance is largely responsible for the misconceptions we have just analysed, the conflict reveals
yet another dimension of ethnicity which is even more
serious. There is an increasing tendency in Malaysian
society to subordinate questions of principle to ethnic
considerations. In other words, ethnicity is far more
important than justice or truth or morality or humanity.
This is due partly to the fact that the entire life of the
nation has come to revolve around ethnicity.
Consequently, it is not because of justice as such
that the Palestinian cause receives so much support from
the Malay community. Religious affiliation is the paramount factor. Similarly the non-Malays do not want
to respond because of the religious background of the
majority of Palestinians and Arabs. That the struggle itself
is just completely ignored. Ethnic prejudice has begun to
blind our vision of truth. Ethnic hatred has closed our
heart to the plea of humanity. •
In this connection, let it not be forgotten that the
reverse was true in the case of the Vietnamese refugees.
Because a majority of the refugees were of Chinese origin,
there was a great deal of sympathy for them among
Chinese-Malaysians. Within the Malay community, however, there was very little feeling for their sufferings though everyone knew that the refugees had been subjec-

Apparently then, the Palestinian struggle is not a
religious struggle in the narrow sense of the word. There
are two other reasons for saying so. First, it is not directed
against Judaism though Israel is a Jewish entity. Palesti39
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ted to all sorts of abuses and indignities. When ethnic
antagonism can arrest the flow of human kindness, when
ethnic emotion can distort our sense of right and wrong,
it is time to concede that we are a sick nation in desperate
need of therapy.

the attention of their people from socio-economic difficulties, the Jews were made 'the scapegoats'. In fact, there
were actual killings of whole Jewish families.
It was mainly because of their sufferings in Central
and Eastern Europe, that Jews became more and more
interested in the idea of a 'homeland'. Even before this,
especially in the Middle Ages, Jewish groups were in
constant search for a messiah who would take them back
to the 'promised land'. A number of 'messiahs' emerged
to keep the dream alive. This movement for a homeland essentially cultural and spiritual at that stage - came to be
known as the Zion movement or Zionism. (Zion is the
name of a hill in Jerusalem associated with the Prophet
David).

The present analysis is a small contribution towards
that therapy. By making other Malaysians aware of some
of the causes of the conflict in West Asia, by showing
them how truth and justice have been trampled upon in
that region, we hope to open up their minds and hearts.
After all, opening up the hearts and minds of the people
is our main mission.
First, I shall describe the forces that helped to
establish the entity called Israel. Then, I shall examine
the link between Zionism and American imperialism up to
the present. Following that, there will be some reflections
on the conflict and various pointers on how the situation
might develop in the future.

The theoretical basis of Zionism was perhaps first
provided by Moses Hess, a French Jew. He argued -that the
only salvation for the Jews was a state in their biblical
homeland which they had lost centuries ago. His writings
however did not have any real impact. It was only towards
the end of the 19th century when Zionism began to
assume an overtly political character as a response to the
Jewish situation in Central and Eastern Europe that the
idea of a homeland gained real momentum.

THE CREATION OF ISRAEL
We know from history that after the sacking of
Jerusalem by a Roman Emperor in 70 A.D., -the Jews
became a dispersed people. After many centuries they
emerged as coherent but distinct communities in various
parts of Europe. Their active involvement in commerce
and finance became noticeable from the 16th century
onwards.
Right from the beginning, there was considerable
resentment towards the Jews. It is the expression of this
resentment which is often described an 'anti-semitism'. A
wide variety of factors can be adduced to explain this
negative attitude towards the Jews. From a theological
perspective one can argue that it was Christian anger with
the Jews for killing the founder of their religion. But there
was more to it than that. The economic power that
pockets of Jews commanded generated envy and jealousy
among segments of the European population. The sharp
business practices of some Jews did not help matters
either. Besides, many Jewish communities tended to be
exclusive. They maintained intra-ethnic relations in such
an incestous manner that sections of European society
regarded them with suspicion and distrust.

HERZL
The man who was largely responsible for this was
Theodor Herzl, an Austrian Jew. Vienna (the capital of
Austria) was one of the places where there was overt
discrimination against the Jews. Herzl was also aware of
the Jewish plight in Eastern Europe. In 1895 he wrote a
book called The Jewish State in which he expounded his
thesis on why a homeland should be created for the Jews
in the territory where Jerusalem was located - namely
Palestine. Herzl had some very practical suggestions on
how a Jewish State could be set up.
He wanted rich and powerful Jews in Western
Europe to use all the influence they had with their governments to persuade them to help establish a Jewish state in
Palestine. After all the British and the French had already
developed considerable interests in West Asia in an age
when European colonialism dominated the world. It is
worth observing that Herzl proposed that Jewish money
should be utilized to bribe Parliamentarians and Ministers
and Jewish economic power should be deployed to obtain
political concessions from West European governments.

However, anti-semitism began to wane in Western
Europe towards the close of the I 8th century. The consolidation of a powerful commercial and industrial class
within the Protestant community itself which could outdo
the economic strength of the wealthy Jewish minority was
one of the reasons. A more important factor was the
emergence of a new spirit of tolerance as a result of the
expansion of the rights of the bourgeoisie which eventually extended to cultural minorities. In Central and
Eastern Europe which had not experienced similar
changes in social structure and in attitudes, anti-semitism
continued to be as strong as ever.

More significant was his suggestion that European
leaders should be made to understand that a Jewish state
in West Asia would be in their interests. It would serve to
protect and perpetuate colonial power. He wrote that it
( the Jewish state) would be "a part of the rampart of
Europe against Asia . . . an outpost of culture against
barbarism."
For those countries which did not have a colonial
state in West Asia, Herzl was ready with another argument. Since some of them - in Eastern Europe in particular - were antagonistic towards the Jews, he suggested

Many Jews, for instance, lived in ghettoes and were
persecuted. In Russia whenever the Czars needed to divert
40
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that they assist in the creation of a new State so that their
unwanted Jewish citizens could be deported to this State.
In other words, one of Herzl's justifications for a Jewish
state was to provide a receptacle for what some European
governments regarded as the "Jewish garbage". Negotiations were in fact started with the Russians for this
purpose.

Right from the end of the 18th century, leading Jewish
thinkers had argued that the Jews should integrate into
European society. After all, they had lived in Europe for
centuries and many of them no longer spoke Hebrew or
practised Judaism. (Incidentally, Herzl was one of those
secularized Jews). Even if the Jews wanted to retain their
identity they could still be part of Europe as long as the
universal aspects of Jewish culture ,were preponderant.
Moses Mendelsohn was one of the Jewish philosophers
who thought along these lines. Other "pro-integration"
Jews saw the Jewish question in terms of the larger socioeconomic system. They perceived capitalism which
presented class divisions as ethnic dichotomies between
Jews and Christians·as the root of the problem.

Finally, Herzl's Machiavellian plans also included
a role for the Arabs and the Ottoman Tµrks who exercised
suzerainty at that time over Palestine and other parts of
West Asia. The Arab ruling class, he felt, could be bribed
to sell their lands to Jews wanting to settle down in
Palestine. The Ottoman rulers should be persuaded to take
in Jewish advisers to organise the finances of their empire
so that more revenue would accrue to them.

Second, the Palestinian population in particular
and the Arab population in general were opposed to
Zionist settlements right from the outset. For Palestine
was not some barren desert land. Palestinian Arabs had
been living there for nearly two thousand years before
Christ. They had evolved a history and culture of their
own. Of course, for a significant portion of that history,
the Jews had also lived and worked with the Arabs. They
were an integral dimension of Palestinian culture and
tradition. When Zionist settlements were first opened
up at the end of the 19th century something like 3 per
cent of the Palestinian population was Jewish. They had
no problems with the Arab community. This was why
they too supported the protest of the Arabs against
Zionist settlements. The Arab mayor of Jerusalem for
instance appealed to the Jewish Rabbi of Paris in 1899
to persuade the Zionists to stop the migration since
Palestinian Muslims, Christians and Jews were all against
this imposition of foreign elements by outside forces.

An indefatigable organiser, Herzl sought to translate
his scheme into reality. A Zionist congress was organised
in Basle, Switzerland in 1897 which resolved to establish
a Jewish state. Zionist organisations came into being in a
number of European countries. Even in the United States,
where there were a large number of Jews, Zionism met
with a positive response.

The Zionists discovered that the 4 elements in
Herzl's plan were workable to a limited extent at least.
European leaders could be bribed; Arab Sheikhs could
be bought and European governments were willing to get
rid of some of their Jews. Most of all, the colonial powers,
especially Britain, realized the value of a foothold in West
Asia. Palestine was strategically located with the Mediterranean to its West and the Red Sea to the South. It was,
in a sense, the gateway to both Asia and Africa. Given its
control over India, its dominance of the Indian Ocean and
the China trade and its growing dependence upon products from the East for its massive industrialization,
Britain knew that the entire Mediterranean and Red Sea
region had to be made safe and secure for its ships and
goods. A colonial ally in Palestine would be more than
helpful. This is one of the main reasons why Britain gave
political support to Zionism.

The Palestinian protests were not completely ineffective. For in spite of the complicity of groups within
the Arab and Turkish ruling classes, the fact remained
that Palestine was part of the Ottoman Empire and therefore Zionist penetration was a little more difficult to
accomplish. Officially at least the Zionists had to take
pote of Ottoman sovereignty. However, all this changed
,with the outbreak of the First World War in 1914.

COLONIZATION

The Ottoman Turks who were on the side of
Germany were defeated by Britain, France and their
allies. All the Arab territories of the Ottomans were
divided between the victors. Syria and Lebanon went
to France while Britain took over Jordan, Iraq and Palestine. Palestine became a 'mandate' of Britain - an
euphemism in fact for a colony, not very different from
the term 'protected states' which was used in Colonial
Malaya. The legal stamp for British colonial control came
from the League of Nations which recognised Britain's
authority over Palestine.

Thus, through British manipulations, Zionist money
and Arab and Turkish treachery, Zionist settlements
began to be established in Palestine. Chaim Weizman was
the political mastermind behind this colonization of
Palestine. Its financier was Lord Rothschild, a British Jew
who had close ties with the British government. By this
time (the first decade of the 20th century) the idea of
creating a Jewish state called Israel was firmly embedded
in the minds of the Zionists. Israel, in this connection, is
the name of the Jewish people as a religious community.
The Hebrew term means "let El (God) persevere and
persist".

Even before the end of the War, Britain's foreign
secretary, James Balfour, gave a written undertaking to
Rothschild that his country would do everything in its
power to create a national home for the Jewish people in
Palestine. This assurance, known in history as the 'Balfour
Declaration of 1917' was Britain's most forthright com-

However, in spite of their total commitment, progress in establishing Zionist settlements was slow. There
were two main reasons for this. First, only a minority of
the Jews in Europe were devoted to the idea of Israel.
41
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~tment to ZioniSIJl. Apart from Britain's own strategic
mterests, the Declaration was also motivated by a desire
to draw the United States into the War. For Balfour knew
that_ a pledg~ to Zionism would please the powerful
Jewish lob~y m American politics.

. Though the British had won they realized they had
alienated not only the Palestinian population but also a
huge section of the Arab world. It was a situation that
th~y ~ould ill afford with war clouds looming in Europe.
This is why the British decided to appease the Arabs by
restricting the migration of Jews from Europe.

"His Majesty's Government views with
fa11...,ur the establishment in Palestine of a national
home for the Jewish people, and will use their
best endeavours to facilitate the achievement of
this object, it being clearly understood that
nothing shall be done which may prejudice the
civil and religious rights of existing non-Jewish
con:1:1unities in Palestine, or the rights and
political status enjoyed by Jews in any other
country."

There was immediate reaction from the Zionists.
Some of the extremists among them organised underground groups against both the Palestinians and the
British. These groups like the Haganah, the Irgun and the
Stern gang unleashed a reign of terror killing Palestinian
villagers and British soldiers. They were subdued but
Zionism was soon to receive a tremendous boost.
Once again, it came with a World War - this time
however, in tragic circumstances. As part of his grandios~
plan to establish Aryan supremacy, Hitler began the
extermination of the Jews. About 6 million of them
were killed by the Germans in what must be one of the
most heinous crimes in human history. Arlti-semitism had
fmally expressed itself in its vilest form.

The "Balfour Declaration" Nov. 1917

TRANSFORMATION

Zionism responded to the holocaust in two ways.
First, it called upon the British to allow unlimited migration of Jews into Palestine. A Zionist Congress in New
York adopted a resolution to that effect. Millions of
dollars were collected by American Zionists in particular.
This money was used to set up a large number of settlements in Palestine during the war years. Second, some
Zionist leaders in Europe worked out a secret deal with
Hitler's men to allow them to select some of the healthier
Jews for migration while consenting to let the rest go to
German concentration camps. This goes to show how
much of an obsession the creation of a Zionist state had
become. It was an obsession that left little room for
human compassion.

Once Britain gained control of Palestine, it encouraged the free flow of Jewish migrants. In 1925 the Jewish
population of Palestine was a little over a 100,000 while
by 1935 it had reached 300,000. About 20,000 Jews were
brought in every year. As the demographic pattern
changed, a major transformation took place in the
ec('".omy. The British embarked upon a deliberate policy
?f stre_ngthening the Zionist economy by encouraging
mdustnes and commercial activities in their settlements
through tax reliefs, special loans and grants and direct
investments. Most of the State expenditure in public
utilities was also in Zionist areas while land and agricultural taxes discriminated against the Palestinians. As
a result, many Palestinian farmers were compelled to sell
their land and orchards to the Zionists. Land ownership
patterns thus began to change. In 1914, only 177 square
miles of land belonged to the Jews; by 1935 they owned
500 square miles.
It is obvious then that British policies during the
mandate period had the effect of transforming a flourishing agricultural community into an under-developed
sector of impoverished peasants. There was now a clear
distinction between a strong and prosperous Zionist
economy supported by British interests and a weak and
depressed Palestinian economy burdened by Colonial rule.
The Palestinians did not accept the situation
meekly. They were still the majority and owned most of
the land. Besides, they had always resisted Zionism. So
in 1929 there was a major Peasant revolt. A more serious
revolt took place in 1936. A general strike was organised
which lasted six months. Thousands upon thousands
of Palestinians fought both the British and the Zionists.
The British army commander was killed. Reinforcements
were brought from outside to suppress the Palestinian
re11olt. Finally, the heroic struggle was crushed in 1939
at the cost of seven thousand Palestinian lives. Thousands
of others were detained.
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SYMPATHY
But more than their own effort, it was Hitler's
pogrom which really helped the Zionist cause. It gave rise
to so much sympathy for the Jews in the West that it was
possible for Britain and the United States to propose the
creation of Israel to the United Nations. The United
Nations in 1947 was dominated by the West and nations
sympathetic to it.
The proposal meant in effect that Britain would end
its rule over Palestine. Palestine would be divided into 2
separate states. The Zionists with one-third of the total
population and 5.6% of the land area were to occupy
56.47 per cent of Palestine. The original inhabitants, the
Palestinians, with two-thirds of the population and ownership rights over 94.4 per cent of the land were asked to
confine themselves to 42.88 per cent of Palestine. At the
same time, Jerusalem was to be internationalized.
At the voting in the United Nations, the majority
of Asian and African states opposed the proposal for they
knew how unjust it was. Besides, since a .number of them
had gone through the colonial experience, they had no
sympathy at all for a diabolical plan hatched by the
Cont. on page 54

THE ARMS RACE

Gan Teik Chee

Q f all the major issues facing mankind today, none is

ted in other fields too e.g. in sports and space travel. But
among the countries of the 3rd World as well, the arms
race has reached appalling proportions. Yet it is generally
considered unpatriotic to question how much is being
spent on security and the armed forces.. Although it is
acknowledged in many 3rd World countries that economic
development could be stepped up if some military expenditure were diverted to the public sector, such a policy
decision is unlikely to be adopted.

of more urgent concern, none more devastating in
its repercussions than the arms race. The manufacture and
sale of conventional arms bring large-scale suffering to the
users, who have to sacrifice other priorities, and to the
victims alike. But the competition in nuclear arms is
leading mankind to the brink of total extinction - one is
faced with the prospect of an eerie future earth without
any living organisms. The arms race is therefore an issue
that will not be postponed and cannot be glossed over.
For the human family, the central message is that Man
must choose now between life and death.

The US is by far the world's largest supplier of arms
- the 'defence industry' has become an important
element in their economy. In California especially, arms
means jobs and the labour unions provide the strongest
support to the aerospace industry. A typical trade union
leader would stress that California has been built largely
on defence contracts and that the workers cannot be
expected to convert to unskilled jobs or to building lowcost houses. The people on the assembly line, it is said, are
proud of their jobs, believing that they are working for
the good of the community. Finally, one is told if California does not export arms, someone else will.

Historically the arms trade has involved hundreds
of companies and half the world's nations. The arms
companies are, in fact, among the oldest and biggest
multinationals in existence. Ideology and alliances are
little respected in the arms trade for money is the sole
object. Arms supplied by the major powers to one
country were often sold to another country to be used for
purposes detrimental to the original supplier. In some
recent conflicts, guns and their suppliers have changed
sides in the space of a few months.

ORIGINS OF THIRD WORLD ARMS RACE

In a business that recognizes no morality, bribery
has been especially rife in the arms trade. The majority of
arms orders are from governments where the decision to
purchase may depend on a few top officials whose
support is therefore crucial. The advantages of buying one
plane or patrol boat over another are marginal and the
minds of the decision-makers can easily be swayed with
bribes. In money terms the orders are often very large so
that a single order can be critical for an arms company.
Finally, on grounds of national security, the sales are
conducted in secrecy. For all these reasons bribery and
corruption flourish in the arms trade.

After the 2nd World War and the Yalta agreement,
the super-powers each swiftly established zones of
influence and induced the developing countries to line
up behind the 'free world' and the 'socialist camp' respectively. Regional defence treaties were then instituted and
Third World countries were given concessionary (sometimes free) military assistance by each super-power bloc.
In later years when the military machine was ·established

Although it is acknowledged in many Third World
countries that economic development could be
stepped up if some military expenditure were
diverted to the public sector, such a policy
decision is unlikely to be adopted.

ARMS AND THE ECONOMY
The arms race between USA and Soviet Union is, of
course, a feature of super-power rivalry which is manifes43
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The Kf/r-C2 fighter.
The Merkava: most sophisticated of tanks used by the Israel/ army.

needed and threatened to buy his arms elsewhere. Kissinger saw that the Shah got his way and Iran was allowed
to purchase the latest F-16 fighters for $3.4 billion
together with missiles worth $600m. Money was talking
loud and clear.

in Third World nations, substantial national resources
began to be spent on arms purchases.
During the early cold war years, the US pronounced
areas of the Third World 'under Communist attack' and
assisted in setting up powerful military establishments as
well as outright military governments in many countries.
During the 1950s and 1960s, Western government advisers
adopted the armed forces in developing countries as being
what they consideted the most powerful agents of
'modernization' e.g. in Indonesia and Turkey. Subsequently large sections of the population came to support
the maintenance of large and well-equipped armed forces
.out of national pride.
In recent times the super-powers have ceased to
intervene in armed conflicts with their own troops; they
are more prone to shore up client-states by providing
them with arms or to play out their own competition
through the arming of Third World proxy-antagonists.

SHIFT IN DEVELOPMENT COSTS
It is now the tendency for arms supplier to recoup
the high costs of research and development in advanced
weapons technology from the Third World, especially
the oil-producing countries. Such weapons are sold to
wealthy developing countries at prices fixed by the
suppliers. As mentioned above, the Awacs planes sold to
Saudi Arabia for US$8.5 billion was a fortuitous subsidy
for US military production. The US Air Force had tried to
interest NATO in these planes but the NATO countries
refused to finance its development over the early planning
period. Thus the sale contract to Saudi Arabia enabled the
project to proceed, principally to the benefit of the US
arms industry.
While · arms exports by the super-powers have
assumed a significant proportion of their economies, the
acquisitions of expensive advanced weapons are often
beyond the technical and operational capacity of the
purchasing countires and bear no relation to their real
military needs.

ARMS IN THE MIDDLE EAST
From 1974-1982, military spending shot up dramatically in the Middle-East countries because of their
sudden increase in oil wealth. The regional arms race was
actually a result of the Nixon Doctrine and the British
retreat from the Persian Gulf. For example, the sale of the
US$8.5 billion Awacs plane fleet to Saudi Arabia was
supported in America as giving the U.S. a 'flying base in
the region which the Saudis would have the privilege of
paying for.'

Unfortunately, it is no longer possible today for
developing countries to disentangle their own security
interests from the network of superpower competition.
Is the USSR, for example, supporting_ the present regime

While arms exports by the super-powers have
assumed a significant proportion of their
economies, the acquisitions of expensive
advanced weapons are often beyond the technical
and operational capacity of the purchasing
countries and bear no relation to their real
military needs.

Similarly, the flow of arms to the Shah's Iran was
due to Kissinger's wheeling-dealing under Nixon. In
August 1976 the U.S. Senate Foreign Relations Committee had published a report showing how Nixon's laxity
had caused loss of U.S. government control over arms
exports and a corresponding bonanza for the arms
industry. In response, the Shah insisted to the U.S.
government that Iran must be the only judge of what she
44
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sought or unsought, by the military-industrial complex.
The potential for the disastrous rise of misplaced power
exists and will persist.' t

in Afghanistan in the interests of the people there or is
Afghanistan a component part of Soviet strategic needs?
Are the Arab nations purchasing arms for the benefit of
Palestinians and their struggle for a homeland or are they
acting as purchasing agents on behalf of certain superpowers in their global struggle for supremacy?

He added that excessive militaary spending was
nothing more than a distorted use of the nation's resources.

ARMS IN THE THIRD WORLD*

Iraq
Saudi Arabia
India
Pakistan
Bangladesh
Indonesia
Tanzania
Argentine

Expenditure
per soldier

Per capital exp. on
education health

US$ 9,373
US$149,458
US$ 3,192
US$ 2,308
US$ 1,595
US$ 6,648
US$ 6,370
US$ 11,000

US$ 70
US$507
US$ 5
US$
US$ 2
US$ 6
US$ 12
US$ 54

US$ 11
US$137
US$ 2
US$ 1
US$ 0.3
US$ 5
US$ 5
US$ 11

Infant
mortality
Access to
Literacy
per
safe water
rate
1000
30%
15%
36%
23%
29%
62%
60%
94%

104
150
134
142
153
91
125
45

Total
Armed
forces

75% pop.
212,000
99% "
59,000
30% ,,
1,096,000
25%
429,000
50% ,,
74,000
10% "
247,000
40% ,,
27,000
66% ,,
133,000

Total
Total
teachers . physicians
5,600
112,000
4,900
65,000
3 million 178,000
40,000
265,000
6,800
291,000
10,000
931,000
800
4,700
51,000
259,000

THIRD WORLD MILITARY EXPENDITURE 1971 - 1979*
From 1971 - 1979 military expenditure as a percentage of GDP was as follows:
36.5% in Egypt, 13% in Iran, 12.5% in Iraq, 21.7% in Jordan, 33.3% in Oman, 14.7% in Saudi Arabia, 5% in the
United Arab Emirates, 6.8% in Pakistan and 4.1% in Indonesia. [Compare with 2.2% in Canada, 7.1% in U.S.A.,
4% in France, 5.2% in U.K., 3.8% in Poland and 10.3% in U.S.S.R.]

* Compiled from South, July 1982.
The most insidious effect of large-scale arms sales
to the Third World is the emergence of a new dependency
and colonialism. The poorer countries are being exploited
both economically, in the drain of resources for arms
purchases, and politically, in having to rely on the arms
suppliers for military security, which had often deteriorated owing to the very procurement of outside arms.
Thus while appearing to fortify national resilience, arms
sales are actually contributing to new patterns of dependency.

The control of arms sales must be seen in the context of individual relations between certain states and
groups of nations. Sales are inevitably intertwined with
politics so that arms control has to be considered from a
practical viewpoint. In the Middle East, for example, the
US is the main supplier to both Israel and the Arab States.
The US will continue a certl!in volume of sales to both
sides in order to ensure that she can maintain the
military balance within the region. After the explosion of
arms sales under Nixon and Kissinger the U.S. has now
placed some control over the activities of arms salesmen
abroad.

ARMS CONTROL

For effective control, however, the arms industry
should be nationalised outright. This itself is a difficult
task but it provides only half a solution. US arms companies are big employers of skilled labour and cutbacks in
production will cause considerable retrenchment.Some
compensatory projects must be adopted together with the
cutback in production for example new ventures in
commercial aerospace like the supersonic airliner. But the
underlying problem is the question of economic priorities
in the arms-producing country. Arms control can only
be acceptable in the larger context of a fundamental
redeployment of manpower and resources, particularly in
the Western countries, into constructive and socially

The first serious warning about the 'militaryindustrial complex' :was given by President Eisenhower in
his famous farewell speech in January 1961. 'We have
been compelled to create a permanent armaments industry of vast proportions - this conjunction of an
immense military establishment and a large arms industry
is new in the American experience. The total influence,
economic, political and even spiritual, is felt in every city,
every state house, every office of the federal government .. . . .
In the councils of government we must guard
against the acquisition of unwarranted influence, whether
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,
beneficial projects. In fact health and education
programmes provide more jobs than the arms industry for
the same capital outlay. No politician, however, can
entirely ignore the appeal of arms to human greed and
aggressiveness. The arms trade breeds more aggression and
stimulates more arms production in a vicious cycle.

tion of all mankimf~ih~::tJame of sovereignty. Therefore
the curtailment of~n~ona.l sovereignty is of top priority.
Apart from t!:1~ .long-term effo rt of abolishing sovereign
States, we have 2 immediate tasks; (i) to save the world
from extinction by nuclear arms (ii) to create a political
means for settling disputes which sovereign states have
hitherto resolved through war. The first urgent immediate
step requiring no deep reflection is for each individual
human being to make known his desire that the human
species should survive. Once we shake off our lethargy
and despair and begin to act, the climate would change
and individual life itself will start to mend.

The long-term limitation of arms sales must depend
on international consensus. But more and more nations
are joining the arms free-for-all. Israel for example has
built up a strong arms industry and will not accept any
embargo as evidenced by her conduct during the Falk- ,
lands war. To start with, there must be arms restdction 1
agreements between the superpowers for the arms trad~.
CONCLUSION
and military aid to the Third World has been a by-produc't
of the US/Soviet Union rivalry. One hopeful develop~(),Ilt
The problem of the arms race and the nuclear terror
in this connection is that supplying arms no longer as·sur,es
is
only
part of the larger crisis facing modern man in the
political influence as both superpowers have discovered
period of world history since the Renaissance. This crisis
for example Soviet Union in Egypt and U.S. in India.
may be called 'the interior disintegration of man' - it is a
process which has been well-analysed in contemporary
NUCLEAR EXTINCTION
thought, in religion, sociology, psychology and literature.
Proud
of his newly-won power over nature, modern man
Nuclear arms are a special category of the arms race
each day makes further advances in his subjugation of
in which is demonstrated the stark irony that scientific
natural forces. However, man's mastery over nature and
progress cannot deliver us either from its own findings our
the expansion of scientific knowledge is accompanied by a
own self-destructive bent. We have to come up politically
corresponding
diminution of his mastery over himself. In
and spiritually to the scientific standards that we have
the
final
stages
nature and the material world have turned
achieved. With the emergence of man as a thinking subject
on
its
supposed
master, making man its worshipper and
in the natural environment, the self-sustaining world of
subverting
the
spirit.
Thus was lost the primacy of the
Nature long dropped away and in its place mankind'/
spirit
over
the
world
of
matter.
moods and judgements have assumed terrifying imporModern
science
knows
how to measure galaxies and
tance in the total scenario.
split atoms, but it is incapable of the smallest investigation
beyond the sensible world, so much so that outside its
Modern science knows how to measure galaxies
own self-imposed limits, it remains more ignorant than the
and split atoms, but it is incapable of the smallest
most rudimentary magic.
investigation beyond the sensib1e world, so much

When the values of the spirit are menanced, the
whole human persol)ality is endangered, for man's desires,
machines and civilization turn against him with a crushing
vengeance. Thus man sees his vaunted power over nature
slip from his hands, for he has ceased to be a human
person. Today mankind finds itself faced with the gigantic
task of reviewing 500 years of secular progress. The fruits
of this progress have held out to human weakness
lure of easy pleasure and of a proud autonomy .

so that outside its own selfimposed limits, it
remains more ignorant than the most rudimentary
I
magic.
Frithjof Schuon

Since the future generations are at stake, the threat
of nuclear war undermines all human activities that
assume continuity in the future. In the last paragraph of
'Civilization and its Discontents', Freud wrote: 'The
fateful question for the human species seems to me to be
whether and to what extent their cultural development
will succeed in mastering the disturbance of their communal life by the human instinct of aggression and selfdestruction.' So far the prospects for such balanced
development appear dim. The consequences of despair is
seen in our own lives where it takes the form of a spiritual
sickness affecting thought, word and actions. In this context, one may put forward 3 rough principles for human
survival: (i) Respect for human beings born and unborn
(ii) Respect for the earth as an ecological unit (iii) Respect
for God transcending all things.
National sovereignty lies at the core of the political
issues in nuclear deterrance for it contemplates the extinc-

The present task is no less than to remake man so
that the universe may be remade through him, in conformity with a pattern of order and love. As the world has
grown in complexity with greater opportunities for a
fuller life, we stand in need of a profounder life of the
spirit. If man and his universe are to attain their fulfilment, the first step would be to help man rediscover his
soul. Man can save himself from the consequences of his
madness by creating a society· which conforms with his
deepest needs rooted in the conditions of his spiritual
being; an environment in which individuals relate to each
other as brothers; a world that harmonizes creatively with
nature and, ultimately, a system of orientation and
devotion to the transcendental.
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25: YEARS OF MERDEKA

Contd. from page 7
this growth was necessary in view of
the expanded role of government, a
lot of it could have been avoided in
the interest of rational, orderly
development. As it is, many agencies
and statutory bodies exist mainly to
provide jobs especially for our university graduates. A huge, sprawling
bureaucracy is not only a bruden to
the nation's finances but also gives
rise to the centralization of power
and the consolidation of a rigid
hierarchy of authority. It regulates
and conditions the lives of ordinary
people to such an extent that initiative and independence are often lost.
The Malaysian bureaucracy has
become so penetrative that the
autonomy of various groups · and
adversely
institutions has been
affected.
What is equally bad, a bureaucratized society tends to- conceal
corruption more effectively than a
non-bureaucratized society. It is
commonly believed that over the last
25 years corruption has become
much more prevalent and pronounced. The inexplicable delay in
completing public projects and the
illogical increase in their costs, apart
from the ostentatious life-styles of
public servants, are some of the circumstantial evidence. Undoubtedly,
graft is not confined to the public
sector. Private sector corruption in
Malaysia is perhaps equally serious.
However, both in the public and
private sectors, corruption at the
level of the elites is harder to detect.
Increased pub I ic sector expenditure with wider interaction between
the public sector and the domestic
private sector, on the one hand, and
Trans-National Corporations (TNCs),
on the other, have also contributed
towards the aggravation of corruption. At the same time, the pervasive
impact of a consumer culture, so
evident these days, must have tempted many an individual to give and
to receive bribes.
Politics. While successive leaderships since Merdeka have failed to
curb corruption, they have succeeded
in controlling freedom. There is, to

start with, the Internal Security Act
(ISA) of 1960 which provides for
prolonged detention without trial.
Though the government has always
maintained that it is directed solely
"antiagainst communists and
nationals", the ISA has had the
effect of dissuading even noncommunist patriots from criticising
or challenging the powers-that-be. It
is quite conceivable that the way in
which the ISA had been implemented in the past is partly responsible
for this fear. Besides, as long as there
is no open trial, people will continue
to harbour doubts about the real
motive behind the law.

The public should not mistake_
the airing of administrative
grievances for dissent.
Over the last 2 decades the ISA
has assumed an even harsher
character brought about mainly by
amendments
which
interpret
national security so widely as to
include everything. Equally important, since 1969, new laws have been
formulated to restrict trade unions,
interest groups, professional bodies,
student associations and academic
from
participating
organisations
directly and actively in the political
process. Even opposition political
parties - which promise to be the
last vestiges of democratic participation - face insurmountable obstacles
in their attempts to communicate
with the public.
The decline of all other actors in
the political process has been concomitant with the consolidation of
the position of an overwhelmingly
strong Barisan Nasional led by an
even more powerful UMNO. Since
UMNO constitutes the core of executive power, this has meant in reality
greater executive dominance. Indeed,
in the last few years, the strength of
the executive has grown tremendously in relation to the legislature
to a point where the former even
exercises some of the functions of
the latter. Similarly, the executive
has taken over roles which strictly
belong to the judiciary.
As

the

executive
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extends

its

tentacles of power, dissent becomes
weaker and weaker. Dissent has never
really enjoyed any legitimacy in the
land. It is tolerated as long as it does
not inconvenience the power-holders.
And yet dissent is the mark of a
genuine democracy; it signifies the
existence of real freedom. What the
government allows and sometimes
encourages is discussion over issues
of administrative implementation.
Thus the press highlights specific
episodes of poverty. But there is no
debate on the underlying causes of
poverty or how and why the existing
social system breeds poverty. By the
same token, newspapers may write
copiously on how we are 'going East'
but there is a reluctance to evaluate
the Look East policy itself, its underlying assumptions, its goals, its
relationship to social change.

Politics revolves around
contests for posts. They are an
activity that absorbs so much of
the nation's time and energy. ·
From the newspapers' point of
view this is perhaps understandable
since they are also controlled by
various laws - the most insidious of
which is, of course, the Printing
Presses Act that allows the government to revoke their licenses at any
time. But the important thing is
this: the public should not mistake
the airing of administrative grievances for dissent. After all, even in
communist societies the newspapers
carry columns and columns of complaints against the administrative
machinery of the state. On fundamentals - the basis of the nation, its
philosophy, its direction - a communist regime does not tolerate
differences of opinion. When it does,
we can conclude that it upholds the
right of dissent and practises genuine
democracy!

It shows that we are no longer
capable of spontaneous
compassion when it comes to
another human being who is
not of our own ethnic kind.

Since an administrative state - or
a state that allows only administrative criticisms - does not debate
matters of principle or policy, it
becomes obsessed with position and
power. This is in fact one of the
negative trends in Malaysian politics
which is becoming more and more
obvious with the years. Politics
revolves around contests for posts.
They are an activity that absorbs so
much of the nation's time and
energy. After the national and state
elections one's attention is rivetted
to the UMNO Youth and Wanita
elec~ions and then to the MCA
elections and then the MIC elections
and the Gerakan elections and so on
and so forth. It is significant that in
all these elections most of the
candidates do not bother do discuss
basic issues pertaining to economic
development or public integrity or
culture. All that matters is who wins
and who occupies which seat.
Ethnic relations and Culture.
Perhaps the only issues of social
import that receive a little bit of
attention in a somewhat superficial
and emotional manner are those that
pertain to ethnicity. This is yet
another characteristic of the nation
25 years after Merdeka. Ethnicity
pervades the entire social fabric.
Institutions, issues and personalities
are perceived in ethnic perspectives.
Indeed, most pal itical parties, trade
unions, and interest groups represent
or reflect either Malay or non-Malay
ethnic interests or inclinations.
It is not difficult to understand
why
ethnic
consciousness
has
become so rampant. Part of the
problem is psychological. Among a
large number of non-Malays there is
still a lack of appreciation of the
Malay cultural background of the
country, the link between the Malay
community and the political evolution of Malaysian society, and finally
the disadvantaged economic position
of the majority of Malays.
Similarly, within a substantial
section of the Malay community,
there is hardly any willingness to
admit that there must be acceptance
of the non-Malays as equal citizens of
what has evolved into a multi-ethnic
society or that it would not be fair to

expect a new generation of nonMalays to continue to pay the price
for injustices committed by colonial
rule.
More than the psychological
relationship between Malays and
non-Malays, it is actual public
policies which have led to a deterioration in ethnic ties. When policies in
education, · employment, housing,
business, industry and other areas of
activity which affect the lives of
many thousands of people are based
upon ethnic considerations, one
should not be surprised that ethnic
consciousness becomes all pervasive.
Today, after a decade of pronounced
ethnic policies, a lot of vested
interests have emerged which would
want to ensure that ethnic divisions
remain since they benefit directly
and indirectly from them. These
interests can be found among both
Malays and non-Malays, especially in
the upper strata of society.
If anything, Islamic resurgence its positive points notwithstanding has also, ironically enough, strengthened ethnic consciousness. It
would be a sad mistake to view
Islamic resurgence in the Malaysian
context as a flowering of universal
values, as a quest for justice and
equality that transcends ethnic boundaries. On the contrary, Islamic
resurgence has a great deal to do with
the question of Malay identity, with
the desire to advance Malay economic rights, with the problem of
preserving Malay political power. As
a reaction to this resurgence, no nmuslim youths are also beginning to
assert their ethnic identities through
Buddhist, Hindu and Christian movements.
With the reinforcement of ethnicity through religion, it has become
more difficult for many groups and
individuals to empathize with others
outside thei~ own ethnic or religious
community. This is why every time
there is an accident the first question

It can be argued that the vices
of colonial rule have been
compounded by the sins of the
post-Merdeka elites.
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that most Malaysians ask is what is
the ethnic origin of the victim. It
shows that we are no longer capable
of spontaneous compassion when it
comes to another human being who
is not of our own ethnic kind. How
can we expect such Malaysians to
understand that human tragedy like
human triumph is the same whatever
one's ethnic origin? How can we
make such people real ize that as
human beings we share many
common values and common goals in spite of all our ethnic differences
and religious diversities? How can we
convince them that as Malaysians we
are bound by a common destiny even
if we are not born ot a common
history?
Having analysed the negative
trends in 4 main spheres namely
economic and social change, administration, politics and ethnic relations,
and culture, it is time to find out why
the situation has developed along

these lines. Some of the specific
reasons that apply to specific spheres
we already know. What we must now
try to establish are the general
causes.
Causes. One of the general causes
of the miseries facing any pastcolonial society is, of course, its
colonial past. In our case, a number
of the shortcomings we observed are
linked to colonial policies. Rural
poverty, the cash-crop thrust of the
economy, the ethnic situation among
other aspects of society, are all
connected in one way or another to
British colonialism.

However, it can be argued that the
vices of colonial rule have been compounded by the sins of the postMerdeka elites. lpdeed, elites - or
those who command more power,
more wealth and more knowledge
than the rest of society - here as
elsewhere in the Third World are
largely responsible for the chaos that
prevail in their countries.
Elite responsibility is linked to 3
elements - the formulation of
policies, the vested interests that
affect the formulation and implementation of policies and the actual
implementation of policies. These 3
elements are closely related and in
reality cannot be easily separated.

Poverty cannot be eliminated
and disparities cannot be
reduced unless the majority
own and control basic
resources.
To start with, the general orientation of the economy with its
emphasis upon the rich and strong,
is a product of policy. Similarly, the
neglect of food production or science
are the consequences of wrong policy
priorities. Maintaining ethnic dichotomies in various spheres of society is
also a question of policy. In other
words, the adoption of wrong
policies is a maior cause of the
deterioration of the situation in the
country.
Wrong policies in turn are brought
abo~t by a number of factors. The

sort of social structure that one
inherits from the colonial power is
one of them. Like some other
colonies we were left with an ethnically divided structure, orientated
towards capital ism. To make it worse
our elites decided to perpetuate that
sort of society since it served their
political and economic interests.
Besides, they were generally conservative in outlook and not inclined
towards reform. Their policies reflected this attitude.
Once a certain type of social
structure gains strength and policies
are pursued which mirror the operation of this structure, it is difficu It
for succeeding elites to change the
direction. This is all the more so if
the new elites assume power through
the normal process of succession - as
in the case of Malaysia.
Also, our present elites may after
all be inclined towards many of the
same policies. It is obvious that they
too adhere to an elitistic approach in
development. This is why they too
conceive of helping the poor merely
in terms of making land, capital,
skills and certain other resources
available to that category of people.
They do not seem to realise that
poverty cannot be eliminated and
disparities cannot be reduced unless
the majority own and control basic
resources.
Quite apart from the same general
orientation, wrong policies may also
be due to vested interests. Over the
years, certain vested interests may
have developed to which the elites
are linked. These interests may want
present policies to be pursued, however inimical they may be to the
national good.

The ethnic approach to social
issues is connected with vested
interests.
So important are vested interests
that we must distinguish them from
wrong policies. In the economy it
may be because of vested interests
tha! industrial enclaves are maintained. Likewise the expansion of

bureaucratic power serves vested
interests. Corruption, needless to say,
often occurs because of vested
interests. The curbing of dissent has
a great deal to do with vested
interests in politics, admini,stration
and the economy. And finally, as we
have shown the ethnic approach to
social issues is connected with vested
interests.
While wrong policies and vested
interests have been far more detrimental to our well-being as a nation
in the last 25 years than anything
else, we cannot however ignore the
adverse effect of the third element bad implementation. Certain socioeconomic grievances are caused by
bad implementation. Bureaucratic
actions sometimes affect freedom
even if the intention of the law or
policy is something else. Similarly,
ethnic tensions can be brought about
by sheer insensitivity on the part of
the implementators.
It is apparent, then, from our
analysis that if we want the nation
to overcome its negative characteristics, wrong policies have to be
corrected, vested interests have to be
demolished and faulty implementation has to be checked.

There is a tendency for policy
makers everywhere to -seek the
symbols rather than the
substance of change.
THE FUTURE

It is crucial that we attend to
these challenges now. For the
economic prosperity that helped
conceal many of our ills has come to
an end. Instead of pursuing ad hoe,
short-term solutions in the hop£. that
the world economy will recover next
year or the year after, we should be
giving serious attention to the type
of transformation that is needed for
the entire economic and social
system so that the failings of the last
25 years will not destroy us in the
next 25 years. This is why we should
regard the impending economic crisis
as a great opportunity to free our-
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selves from the burdens of the past
and the present.
It it fortunate therefore that at
this stage of our history we have a
national leadership which appears to
be interested in reforms, in seeking
new routes to the future. It is qur
hope that in looking for solutions it
will try to avoid some of the pitfalls
of policy planning.
There is a tendency for policy
makers everywhere t o seek the
symbo ls rather than the substance of
change. Even our present leadership
manifests this trait. Productivity, for
instance, is not a question of punchcards or name-tags or blue-collar
uniforms. What is far mo re important

Is our system of recruitment
geared towards merit and
excellence so that efficiency
and corripe tence will be
prevailing norms?
is the ability and orientation of those
at the managerial and supervisory
levels in both the public and private
sectors. Are they honest, dedicated
and intelligent? Are they happy in
their work situation s? Are we rewarding those who should be rewarded
and are we punishing those who
should be punished? Is our system of
recruitment geared towards merit
and excellence so that efficiency and
competence will be prevailing norms?
Besides all these conventional concerns, shouldn't we also ask ourselves
whether a centralized bureaucracy
or, for that matter, a bureaucratic
society can really serve the people?
Just as the attachment to symbols
is an obstacle to social change, so is
the inability to view issues from a
comprehensive perspective a danger
to genuine development. Our leaders
seem to believe that a sincere commitment to the eradication of
corruption alone is enough to combat crime. We have often argued
that the problem of corruption can
never really be tackled unless the
Anti-Corruption Agency is made an
autonomous body free of executive
control and the elites are required to
declare their financial assets in a

register available. for public scrutiny.
But this is only the legal dimension
of the fight against corruption. There
is also an economic dimension which
we had mentioned in another context a while ago. To control corruption, the economy has to be
reorganised in such a manner that
production and consumption will not
lead to greed and acquisitiveness
which in turn help sustain a
materialistic, consumer culture. By
the same token, the psychological
underpinnings of graft must also be
eliminated. A society that does not
distinguish between the private and
public domains of au tho rity or a
society which tolerates double
standards in public life cannot be
expected to develop the mentality
that is necessary to curb corruption.
There are the po litical and cultural
dimensions of corrupt io n t oo which
we have not touched upon. Suffi ce
it to say that corruption cannot be
fought effectively unless there is a
holistic approach to the problem.

The t~inking human being must
also be prepared to act. He
must be prepared to write and
speak and persuade and
organise.
Profound, holistic thinking and
action - this is what we need from
our
national
leadership.
Such
thinking and action is particularly
important when we realize that there
are no easy answers tb our problems.
There are no models to follow. We
are painfully aware now that the
capitalist development of Western
Europe, the United States and Japan
belongs to a unique phase in history
and cannot be replicated elsewhere.
Besides the entire capitalist system
is in grave crisis. Each and everyone
of the communist states is also confronted by a whole host of challenges
ranging from the quest for political
freedom to the failure to achieve
economic productivity. No thinking
person in our generation would
regard the communist state as
worthy of emulation. Similarly, it is
dangerous to expect the 'Islamic
state' of the future to act as a
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panaeea fo r all our ills when its
proponents in Malaysia have such a
superficial
understand ing
of
economic and techno logical rel ation·
ships in the twentieth century , to
say nothi ng of the percepti ons and
aspirations of t he huge non-muslim
population in the country.
What all this mean s is t hat t here is
no su bstitute for reasoned analysis
and criti cal ,refl ecti on. It is not just
the government that must do th is
though thei r responsibility is greate r
than ours. All of us should reflect
criticqlly upon our situat ion. Eve ry
ind ividual should try to become a
thi nki ng person. After all , it is his
capaci ty to thi nk that makes him a
hu man being.
But it is more than a mere
thinking person that we need at this
ju ncture in our history. The thinking
human being must also be prepared
to act. He must be prepared to write
and speak and persuade and organise.
He must endeavour to change the
consciousness of his fellow humanbeings just as he has changed his own
consciousness.

Their parents were among
those who cared to think and
dared to act.
If there are enough Malaysians
who are prepared to think and act,
there is hope for the future. It is
possible that by the year 2007 when we celebrate our fiftieth
anniversary of Merdeka - th er
·J
be a freer, a more just, a more equal,
a more compassionate society. If,
however, in spite of our consciousness and courage, we fail to achieve
our goal we can at least console ourselves with the thought that we tried.
We will at least be among those who
refused to surrender mildly to power
and privilege. We will be among those
who were prepared to search, to
seek, to strive and not to yield.
At least at that point in history
our children will be able to say
perhaps amidst the anguish and
agony of a decaying society that
their parents were among those who
cared to think and dared to act.

I

ON THE SOCIETIES SCENE

MOVING FORWARD
Hamn Rasip

SEKRETARIAT
PERSIDANGAN
PERTUBUHAN (SPP)

Affairs appealing for fair play and
due consideration.

of convictions under the ISA and
ESCAR.

11 he SPP was established in late

SOCIETIES WORKSHOP

TEMBELING
CO-ORDINATING
COMMITTEE (TCC)

._, 1981 by the diverse grouping
of societies and organizations ·that
were involved in the campaign
against the Societies (Amendment)
Act. It was recognized that there
were larger issues at stake confronting non-governmental organizations,
than just the Amendments - issues
of basic freedoms and the role of
societies and the individual in nation
building.
The SPP has worked on the
following:-

SOCIETIES (AMENDMENT) ACT
The government has been responsive to the public outcry against the
Act by undertaking to make certain
rev1s10ns to the amendments.
Whether or not these revisions will be
significant is not known yet but
meanwhile the authorities are taking
a legalistic stand as evidenced by
their recent attitude to the Tembeling Co-ordinating Committee (TCC).
The TCC a group of individuals
which meets to co-ordinate the
protest against the Tembeling Dam
was issued a warning on 2nd September 1982 and told to cease forthwith
all its activities. The TCC is concerned only with an environmental
and developmental issue and has the
support of many reputable organizations. Any bureaucratic move against
it smacks of harassment on an issue
of national importance. This is an
attack on the citizens' right to
organize and express his or her concern about environmental issues,
indeed any issues affecting our lives.
All organizations should voice their
concern and disapproval; they could
write in to the Ministry of Home

As part of the effort to promote
solidarity and to exchange ideas
among societies, a workcamp is being
organized in Penang with the tentative theme of "The Role of Societies
in Nation-building". It is expected
to be held on 6th and 7th November
1982 at Universiti Sains, Penang with
a total of 70 participants in residence. Enquiries and correspondence
should be directed to J. Saravanamuttu, c/o PKAPUSM, Bangunan 23,
Universiti Sains Malaysia, Minden,
Penang.

ISA HANGINGS
The SPP expressed its concern
over the perpetuation of the Internal
Security Act (ISA) and the Essential
(Security Cases) (Amendment) Regulations 1975 (ESCAR). It was
pointed out that in addition to
detention without trial, the ISA
bestows unfettered powers upon the
Attorney-General to decide what
should or should not be an ISA
offence. Further, ESCAR dispenses
with basic legal safeguards in disregard of all accepted principles
governing the conduct of fair trials.
The SPP appealed for the abolition
of the ISA and ESCAR. It further
noted that no less than 31 persons
were hanged in the last 2 years for
ISA-related offences and a number
of other convicted persons still await
execution. They were all convicted
after unsatisfactory trials devoid of
established standards of fairness and
propriety. The SPP also appealed to
His Majesty the Yang Di-Pertuan
Agong for a general amnesty for all
those awaiting execution as a result

The protest against the Tembeling
Dam rapidly grew in strength after
the TCC, formed in April 1982,
began to organize. Earlier comprising
Malayan Nature Society, ABIM,
Sahabat Alam Malaysia, Young Christian Workers, Aliran, Consumer
Association of Penang and Selangor
Graduates Society, it was later joined
by the Selangor Consumer Association, the MTUC and the Malaysian
Association of Engineers. The protest
gathered support from the Pahang
Association of Consumers, the Tech. nological Association, the Institute
of Planners and the Malaysian
Medical Association. Most recently,
UMNO Jerantut and UMNO Youth
Bentong Divisions have come out
publicly against the Dam. The Press
and several newsletters and magazines have given the issue wide
coverage. On the 19th June 1982, a
seminar was held ( opening by Dr.
Salleh Md. Nor, MNS President) with
60 participants from 23 organizations to further examine and
publicize the issue.
A signature campaign was also
launched with much enthusiasm. To
date, the campaign has collected over
11,000 signatures with even more
protest postcards going direct to the
Prime Minister. We urge readers to
join the protest against the bid to
drown Taman Negara, our one and
only national park.

PALESTINE JOINT ACTION
Recently ABIM initiated a
boycott of American goods in
protest against the deep American
involvement in Israeli injustice and
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atrocities against the ' Palestinian
refugees in BeiruJ. 21 societies, most
of them supporters of the Sekretariat
Persidangan Pertubuhan, have joined
in the nation-wide boycott campaign.
Many of these societies have also
supported the cause for a Palestinian
homeland on humanitarian gro~nds.

At present work is proceeding on
drawing up a list of American goods
and services widely available in
Malaysia to · be boycotted by
members, friends and supporters.
The campaign is initially for 1 month
and the situation will be carefully
monitored to decide on further

action after the 1 month period.
We are sure with the help of the
media in raising consciousness of our
people, the campaign will be a
success. Aliran members are urged to
enforce the boycott with vigour and
dedication.

A VIDEO SOCIETY

Tan Hock Ang

WHY THE VIDEO CRAZE?
(1 ,1 / ay back in 1977 up to 1.8

' VV million viewers watched the

Friday night Malay movie in Peninsular Malaysia. (New Straits Times
14th October 1977). According to
the media index of Survey Research
Malaysia, on any one day in Peninsular Malaysia about 2 million adults
watch TV (Malay Mail 14/10/77). A
survey made in 1979 to assess
audience response towards selected
TV prc:,grammes showed that the
Friday night Malay movie had the
largest audience (2,416,000). This
was followed by 'The Six Million
Dollar Man' (1,780,000). Looking at
the figures above, in the two short
years (77-79) there had been a 34%
increase in the Friday night Malay
Movie audience. If the growth in this
programme has been consistent, by
now the Friday night movie may
have an audience of 3.6 million!
When TV has such a big following,
businessmen see the opportunity to
advertise their products. Thus in
1979 RTM programmes earned an
advertising revenue of $27 million
for the government.
Of late, this love for RTM has
cooled down considerably. The
attention of the viewers has been
switched to video. The alarming
decline of interest in the TV programmes has in turn affected the
advertisement revenue. Perhaps this
is one of the reasons why the government has decided to regulate the
video industry and to impose higher
taxes on video-related products.

How widespread is the video
epidemic? It is only natural that the
same people who have access to TV
will change to video, if they can
afford it. But why this addiction to
video? Why do people who can illafford to buy a video set turn to loan
sharks to acquire one? There are a
few reasons for this social trend.
First the meaninglessness of
working life in a society that
emphasizes specialisation and compartmentalisation of work creates an
alienated society. People are forced
to accept work because they have to,
not because they enjoy the work.
How many people do you know are
happy with their jobs?
The monotony of work in the
factories or the 'paperwork jungle'
in offices leave workers drained and
exhausted at the end of the day. The
executive who has a sales quota to
meet and the manufacturer who has
underhand competition to overcome
can hardly be said to have a meaningful working life, no matter how good
the money is. The oppressive work
atmosphere has created the need for
escapism. The easiest outlet is one
where no effort is required, no elaborate preparation is needed. The video
is meant for an individual who is too
tired, too mentally drained, to
indulge in further thinking - all he
wants is to be entertained, to be
thrilled. The video world offers him
fantasy, action, suspense and drama
which is absent in real life. The
viewer when buried and lost in a
world of his own, becomes the hero
of the TV plot. The dream in that
make-belief world makes him forget
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temporarily the reality of dead-lines,
setbacks, frustration and the whole
problem of living. Where there is
violence, bloodshed and suffering, it
only happens to others. He is immune
to vicissitudes and even enjoys a
perverted sense of mastery over
events and circumstances. Through
video, the addict has been able to
experience what is missing and
denied to him in real life. Unless
society as a whole will change its
attitude toward work, restructure the
method of production and reexamine the whole philosophy of
progress,
such
alienation will
continue to claim its victims.

CONSUMERISM
Second, the concept of developing
and improving the machine while
neglecting the full use of human
potential in daily living has generated
a craving for factory-made goods and
services in everyday life. As a result
of an insidious campaign against the
philosophy of self-help, the masses
have been fooled into accepting
consumerism as a passport to real
living. Happiness is measured by the
possession of what money can buy.
The desired products are those that
are easiest to handle and use. In
other words, with these products
your life will be blissful idleness. The
selling point has always been centred
on
instarit
gratification.
For
example: 2-minute instant noodles,
push-button
washing
machines,
instant
photography
cameras,
remote-control car windows. In
short, idleness in its various forms is
a game of happiness. The classic

Kodak slogan 'you press the button,
we do the rest' that popularised
photography all over the world is
symbolic of the age. The theme of
the slogan is: you do nothing, you do
not need to know anything, everything is done for you; all you need to
do is press the button. Indeed, the
taking of snapshots has become one
of the most significant expressions of
alienated visual perception, of sheer
consumption. The tourist with his
camera is an outstanding symbol of
an alienated relationship to the
world.*
Personal initiative anc\ creativity
are discouraged. It is as if everything
that the complexities of life demand
must be bought. Life, as this consumerist philosophy would have you
believe, depends on your purchasing
power. To live like everybody else,
you must have X number of items in
the home. In a capitalistic society
where almost everything can be
bought - status, favour, pleasure,
sleep, health - the buying instinct
has been so deeply entrenched that
the buying and consumption of
pleasure via the possession of TV or
the video set is second nature. No
wonder that video consumption is
reaching
epidemic
proportions
locally.
Third, the side effect of having
undeserved leisure is the appearance
of acute boredom in the individual.
Housewives in housing estates who
spend up to 6 hours a day on their
own, or executives after highpressure office work, must have
something to kill time. The vacuum
produced by boredom is nicely filled
by video. For a person who has no
sense of direction, who has never
considered the purpose and meaning
of human existence, any form of distraction is welcome. This phenomenon is very much like the case of a
compass needle that has not yet been
magnetised - it will turn to any
direction, perhaps determined by the
forces of crowd psychology and
social habits. If video is the 'in' thing
it is not surprising that our unmagnetised everyman takes to it without

question. In any case, it is so hard to
be a non-conformist in a bureaucratized society.

ROMAN EMPIRE

The mad craze for pleasure was
one of the factors that brought about
The meaningless way in which we
the fall of the mighty Roman
lead our lives, in our work and at
Empire. Noted Roman historian,
home, has created the need for
Edward Gibbons in his famous book,
escapism. The monotony and frus"The Decline and Fall of the Roman
tration of high-pressure living, the
Empir:e' wrote:
false belief that idleness brought by
"From the morning to the evening
owning modern conveniences is the ,
careless of the sun or of the rain,
path to happiness, the difficulty of
spectators, who sometimes amounted
being a non-conformist in a bureauto 400,000 (the seating capacity of
cratized society, all have in one way
the giant Circus Maximus in Rome),
or another contributed to the video
remained in eager attention; their
craze.
eyes fixed on the horses and
The video craze is not just another
charioteers, their minds agitated with
form of harmless entertainment. If
hope
and fear for the success of the
the craze continues, the addiction
colours
which they espoused; and the
over video will produce a whole
happiness of Rome appeared to hang
generation of passive, unconcerned,
on the event of a race." t
impatient, self-seeking people. In
short it will breed a 'spectator
culture'. If you get involved in an
accident, nobody will help you you will bleed while they watch in
apathy and indifference. If you
scream for help in a robbery, no one
responds - it invites too much
trouble later on. To the hardcore
addict, it is just like another episode
in the video, a plot in a serialized
story. The difference is hard to tell.
It is just 'life' entertainment.

Remember the · Japanese Red
Army units that raided The
American International Assurance
Building in August 5, 1975? The
nearby lanes and pavements along
Jalan Arnpang were filled to capacity
with countless spectators, while
negotiations were going on to save
innocent lives. For thousands whose
lives were devoid of triumph, drama,
suspense and meaning, the happening
of the moment was a piece of action
not to be missed. The same crowd
that watched patiently for the drama
to unfold before their eyes now does
that individually in the privacy of
their homes. Whether in the streets,
along Jalan Arnpang, or through
video, these viewers are slowly but
surely learning by constant association not to be moved by compassion
for human sufferings. After all, it is
only entertainment.

* Eric Fromm, 'The Sane Society' Routledge and Kegan Paul pg. 137.
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Our own soccer fever over the
World Cup series and the fantastic
success of the so-called People's LifeTelecast show graphically our dedication to pleasure-seeking and our
opting out of reality. Are we not
going the way of the decadent
ancient Romans?
In our haste to be another Japan,
we shall do well to learn from the
lessons of history that the moral
fibre of a nation is what decides her
greatness. Not productivity or GNP
or the number of TV sets per 1,000
people or the number of skyscrapers
per square kilometre. No nation has
ever become great and respected
when its population is 'distractionoriented'. Conversely, no selfrespecting human being will want to
be a leader of a nation of videoaddicts.
At the moment, as earlier mentioned, official concern over the
widespread video viewing is confined,
to the loss of TV revenue to RTM.
Without wishing to be facetious or
pessimistic, one woul~ urge our
leaders to ponder deeply over the
video craze and its implications for
our society - whether it is not a
symptom of more serious disease
that must be checked before it is
too late.

t Vol.

II Pg. 148, Modern Library edition.
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ZIONISM!

Contd. from page 42

ZIONISM AND IMPERIALISM

Western powers for their own interests. It is significant
that both the United States and the Soviet Union supported partition together with a majority of U.N. members.
The resolution was adopted on the 29 November 1947
and was to come into effect on the 15 May 1948.

How Zionism has developed since 1950 is what we
should now explore. It will bring us up to the present
Lebanese crisis. We shall also expose the intimate relationship between Zionism and American imperialism. At the
same time, the analysis, we hope, will reveal the role of
Arab regimes themselves in the Israeli - United States
partnership.

But before it could come into effect, Zionist forces
launched a series of bloody raids on Palestinian villages.
The aim was to intimidate the inhabitants into fleeing.
Both the lrgun and Stern ·gang were involved in this. In
one of the villages - Dier Yassin - Irgun terrorists
massacred 254 women, children and old men. The
terrorist chief in that bloodbath was Menachem Begin,
today Prime Minister of Israel. One of the terrorists in the
Stern was Ariel Sharon, now Defence Minister of Israel.
As a result of these terrorist activities, four hundred
thousand Palestinians fled their homes.

SAUDI
ARABIA

If Zionism in the fust phase was largely cultural and
concerned with the dream of a homeland, and if Zionism
in the second phase was more political and concerned
with the actual task of creating a state, then Zionism in
the third phase is mainly imperialistic and concerned with
annexation and expansion.
Just as the 'dream' of the first phase had its root
in the notion of the return of a dispersed people and the
'state' of the second phase had its root in the idea of an
exclusive Jewish identity so does the 'expansion' of the
third phase have its root in a certain ideological conception. Zionism believes that the Jews are 'a chosen people'
destined to rule over other cultures and communities.
There is a strong element of ethnic arrogance, of ethnic
superiority in Zionism. It is contemptuous of other ethnic
entities and scornful of the opinions of other nations and
peoples.
Zionism has been very skilful in camouflaging its
expansionist psychology. For every time Israel attacks the
Palestinians or other Arabs it tries to justify its action
by pleading that it merely wants to ensure that its borders
are secure. What is not known to many - because of the
biased media - is Zionism's stated goal of creating a
nation stretching from the Euphrates in Iraq to the Nile
in Egypt.

Palestine 1922

Because of the massacres, Egypt, Syria and Lebanon
entered the war on the side of Palestine. The United
States, of course, supported Israel morally, politically and
militarily. It also engineered an armistice ·agreement in
July 1949 which gave Israel control over another 22 per
_cent of land alloted to Palestine by the U .N. in 1947. This
meant that Israel now controlled 78 per cent of the
original Palestine:

A cursory glance at Israel's military operations in
West Asia in the last 3 decades will, however, convince
us that the Zionists are committed to annexation and
expansion. In 1967, Israel annexed East Jerusalem, the
West Bank and the Gaza Strip - virtually all that was left
of the original Palestine. With the annexation, the Zionists
had complete control over Palestine. Another t e
hundred thousand Palestinians became refugees. An entire
people had been driven out of their homeland. How
ironical that the dispersed found a home only to make
others the dispossessed.

Through the partition of 1947 and the subsequent

war of 1948-9, almost 2 million Palestinians had become

refugees living in tents in Jordan, Lebanon and Egypt.
Only 300,000 Arabs were left in that small part of
Palestine which was still theirs. This was the situation in
1950. While the people of the land had become refugees,
the new occupants, the Zionists, formulated a law which
granted every Jewish person, regardless of his place of
birth, the right to immigrate into Israel.

EXPANSION
The 1967 expansion was not confined to Palestinian
territory. In the process, the Zionists gobbled up Egypt's
Sinai Peninsula and Syria's Golan Heights. This is hardly
the sort of action that one would associate with what is
often presented in the Western media as 'a small, peaceloving nation' surrounded by belligerent, aggressive
neighbours.
Though Egypt won back the Sinai partly because of
its success in the '1973 War and l?artly through the Camp
David peace accord, Israel remains as expansionist as ever.

This law helps to define the character of Israel.
Together with South Africa, it is the world's most racist
state. For national identity, to all intents and purposes,
is equated with a particular religion, language and culture,
in short a particular racial entity. Israel grants to Jews
everywhere the rights it denies Palestinian Arabs living
within its owr. boundaries. This blatant 'racism is one
of the essential attributes of Zionism.
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In 1977, for instance, it launched a full-scale invasion of
Southern Lebanon. Hundreds of villages were destroyed,
thousands of civilians killed and thousands more made
homeless. After the invasion it placed the South under the
authority of a renegade soldier, Major Haddad, who is
completely loyal to the Israeli government.

was faced with a popular revolt. This is why the United
States must be happy with the present situation. Through
collaboration with Israel it may be in a position soon to
ensure that Lebanon is a faithful ally of American
imperialism in West Asia.

The present invasion of Lebanon however is far
more brutal. No less than fifteen thousand civilians are
dead and hundreds of thousands of people have been
rendered homeless. It has been estimated that in the Gaza
hospital in Beirut, 90 per cent of the wounded are
civilians and of these 60 per cent comprise women and
children. The callous disregard for human life makes one
wonder whether barbarism isn't after all yet another
characteristic of Zionism.

ISRAELI INTEREST
The Zionists for their part continue to argue that
the Lebanese operation is necessary to stop the PLO from
using that country as a base for attacking Israel. Apart
from the fact that the Palestinians are engaged in a just
struggle to regain their own land, the unsuspecting public
must be made aware that Israeli interest in Lebanon
precedes the PLO presence. In 1948 itself, David Ben
Gurion, who was then Prime Minister of Israel, suggested
that the Lebanese government should be overthrown. 8
years later, he envisaged an Israel whose territory would
cover Lebanon. The diaries of Moshe Gharett (Israeli
Foreign Minister between 1949 and 1951) reveal that the
late Moshe Dayan (Israeli Defence Minister and Foreign
Minister at different times) was also obsessed with the
idea of intervening in Lebanon. Menachem Begin himself
has stated that he would like to see a Maronite Phalangist
government in power in Beirut that would have total
control over the country. The Phalangist party is an
extreme right-wing party that is at the 'beck and call of
Israel'. Phalangist reign would mean, in effect, a Lebanon
ruled from Jerusalem.

Israel 1949

Today's borders

from Newsweek 7982.

It is only against this background that one will
begin to understand the so-called "mediation" efforts
of the United States. Isn't it a wonder that it is not the
invader that is forced to withdraw but the victim of that
invasion that is finally evicted from Beirut? In fact the
invader, it appears, will stay behind to enjoy the feast.
And so while the homeless Palestinian freedom-fighters
whose only crime is their steadfast commitment to truth
and justice are dispersed in 8 Arab states, the invader and
the mediator will work together to further their common
plot in Lebanon.
The despicable role of the United States in Lebanon
which has disgraced diplomacy for all time is merely the
worst episode in a long series of manoeuvres and interventions in the affairs of various West Asian states. Let
us not forget that the United States also concocted the
Camp David accord for its own benefit - and for that of
Israel - rather than for the interest of Egypt or the Palestinians or West Asia: As a result of the accord, Egypt, the
most important nation in the Arab world, was drawn into
the American orbit and opposition to Israe~ was weakened
considerably. The Palestinian cause lost a little of its shine
because of Egypt's recognition of the State of Israel.

This would also be a perfect arrangement for the
United States. For the Phalangists, like the Maronite
Christians who back them, want Lebanon to be part
of the Western capitalist system led by the United States.
The Maronite Christians, however, are a minority. The
majority of Lebanese - the Sunni Muslims, the Druzes
and various small Christian sects - want their nation to be
an independent, self-reliant force within the Arab world.
The real cause of the instability in Lebanon is the conflict
between these two ideological positions. It is a struggle
that reflects class divisions perpetuated from the French
colonial periQd for a significant number of the Maronites
are wealthy while the majority of the Muslims are poor.
It has nothing to do with religion as such or with the
Palestinians. Indeed, if any outsider, apart from Israel, is
responsible for contributing towards the instability in
Lebanon, it is the United States. The Americans have
continuously interfered in Lebanese affairs. In 1958, for
instance, American marines were brought in to shore up
the position of the Maronite President, Chamoun, who

Apart from Lebanon and Egypt, the United States
has taken great pains to ensure that Saudi Arabia, Kuwait,
other Gulf Emirates and Jordan are also on its side. Whatever their whimpers about the . American role in the
Lebanese crisis, the United States is assured that these
nations are its firm allies. It is not just a relationship based
upon trade in oil or machinery or even weapons. It also
involves American protection for these regimes through
all sorts of assistance in internal security matters and
intelligence. The United States knows that they - and a
few other states like Morocco and the Sudan - can be
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counted upon to help preserve and perpetuate its dominance in West Asia.

whole range of American companies, banks and import
agencies have established themselves in West Asia. There
is the constant fear that some regime may suddenly
choose to nationalize American assets or a revolution may
occur which will result in the termination of existing links
to the internati0nal capitalist system.

STRATEGIC ASSET
But however many its Arab allies, none can match
"Israel as a strategic asset for the United States", to use
President Reagan's words. For unlike its ties with its Arab
friends, America's relationship with Israel is sustained by
a powerful Jewish lobby .within the country itself. No
American President and no American Congress can afford
to ignore the influence it wields. This is the key to understanding tJ:ie marriage between Zionism and American
imperialism.

Third, the protection of economic interests also
requires measures to ensure that the waterways are safe
for the passage of American ships. It is not for nothing
that the Sixth Fleet is a permanent feature of the Mediterranean. Israel with its fine harbour at Haifa and its
well-developed system of airfields and air-bases is capable
of providing logistical support if the need should arise. Its
proximity to the Suez Canal is also a factor of crucial
importance.

For Israel, the United States is its most dependable
protector. Its very existence as a State is guaranteed by
the United States. Indeed, its ability to bluff, bully and
butcher with insolence and impunity is only possible with
leave and licence from that super-power. Besides, it is the
United States which has helped develop Israel into one of
the most formidable military powers in the world today.
Arms industries in the two countries have close, mutually
beneficial ties. Israel can always expect the United States
to supply it with the latest know-how in arms technology .

Finally, a militarily powerful Israel helps the United
States to maintain a close vigil on the Soviet Union. After
all, West Asia is the USSR's near neighbour. There are
governments which are overtly or covertly pro-Soviet in
the region. Over the last two decades, the Soviet Union
has given quite a lot of military aid and some economic
assistance to various Arab states. The PLO, for instance,
has been a recipient of Soviet military assistance. From
the American point of view, all this necessitates an even
more aggressive Israeli presence.

America also provides Israel with a lot of financial
assistance. Governmental aid by way of loans, grants and
special credit facilities aside, the America Jewish community is yet another major source of capital. Whenever the
Zionist state needs help it can rely upon American Jews
to mobilise millions of dollars. Similarly, it is the
American media - or at least significant segments of
it - as we have noted before which have presented Israel
to the world as the innocent target of Arab wrath. Consequently, the bully becomes the bullied, the aggressor
becomes the aggrieved, the oppressor becomes the
oppressed.

Obviously then Israel and the United States depend
on each other. Zionism and American imperialism reinforce each other. But the fact remains that their tie would
not have been so formidable if Arab states had a greater
sense of independence and integrity.

DEPENDENT
We have already given some indication of how conservative, pro-Western Arab states serve American
interests. The starting-point is invariably economic integration into the international capitalist system. As they
become more and more dependent upon Western markets,
Western industries, Western investments and Western technology, they begin to lose their political, military, cultural
and intellectual independence. What is worse, their elites
get entangled in corrupt relationships with multi-national_
corporations (MNC's) and succumb to the lure of high- consumption life-styles. They are no longer in a position
to protect their integrity or their nation's honour.

As far as the United States is concerned, Israel is
vital to its role as an imperialist power in West Asia. There
are perhaps 4 dimensions to its usefulness all of which are
related to the overriding question of the security of U.S.
imperialist interests.
First, Israel is close to the oil fields of the region.
Though the United States enjoys the loyalty of major
oil exporters like Saudi Arabia it cannot be sure that some
domestic turmoil will not affect supply. There is the
example of Iran which changed overnight from a trusted
friend to a suspicious foe of the United States as a result
of a revolution. By having a strong and secure foothold in
the vicinity of the oilfields, the United States will be able
to act swiftly - if it becomes militarily necessary.

It is such elites that have betrayed the Palestinian
cause. Having sold their souls for silver, they are incapable
of committing themselves wholeheartedly to a struggle
that must mean opposing American interests in West Asia.
In fact, some of them - like King Hussein of Jordan in
1970 - had even turned their guns against the Palestinians
at the request of the United State·s.

Second, Israel's military strength can also be used
by the United States to protect its vast economic investments in the region. These investments have grown
tremendously in the last decade or so . Oil wealth has
made countries like Saudi Arabia, the Gulf Emirates, Iraq
and other states, major consumers of American arms,
machinery , construction equipment, food products and so
on. To facilitate these and related economic activities a
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Left-wing regimes in West Asia are no better. They
may be very anti-American in their rhetoric and even in
some of their policies but" are not genuinely independent
either. Countries like Libya and Syria tend to tilt towards
the Soviet Union. Their economic programmes which are
also directed towards Western-style industrialization with
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the emphasis upon high capital-cost technology and
external markets have failed to make them self-reliant.
Huge state bureaucracies have emerged in these countries
which control and ultimately destroy economic dynamism
in the name of socialist planning. It is the sort of development which compels governments to dictate to their
people. Repression is the inevitable outcome.

is not very different from the way in which most
Americans have been indoctrinated into believing that the
ethnic problem in the United States is a black problem.
It is not. It is a White problem, a problem of Whitedominated legislatures, a White-dominated economy, a
White-dominated culture.
Since Zionism is the problem, how does one resolve
it? Can the state of Isr·ael exist without Zionism? In other
words, is it possible to keep Israel and ·destroy Zionism?

It is because of repression and the elites' consequent
alienation from the people that left-wing regimes are also
afraid to give total material and political support to the
Palestinian struggle. For one thing, having alienated the
people they are incapable of mobilising them to fight on
behalf of the Palestinians or anyone else. For another,
repressive elites always fear spontaneous expressions of
solidarity - even ifit is solidarity with a cause that they
sympathise with. Spontaneity is the sort of impulse that
can lead to demands for genuine freedom which repressive
regimes will not tolerate. There is a third element. The
Palestinian movement itself is a grass-roots people's movement - a movement whose passion is liberation. If
ordinary people living under these left-wing regimes are
allowed to associate with the movement, they may soon
begin to challenge the power of their own leaders.

Obviously, it will not be possible for it is Zionism
that created Israel; it is Zionism that sustains Israel to this
day. This is why there can be no solution unless the
Zionist state of Israel is dismantled.
The moment such a solution is pu,t fo rward various
objections are raised . Israel, it is often argued , has a right
to exist because: -

The fear of freedom, and therefore of the Palestinian movement, is one of the reasons why Syria betrayed
the Palestinians in 1976. It explains to some extent why
Gadaffi of Libya is "so full of sound and fury signifying
nothing."

(a)

The Jews had suffered so much in history; there has
to be some compensation.

(b)

The Jews owned the land of Palestine in historical
times; they are justified in occupying it today.

(c)

The Jews have had a state for more than 30 years
now; they should therefore be allowed to continue
with it.

From our analysis it is clear that Arab regimes of
the right and the left deserve to be condemned for
sacrificing the Palestine cause at the altar of wealth and
p_ower. There is no doubt at all that in spite of Zionism
and American imperialism the Palestinians would have
been in a much better position today if the Arab world
had a sense of honour, if it valued its own freedom.

The first objection misses the central point. No one
is challenging the rights of the Jews. It is the state of Israel
that has to be dissolved. The Jews will remain. As we have
already pointed out, the Jews had lived in peace and goodwill with the Arabs for centuries. If they had suffered, it
was at the hands of Europe. It is Europe that is guilty of
committing terrible atrocities against the Jews. Why
should the Arabs be made to pay for Europe's folly? Why
should Arab blood be spilt to compensate for Europe's
crime?

REFLECTIONS AND THE FUTURE

INACCURATE

In the course of examining the background to the
Arab-Israeli conflict, we have tried to show how various
political forces interact with one another in West Asia.
The complexity of the situation should not, however,
detract our attention from that one constant factor that
presents itself over and over again. This is Zionism Zionism in relation to the Europe of the 18th and 19th
centuries, Zionism in relation to British colonialism,
Zionism in relation to the Palestinians and Arabs, Zionism
in relation to American imperialism.

The second objection is also off the mark. If ownership means that the Jews were the original inhabitants of
Palestine or that they alone occupied Palestine in ancient
times, then it is historically inaccurate. By the ·18th
century B.C. Palestine was already inhabited by a settled
people who were - as we have suggested earlier - the
forebears of present-day Palestinians. It is after a while
that the ancestors of the Jews appeared among them but
at no point were they the sole occupants of the land.
Many Jewish tribes and kingdoms occupying various parts
of Palestine and other territories emerged only to submerge in the long history of that country. Indeed, if one
goes right into the past, Palestine had been inhabited and
administered by Egyptians, Canaanites, Hebrews,
Assyrians, Babylonians, Persians, Greeks, Romans, Turks
and so on. The Jews do not have an exclusive claim to
Palestine.

Zionism is the underlying cause of the crisis in West
Asia. This is something that all of us must recognise. It is
a point that is worth repeating for the simple reason that
most of us - including those who are 'pro-Palestine' have been brainwashed into thinking of the Arab-Israeli
conflict as a Palestinian problem.
If it is a 'Palestinian problem' then we are in fact
conceding that Palestine and the Palestinians are at the
root of it all. How can they be the problem when they are
the ones who are struggling to regain their·homeland? It

Besides, one cannot deny the march of history.
Even if the Jews had inhabited parts of Palestine until
A.D. 70, it is foolish to suggest that they have an auto57
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matic right to those lands. Not just the history of
Palestine but the history of the entire world has changed
so much through the centuries. In the last two thousand
years, whole cultures and communities have disappeared,
boundaries have been altered, territories have been transformed and new nations have appeared. Should we ignore
all this and demand the restoration of a situation that may
have prevailed nearly two thousand years ago? Have the
Americans wondered what would happen to the United
States if one applied Zionist logic to its history?

DISSOLUTION
Of course, the United States - and for certain the
Zionist rulers of Israel - will not accept any proposal
that envisages the dissolution of theocratic Israel and the
reconstitution of multi-religious Palestine. For the time
being, their interests will hold sway.
In the long run, however, the United States and
Israel will have to contend with a rapidly changing situation. The economic crisis in the United States and within
the international capitalist system is no 'flash in the pan'.
It is the beginning of the end of the system as we know
it today. A glittering edifice of affluence constructed on
acquisitiveness has started to crumble. And the United
States will be its chief victim. It will no longer be able
then to dominate international relations.

The third objection - about existing reality - is
equally untenable. Quite apart from the fact that Israel
cannot rely upon history to support its right to exist, it
is also apparent that morality is not on its side. If we
agree that a nation's right to exist must have a moral
basis, then Israel is disqualified for 3 reasons. First, it is a
racist state par excellence. Second, it is a military state
which collaborates with an alien power to suppress the
political, economic and cultural growth of the people in
West Asia. It is, in other words, a foreign body with
destabilising effects upon the domestic situation in the
region. Third, since its inception it has been engaged in
constant warfare with its neighbours motivated by the
desire for power and dominance. There is no reason why
· such a delinquent state should be allowed to exist.

Israel is bound to suffer from the consequences of
this. Even now, its economy is in tatters. There is serious
inflation and productivity in most sectors has begun to
decline. In the last decade, there has been significant
emigration from Israel. Within the Israeli population itself,
there are strong political schisms. More and more Jews
want to live in harmony with the Arabs. If anything, the
unwillingness of the Arab population in territories
occupied by Israel to submit to Zionist rule must have
convinced them that there is no other way. Most of all,
Israel is more isolated than ever in the eyes of the world.
Its genocide in Lebanon has alienated Western Europe
and even a small segment of the American population.
As Israel recoils from the pressures generated by its
own arrogance and aggressiveness, as the United States
struggles in vain to maintain its tight grip upon the world,
the Palestinians remain steadfast in their pursuit of freedom and justice. In the end victory will be theirs - whatever their present humiliation.

The alternative is to accede to the just and fair
demand of the Palestinian freedom-fighters: re-establish a
democratic, multi-religious state of Palestine comprising
Muslims, Christians and Jews. In order to assuage the fears
of the Jews, however unfounded they may be, one could
even have a federal form of administration with each community enjoying as much autonomy as possible. In fact, a
more or less similar proposal was made in the United
Nations in 1947 during the discussion on Palestine but it
was rejected by the Western Powers.

After all, the darkest hour of the night is always
before the break of dawn.

THE TESTAMENT OF A MARTYR

Dip your pen in my blood
And write the song of my heart.
See how firmly my lips utter songs
I repeat before I die.
My song is the wish of a wound,
which my lips repeat like a prayer.
So write over the brow of Life
the tales of the heroic fathers.
The masses believe in the necessity of battle.
Fat'h paves the way.
Blood that runs over the earth is here.
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Dip your pen in my blood
And write the testament of my heart.
Write to men everywhere,
to brothers and sisters.
That is my will.
This is
you
you
And I,

the message of our generation:
are the sign of our days,
are the end of our nights,
if I die, you go on, you persist,

THE EVOLUTION OF A MALAYSIAN
J.C. Forou

(This is the second article based
on actual case studies of various
Malaysians who grew up during the
post-Second World War period and
whose early years coincide with the
years of our nation's birth and
growth. Only the names of the individuals
concerned have
been
changed.)

c::.R_ aju has a sister, Rani, the last

of three children and the only
daughter. Growing up with her two
brothers was a trying experience for
Rani during the fifties and sixties.
The boys set the pace; she had to
follow.
Like them she went to a Mission
school but only after she had completed her first six years in a Tamil
school and then the "Remove"
class, (that peculiar gap, perhaps
unique to our education system).
Being the only girl she was
tutored in the appropriate cultural
repertoire viz, Indian classical
dancing, fluency in the mother
tongue, being a good cook,
seamstress, home maker. And she
always wore the "pottu" or "thilak"
on her forehead.
She was to carry the family tradition and preserve the culture through
the new family she will, of course,
produce when she marries. According
to her parents' choice - any other
expectation was contrary to the
belief system.
Somehow her brothers were not
sure bets on this " preservation of
culture" trip. Their out-of-home
exposure which came early in the
street they grew up in; the multiracial school system, friends; and
later, the university experience
would all require less reliance on that
cultural coding.
It wasn't for her the bicycle
(modesty forbids) nor dates before
marriage; she never has seen her hair

cut, even today three decades later:
Yet, the sixties and early seventies
were times of change for Malaysian
women too. They ,began to rise in
numbers, in the universities, and the
professions. More and more began
working, and kept on after marriage
and children.
Today they have made large
inroads into areas once ordained
male preserves. The military. The
business world. The legal profession.
They have formed the majority of
staff in countless schools.
Well, back to Rani. Her mother
hesitated when she breezed into
Sixth Form realising that soon she
will hanker for more. She did. Then
the real story began.
Her HSC science results would
have been enough to let her walk
into a B. Sc. course at any local
university until the particular year
she applied. Due to the policies prevailing then, she could not make the
quota allocated to non-Malays. The
Medical Faculty was near impossible
to get in unless one had superlative
grades. Hers were only good. So she
was asked to wait a year.
Next year, the same story.
At age 21 all her overachievements in academic fields were no
help in placing and placating a young
woman who didn't want to follow
the traditional path of getting
married and starting the cultural
hand-me-down process. She was
bundled out to a faraway foreign
place to try and appease her strange
appetite. She kept saying then it was
"a case of becoming somebody who
can better serve the people". A vague
notion her mother ( who had married
at 14) scarcely understood.
In the U.S. Rani finished her
course with a year to spare at the top
of her class, and her B. Sc. (Chemistry) results quickly won four US
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national awards, and an all-expense
paid Scholarship to work on her
Ph.D. in Chemical Carcinogenesis at
the U.S. National Laboratory in Oak
Ridge, Tennessee. At the place where
they frrst built the atom bomb she
was working on a cancer research
programme. Yes, she recalls the
heavy duties for a Malaysian woman
who had a total of three years undergraduate study behind her.
She quit after one year for a
simple reason: she had always
wanted to be a medical doctor. So
she enrolled in a US Medical School,
paying the huge fees by herself, with
some help from home. The family
tightened its belt to see what. this
crazy Indian woman would do next.
Her mother still couldn't understand
why a twenty-five-year-old woman
chose not to marry but insisted on
doing something competitive. How
does one explain that to friends and
relatives?
Rani, true to form, beat a few
records, gathered five international
scholarships, became President of the
US Medical Students Association in
her part of the U.S., kept up dancing
Bharata Natyam at special concerts,
and received invitations to work with
top surgeons from various hospitals
in the U.S.
She graduated on schedule. She
received a Doctor of Medicine degree
with honours and specialised in
Cardiology with the foremost heart
surgeon in America.
Rani has just returned home for
two reasons. The first is her family.
The second is her home she has
longed for - Malaysia.
She is aware of the three-year
housemanship stint at a salary of
$1,040 a month. She knows more
and more each day about the conditions of service. The work-to-rule
stories in hospitals. The University
Hospital controversy. The exodus of
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doctors and other professionals from
the country.
A fortune had been spent on her
eight years of education, most of it
earned by herself while the family
scraped together and borrowed the
rest. And it is dawning on her 'that
she has returned tb a system that
once disqualified her for a three-year
B. Sc. course . "It is the system",
she says, "that takes getting used
to." Should she stay on to serve in
the country that spawned her? Or
fulfill her ambition of being a cardiologist outside the country, perhaps

for good?
She cannot understand why a
country with a chronic doctor shortage ' does not do all it can to keep
her own doctors in. Or why there is
such dragging of feet in granting
foreign spouses who are doctors the
necessary legality to work here. Or
when she will pay off some of the
debts her family has incurred on her
behalf. And she comes back to the
same old point: "This is my origin
I've gladly come back to. But it
seems so difficult to pursue excellence and ambition here. I constantly

have to hold on to this being my
country and my home. Good or
bad".
She has b~come much more than
what her parents and her culture had
in store for her. She is now too
caught up in being a person and a
Malaysian. And all the while she has
to grapple with being a woman and
a professional.

In summing up, she says, " Being
a woman is easy. Being a professional will be a process. I know I am
a person. It's being Malaysian that
eludes me".

OUR EDUCATION SYSTEM
"Ardent Educationist"

(1 If/ hile the education system is

' VV supposed to meet the needs of
the individual and thus the nation, in
reality little is done at the grass-roots
level to ensure that this aim is
achieved.

Our academic-oriented system
does little to meet the practical needs
of the 98% pupils who will leave
school for the job market. Yearly we
find school leavers entering the adult
world of employment ill-equipped to
handle any kind of job. Academic
achievement has been stressed to the
detriment of the students and the
needs of society. Vocational training
is only given lip-service and often
treated as a poor third choice.

AUTO~ATONS
The overloaded curriculum does
not provide for the development of
the pupil at his own pace. Facts are
stuffed in and everything is geared
towards passing the national examinations. We are in the process of
building a nation of automatons. (It
must be remembered that even computers have limits to their capacities.)
The child becomes nothing better
than a receptacle of school books.

He spouts a fount of academic facts
unthinkingly.
No digestion or
thinking over of the knowledge being
imparted is of significance to him.
Understanding and perception are of
secondary importance. Too often
have we seen children, in preparing
for their examinations, memorising
chunks of facts without an inkling of
the significance of the facts. This is
not their fault. No one has thought it
important enough to teach them how
to learn. Everyone has been busy
telling them to remember these facts ,
not paying much attention to how
they do it. Analysis and assimilation
are of no importance. It seems that
the present aim of education is to
produce efficient one-track minds.
No one ever thinks of paying
attention to the child as an individual. The psychological pressure put
on him by the frenzied paper chase is
tremendous. Parents are also to
blame for this. The current stress on
academic grades causes them to push
their children irrespective of their
capabilities. The child may become
the 'computer' that his teachers and
parents will display with pride, or
he may buckle under the strain. He
then rejects the education system as
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a threat and a bore; or (much worse)
he commits suicide, as in Japan, to
end all his academic woes.
Functional drop-outs are a mute
testimony to the imbalance in the
education system. A standard
syllabus is given to every child irrespective of his aptitude or his pace of
development. The teacher conscientiously completes his syllabus yearly
and the children are automatically
promoted up to Form Three. Then '
many do not make the grade in the
national examinations. They drop
out or are retained for another year.
No thought is given to what the child
actually needs. Another year in the
Form Three class is expected to
enable the child to make the grade
when, in reality, the child may need
to be taught the basic 3Rs that he
has not been able to master during
his past nine years in school.
We oftei:i hear a child being
labelled as a dud who cannot be
taught anything, simply because he
cannot excel in academic subjects.This child may be an excellent
sportsman or mechanic but no appreciation is given to these other
abilities. He must fit the standl\fd

academic mould or he is considered
a failure. The great sense of inferiority and failure this produces is tragic
to see. Many a time have teachers
heard children telling them that they
(the children) are stupid. When asked
how they have come to that conclusion, they repeat what their previous
teachers or parents have told them.
The saddest part is that they have
come to believe it themselves.

NEW CURRICULUM
Who is to blame for this sad
state of affairs? One must implicate
the educational planners in this. It
must be remembered that one of the
goals of education is to help an individual develop his potential to the
utmost. Therefore importance should
be given to the needs of the individual, his abilities and his aptitudes,
and these should be iinked to the
needs of society. Allowances must be
made for the individual's potential,
and provision must be made for the
individual to develop at his own
pace. The present over-loaded curriculum clearly needs to be reviewed.
In implementing a new or modified
curriculum, it is essential that time
is spent on a feasibility study.
Thorough research should be carried
out and the impact of new policies
studied. The present haphazard and
hasty method of implementation
should be avoided; at the same time
the impact on society and the
nation's future should be considered.
Political considerations and vested
interests should be set aside
altogether.
No less important for a democratic society is the development of
thinking individuals. Education has
an important role to play in inculcating values of good citizenship and
the ability to reflect and to act
responsibly. Social studies syllabuses
should help to create this. It must
not be the aim of education to
produce a nation of citizens who can
only think in one particular direction. At present, a glance at the
Forms Three and Four c1v1cs
syllabuses and textbooks will show
this bias. Form 3 · students are
drummed in with thoughts of how

successful the Alliance (and later the
National Front) has been while the
opposition is portrayed as wicked,
communal elements. The whole text
is filled with chapters inflating the
ruling party's role and ego. Mind you
all these are done indirectly and
subtly.
History lessons, too, leave much
to be desired. The government aims
at creating a sense of pride in the
nation but at times this is done to
the point of absurdity. Minor acts of
individuals,
whose
'nationalist'
intents are dubious, are exalted and
their petty deeds are exaggerated.
One appreciates the importance of
creating a sense of national pride
but surely this is not the way to do
it. Values and principles in history
should instead be stressed. One must
not create a nation whose future
citizens thrive on trivia and selfdeception.

LAST-RESORT TEACHERS
Apart from the curriculum, a
great deal of thought must also go
into teacher-selection and training.
At present one can hardly see any
rational criteria for the selection of
candidates for teacher-training. A
rather haphazard selection is done
through long drawn-out and expensive interview sessions. Teaching has
become the 'occupation of last
resort' . As a result, unsuitable people
are selected for this important occupation. It is not difficult to see why
few teachers have pride in their profession . Many are not concerned over
self-improvement at all. Few read the
professional magazines to keep track
of current trends in educational
methodology and techniques. Most
depend heavily on textbooks which
may already be obsolete. If teachers
are unconcerned, unthinking individuals, what kind of students will
they produce? It must be remembered that if a teacher makes
mistakes, his mistakes will walk in
society. The future of the nation is
adversely affected for a whole
generation.
. While many teach for the sake of ,
earning a pay packet, there are

substantial
numbers
who
are
genuinely interested in their career,
who want to see a job well done.
Unfortunately these teachers, due to
inadequate training, have to resort
to 'tr~al-and-error' methods in
teaching. Many are unable to cope
with the students' psychological
needs. They also find difficulty in
catering to the different paces of
development that different children
require. Though education authorities exhort them to progress at the
children's own pace, the standard
examinations at the end of the lower
secondary and upper secondary
schooling compel otherwise. How
can the children sit for these examinations if they do not finish the
syllabus? But how can the syllabus
be completed if the children have not
mastered basic items at the beginning? This vicious cycle is a constant
dilemma for teachers trying to do
their best.
Teacher training should stress the
teaching of learning skills as this is a
fundamental ability that has to be
passed on to students. Often teachers
fail to do this simply because they
themselves do not have such skills.
Training should also be given to
teachers on how to cope with the
different needs and aptitudes of the
students so that they can help to
develop the students' potential to the
full.
Parents need to be educated too.
Here the mass media has an important
role to pay. Instead of keeping a tally
of students with 9A's and schools
with 100% passes, emphasis should
be given to current trends in education, the democratic process and the
need to develop human potential.
Such exposure may influence parents
to relax their stranglehold on their
children's academic performance and
allow them to ponder instead on
their children's individual potential.

EDUCATION OfFICERS
The administrative section of the
education system needs also to be
looked into. Officers whose efficiency are at the minimum man the
Ministry of Education and the State
Education Departments. Though the
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Ministry has assured us that each
officer is carefully selected, it is
common knowledge that those who
get appointed are actually friends of
the various officers already in such
posts. Their ability to perform their
jobs well is not considered. So you
get incompetent officers who prey
on the already overloaded teachers in
order to show that they are working.
The pressure they use on the teachers
is derived from their position as
department officials. 'If you don't
perform as directed, we in the
Department can transfer you' is a
common threat.
These are the very officers who
implement the education plans
throughout the country. How many
times have efforts to improve
teaching and learning been frustrated
by such incompetent individuals?
Many do not even maintain records
of basic information required in their
jobs. For instance, every year a head
count is taken of the different
subject teachers in each school and
their qualifications. Yet, when such
information is needed, many officials
are unable to give it and resort to
sending out further circulars to get

new tallies. Whatever happened to
the record files? Teachers are often
plagued
by
such
form-filling
throughout the year. One should not
have the impression that .all officers
are incompetent. There are very able
and efficient officers too, but they
are often frustrated in their jobs and
prevented · from giving their best by
the incompetent elements who gang
up together.

WASTED RESOURCES
Another important factor to
ponder over is the poor utilisation of
available resources. Many teachers
have already been sent by the
Ministry for further studies or
specialisation in their particular
subject areas. On their return, these
people are capable of acting as
resource personnel for the improvement or implementation of sound
educational principles. Unfortunately, little effort is made to utilise
these resource personnel. They are
not given the chance to play the role
they have been trained for. To add to
the mess, foreign specialists are
imported to fill the gap that exists.
Much funds are wasted in training
1

these local specialists, leaving them
unutilised, and then importing
foreign specialists to do the job.
At the time of recession and
tightening of the belt, it would be
well for the Minister of Education
to take stock of the trained personnel available among the local population and reconsider the policy of
importing foreign specialists. It must
be noted that there is nothing wrong
in importing foreign specialists if
gap in subject area truly exists but it
is a sheer waste of money if the
available resource personnel are not
utilised.
Hence, educational planners need
to consider carefully what truly is
the aim of education in Malaysia.
As education is the single most
important factor in nation-building,
government leaders and educational
planners must question their own
intention and motives. How sincere
are they in developing a truly integrated thinking Malaysian nation? As
long as there are double standards
and ulterior motives, the sad state of
education in Malaysia will continue.
A Reader from Penang

PRIMARY HEALTH CARE

Aliran Study Club, Kota Bharu.

As we see today, a marked disparity exists in the
health status of peoples of the developed and developing
nations and within nations between the rural and urban
populace. Rural health has been neglected although twothirds of the people of the Asian nations live in the rural
areas with no proper water-supply, poor nutrition,
improper immunization, inadequate mother and child
care, bad communications, poor access to health centres
and where infectious diseases· are often the cause of
mortality and morbidity. Yet, it is not surprising that
these nations also boast of having large well-equiped
government and modem private hospitals, run at great
costs and serving a fraction of the population.

Oesearch conducted by experts on health in various
~ \ nations of the world have shown that dual standards
in health exist in many third world nations. A marked
difference in the standards of health between the urban
and rural population is a prominent feature in most
developing nations.
A new concept in health care, designed to suit most
third world nations, is now recommended with the
primary aim of bridging the gap that exists in the
standards of health care and with the noble target of
providing "health for all by the year 2000". This concept
known as primary health care recognises health as a
basic human right and attainment of good health by the
people of the world as a means of achieving widespread
economic and social benefits.

The concept of primary health care calls for a
realization by nation-builders and community leaders ,
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sector. Greater investment in health is expected and
nations of the world are encouraged to make primary
health care the main focus of the national health system.
The international conference on primary health care,
expects nations "to exercise political will, to mobilize
the country's resources rationally. "
The primary health care approach does not only
involve the health departments but all other sectors
directly or indirectly related to health. It is a multisectoral
approach involving sectors concerned with agriculture
education, housing, water-supply, communications, foodsupply, veterinary services and industries and calls for a
coordinated and integrated approach by all concerned.

that as long as basic health is neglected, no successful
development can take place. Attainment of the highest
possible standard of public health should be the aim of
every nation. The target should be to improve the quality
of life so that a healthier community can with interest
and initiative participate in nation-building. The concept
encourages increased investment in health as a means of
deriving economic benefits while stressing the fact that
dual standards in health care if allowed to persist could
have disastrous socio-economic consequences.
In most developing nations today, the majority
of state and district hospitals are run by the Health
Ministry which bears the responsibility for providing
health care for the entire nation. This is indeed an
enormous if not impossible task. The concept of primary
health care calls for a decentralisation of the functions of
the Health Ministry such that every individual within a
community can, on a collective approach plan, participate
and implement health care. As health is a basic human
right, health care should be closely available to the
people - at a point where they live or work , for their
livelihood. Though rural development and health
programmes have been in progress in most developing
nations, the rural folk seldom have easy access to such
facilities in many areas. Primary health care would mean
the application and availability of scientific medicine,
of research and technological advances for the benefit
of the common man. The quality of services provided
and the extent to which they are implemented would
be in accordance with the wealth and economic status
of the nation that provides them.

Priority is to be given to those in need. An essential
component of this system is the provision of basic health
needs to grass-roots communities, and for every individual
in the community to realise and understand the role he
or she can play in promoting health. This would include
provision of proper food and nutrition, adequate safe
water-supply, prevention and control of diseases and
injuries, health education, sanitation, immunization,
housing, maternal and child health, family-planning and
provision of essential drugs. All this is to be provided
by the utilization of community and national resources
with support from the national health system which
can provide adequate man-power skills, technical knowhow and also coordinate health development.

POLITICAL WILL
The common desire of many nations of the world
to provide "health for all by the year 2000" would
require genuine political will to divert world resources to
this end. This enormous waste of resources that now
goes towards the arms-race and military systems will not
only take us further from this noble desire, but lead
us to greater ill-health and misery.

SELF-RELIANCE
Involving every community and individual within
a community to participate in health care promotes a
feeling of self-reliance and self-determination and every
community could then determine its own health needs
and the means to satisfy them. Indirectly, this helps
communities to determine and develop their destinies.
This approach calls for an integrated and coordinated
effort by governments, development agencies, healthworkers, private health organisations and the people at
large.

Developed nations, international health organisations and agencies and local reform movements should
rally for national and international commitment to
primary health care. The lead should come from the
developed nations which should channel financial and
technical aid to developing nations, in a true spirit of
goodwill towards promoting primary health care. Unless
this is done "health for all by the year 2000'' will remain
a dream forever.

Providing health care at such basic levels would
naturally involve diversion of large budgets to the health

True democracy cannot be worked by twenty men sitting at the centre. It has to be worked from
below by the people of every village.
- Gandhi
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BLACK HOLES

Tong Veng Wye

don't know about you but
_(/ every now and then I encounter within myself black holes hungry
to be filled and anxiously absorbing
whatever passes within reach, yet
never fully certain whether that
would appease their hunger. Sometimes one chooses to fill the smaller
holes in the ego with a movie or going
shopping, dancing or filling the
stomach. But the emptiness remains.
One would find in these pursuits
only a passing form of satisfaction.
With the larger holes it is rather
more of a problem for it is more
difficult to discern the nature of
their emptiness. One does not find
it easy to even find a palliative to
ease the listlessness. But on looking
round one sees people seemingly
easy and contented driving behind
big wheels and residing within
opulent mansions. Now this gets me
thinking and sometimes downright
bothered. If elegance and luxury,
symbols of social respectability and
prestige, are what could and would
yield contentment and rid me of my
burden of black holes then I would
certainly slog for them and for my
family.
But that is the big if. By chance I
recently came across a funny book
written by a perceptive psychologist
in down-to-earth language (often
properly ungrammatical) because, he
said, he wanted his readers to read
between the.lines and catch the spirit
of the whole. Now this person wrote
of dilemmas of the ego and of fulfilment. And he wrote of people who
found little or no lasting satisfaction
from status badges nor from ardent
consumerism. The message was clear:
one could not hope to fulfil one's
spiritual and psychological needs
with goods and material things alone.
That sets one to observing,
reading and reflecting a bit more and
one gradually sees that we've been
ALIRAN QUARTERLY VOL. 2 NO. 3

had. We have been given and have
developed false visions of happiness
in a culture of distractions. We begin
to observe that like children, grownups also have their adult toys to
amuse and occupy themselves with.
When we are small we have smalltime distractions, when we are big
we have big-time distractions. But
often we fail to realise that when one
is striving to grow up even big-time
distractions have little use. We
become so distracted we even lose
our capacity to appreciate and to be
sensitive to duties like seeking the
Truth; moral obligation to others and
to society; the duty of the individual
to keep his conscience; to consume
just enough and within one's means.
Instead, self-aggrandisement and selfadvancement are more common.
Careerism and distractionism (the
latter is reward for the former)
become the ethos. We become
obedient
customers of multinationals and appendages to the
needs of industry. We also arrive at
the ridiculous situation that while we
may have begun by producing to
consume, we shall along this unhopeful road eventually be consuming to
produce. We would then have gone
full circle. We would not be much ·
better off than maggots in their
cyclic, mechanical existence. Our
attitude to life would be almost
totally materialistic, _ perpetually
retarded, particularly with regard to
the spirituality of humankind. We
become watered-down versions of
God's creation.
One cannot help looking at the
West when one wishes to look for the
sources to explain the prevailing
cultures of careerism, distractionism
and over-consumption which a significant minority of Malaysians
practise · to the detriment of the
majority. But the West is not fully to
blame; our own experts have also had
a hand in creating false visions of
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progress. Professional power-wielders
are equally mesmerised by material
progress and pleasures of the senses.
This being the case how can t
general round of society avoid the
same misconceptions of development
and modernisation. Nowadays we are
asked to look in the opposite direction. I see some good and some bad
in Japan. I see the same evils at work
when I was looking the other way.

LOOKING WITHIN
Yet professional manipulators
continue to chart progress much
along the same lines that have led to
deterioration and decadence in industralised societies. Even in 'developed
societies' one finds groups which
have rejected conventional conceptions of development and started on
alternative modes of progress. Communal living and cooperatives, for
instance, where basic human skill and
warmth and a calm sense of independence are their capital. A more
human path bu:t at the same time
rather obscurantic. There are values
which are. universal to humankind.
We need not look this way or to that
extreme to find such gems in the
human character. When are we going
to start looking within? I am
reminded of the following verse by
Kabir;
'I laugh when I hear the fish in the
water is thirsty,
Perceivest thou not how the god
is in thine own house,
That you wanderest from forest
to forest so listlessly?
In they home is the Truth. Go
where thou wilt, to Benares or to
Manthura,
If thy soul is a stranger to thee,
the whole world is unhomely. '
So, dear readers, one should seek
to find that middle path which
Buddha talked about. Perhaps that

I

balance can be struck by working to
have enough and no more. Extra
ringgits can always have better uses.
At the same time one would have to
fulftl one's destiny as a human being
and be consistently active both
mentally and spiritually. Mental
action could come from reading,
writing or talking. Spiritual activity
could be religious or even attained
through joining non-religious societies or organisations with serious
co_mmitments
to
transcendental
ideals or causes. For by working
honestly for such movements one is
in fact contributing one's inner
strength to a wider cause. And where
belief and idealism express themselves in work, there is already
spiritual
action. For example,
working for a better environment
freer from pollution can also involve
spiritual activity.
Yet, one may ask why bother
with tasks which seem to have little
hope of success? Well, for one thing,
work is far preferable to idleness.
The entire universe is in constant
action, how then can we eschew
activity? Work can strengthen mind,
body and spirit; idleness corrupts.
Besides, our spiritual dimension
dictates that we engage in activity so
that the spirit may find expression in
dynamism. We owe it to ourselves to
be active . Furthermore, one should
not always be motivated by the
possible fruits - of one's action action can be its own reward. In this
connection let me quote from the
Bhagavad Gita:
"The race of men is bound because of action performed from
motives of reward and gain; it hath
become attached to its desired
objects, and must toil on, bound,
until freedom comes at last. But do
thou avoid this folly, 0 Arjuna, and
do thou perform thy dutiful and
proper tasks unattached and free .
Perform thy tasks fo r the sake of
Duty to the Real Self alone, and for
no other motive ."

CONFORMIST
Needless to say it is difficult to be
original in a conformist society. It can

be a lonely task when one attempts
to maintain one's individuality in an
environment which finds awkward
anything that does not fit in with the
models of apathy, compliance and
obscene individualism. Would the
doctor be a misfit who prefers to
cycle to work instead of driving?
Would he also not be a misfit, the
engineer who chooses to spend spare
energy not in attaining greater
affluence but to engage in some form
of social and spiritual activity? It is
when a person expresses the manysidedness of his potential that there
arises the responsibility to develop
the positive aspects of his personality. This often means being
'different' and may entail a somewhat unpleasant sense of detachment
from others. This sense of distance and I hasten to clarify that it is not
a posture of coldness, insensitivity or
irrational protest - is part of the cost
of developing ourselves into fullblown human beings.
The 'misfits' are invariably a
minority. But they are not so few
and far between as to be unable to
pool resources and feelings to reflect
together on current situations and
problems or to act to improve the
situation they find. More than
merely coming together for common
interests and aspirations, movements
and associations also serve as vehicles
for social change and sources of new
ideas. They become the gadflies on
the cow's back which Socrates spoke
about in defending himself. In a sane
society such gadflies would be seen
as mere irritation but in a sick
society even irritation cannot be
tolerated.
By nature of the fact that 'misfits'
are a minority, their groupings have
been labeled as elitist. 'Elitist' can
have connotations of arrogant exclusiveness. While this would be true
of many organisations, it need not be
so with all minority groupings. A
group dedicated to maintaining a
balanced environment or to general
social reform would not attract
members from the majority of
people in this country. It therefore
becomes a minority association. But
does that make it elitist? As criteria
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for membership, one could look for
honesty and commitment to the
movement's aims and purposes. Such
traits know no artificial distinctions
among people. One could be up there
or down there or somewhere in the
middle of the social ladder and such
spiritual values can still be found. As
with membership in all societies, a
perceptive and thinking mind would
be an asset but it need not be a main
consideration. Hence any grouping
which is relatively small and most of
whose
members
share
certain
common ideals certainly need not be
elitist in the pejorative sense of the
word.
It would be blind optimism to see
in ideals a solid, perfect basis for a
flawless organisation remaining so for
all time. Nevertheless a posture of
progressive idealism never appeals to
those who seek membership from
motives of reward and self-advancement. At the same time, of course,
other individuals and groups have
their role to play in scrutinizing and
reflecting upon the ideas and actions
of the movement. Dissent will always
be voiced where it is due. Needless to
say this is fun dam en tal to democracy
and applies to all movements and
authorities.
Those who know that they have
the mental and spiritual capacities to
contribute to social change may,
however, choose not to take up the
responsibility. Someone once wrote
that the optimist proclaims that we
live in the best of all possible worlds,
the pessimist fears that we do. With
today's darkness and eccentricities
one should rather be an active pessimist doing what one can with others
to create conditions worthy of
tomorrow's optimism.
There are several different ways of
working for the welfare of our
brothers. If we seek to develop the
interior life to the exclusion of the
exterior life with our fellow-men , we
are labouring under a misapprehension, for we cannot hope to become
one with God in the silence of an
uncaring spirit. We have been placed
in the world not to pursue some
special vocation to a higher way of
life. All about us, at home and at
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work, our brothers are waiting for us
and we cannot evade the intrinsic
necessity of communicating with
them in a concrete manner. Religious
individuals who have lost their
concern for other men as well as
their concern for poverty of spirit
and goods are those who have lost
the sense of God.
When an epidemic breaks out, we

don't ordinarily just look after the
sick, we also try to get at the causes
of the outbreak. Our sufferings are
the consequences of an almost
infinite number of causes, and so we
should not only help our suffering
brothers but we should try to get at
the root causes of these sufferings.
Our efforts must envision the
improvement of the whole of human

life, the whole of contemporary
society - not simply the individuals
therein, but the institutions that
comprise it as well. We must give
expression to our concern for others
by committing ourselves both to
individuals and to the human family.
And this can best be accomplished
through a transformation of the
fabric of our society.

THE REVOLUTION OF MAN
Latif Kamaluddin

INTRODUCTION

(c)

We should also reflect upon our thought and
behaviour towards our fellow beings guided by love
and understanding.

(d)

We should reflect upon the direction of social
development, as to whether or not we are constructing societies and civilizations against the order of
nature, ignoring the conditions of our environment.

(e)

We should, finally, reflect upon our understanding:
do we know where we have come from and where
we are going in this infinite universe?

(111 J e modern men and women are all facing a crisis. The

' VV most critical problem confronting us today is not

political, economic, religious or ideological; it is the basic
question whether the human race can continue to survive
and develop, or whether it will soon degenerate and
eventually become extinct.
If we wish to continue our existence on earth, it is
necessary to devote our best possible efforts toward the
reconstruction of humanity at various levels. When a
course of degeneration is turned instead in the direction
of the sound existence and future development of mankind through these efforts, a new world will begin, a
world based on a sound biological foundation with new
social, ideological and spiritual orientations.
At this juncture it is appropriate to reflect upon
the philosophy of humanity as formulated by MICHIO
KUSHI, the father of modern MACROBIOTICS. Below
we present a summary of his ideas regarding the revolution of man.

FAMILY AND COMMUNITY
Among all undesirable thoughts and conduct
disturbing the family and the community, sickness - ·
physical and mental - is the greatest sin and health and
well-being the greatest liberation. When a person becomes
ill, the whole family suffers; and when one family suffers,
the whole community becomes unstable. A family which
has a sick person has been disoriented for some time. A
community which has many sick people has been
disordered for some time.
Beyond anything else, the orientation of family and
community should be directed towards maintaining the
best health of its members. The best natural way of
achieving this is the common traditional practice of
gathering the family together regularly.

THE INDrvIDUAL
In order to recover and develop his health,
physically, mentally and spiritually, modern man must reorientate his way of life:

(a)

{b)

We should reflect upon our daily life, whether we
are merely pursuing sensory pleasure and emotional
comfort, forgetting our native potential for greater
freedom and happiness.
We should reflect further upon our daily food and
drink, as to whether they are really proper to
produce the best state of physical, mental and
spiritual being.
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SOCIETY
The twentieth century is faced with the following
peculiarities that are leading to a rapid degeneration of
society:(a)
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Religious teachings are losing influence on people

(b)

(c)
(d)

native boundaries.

and ethical and moral codes are being rapidly discarded, with the result that there are few common
principles and philosophies by which people may
live.
Modern education has lost the spirit of respect for
teachers and teachings and conversely love for the
students, and no longer instils in the students the
understanding of life.
Medical establishments are experiencing higher
expenses, ineffective treatments and an ever
increasing number of patients.

THE WORLD COMMUNITY

Families are decomposing rapidly, anonymization is
on the rise and so are individual and social crimes.

To reverse the course of degeneration - to achieve
one peaceful world - is to secure the endless development
of humanity. This new course follows the following
general progression·(a) Regaining the common-sense understanding about
humanity, our origin and our future, our relations
with the order of the universe, and its practical
application !n our daily lives.
(b) Recovery of the physical and the mental health of
every person, family and community.
(c)
( d)
( e)

(f)

(a)

Everyone should be encouraged to observe and
experience various natural phenomena and to know
how these phenomena operate in an orderly fashion
according to the laws of the universe.

(b)

Everyone should be free to orientate his life
according his own dream.

(c)

Everyone should be creative and inventive in his
own search for fulfilment.

(d)

Everyone should instil within himself the spirit of
harmony and love for the development of humanity
as a whole.

( e)

Everyone should understand from where he has
come and where he shall be going and must
orientate his life according to his desires and
abilities.

FINAL WORD
Mankind will fall into chaos unless we proceed with
a biological, psychological and spiritual revolution by
adopting the proper way of life, based on sound lifeistic
principles. The world community will become peaceful
and will flourish if everyone establishes his equilibrium by
understanding and respecting the order of the universe. It
is up to us whether we shall achieve one peaceful world
which shall be passed on to generations to come.

Recovery of the wholesome quality of food
products and its worldwide distribution to ensure
the community health.
Development of a new orientation of s~ciety in
education, culture, economics and politics.
The dissolution of unnecessary and destructive
defensive and protective measures through a gradual
and natural elevation of human consciousness from
the basic stages of fear and insecurity.

Latif Kamaluddin teaches Political Philosophy at
Universiti Sains Malaysia. He is from Penang and has lived
for many years in Europe. Latif therapies in his spare
time, integrating Naturopathy with elements of Kundalini
and Surat Shabd Yo,11'a.

The establishment of a one-world society within
which everyone is able to enjoy health, freedom and
happiness by the gradual elimination of all discrimi-

''JatLC£ fO't all',
Compiled by Sammy C. Occeno

FREEDOM OF PRA /SE - What one should exercise simultaneously with freedom of speech, in a
themocracy, so he may have freedom after the speech.
FREEDOM OF YASSOC/A T/ON freedom of praise, in a themocracy.

The freedom to set up organizations for the exercise of

NA T/ONA L EMERGENCY - A situation where a government has lost popular support. .
TA NKSG/VING - Imposition of martial rule or martial law.
SUB VERSION governmen t.

The crime of holding versions different from those of the themocratic
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BOOKS
Introducing titles .....
Pitirim A. Sorokin Man & Society
in Calamity (Greenwood Press Publishers New York 1968)
The book analyses individual and
social responses to calamity. It
identifies 4 calamities - famine,
pestilence, war and revolution.
The most significant point that
emerges is the concept of 'polarization of behaviour' during calamities.
Both saints and sinners emerge with
equal force and impact.
The saints are those who are
capable of sacrifice, of suffering,
of love and compassion in spite of
deprivation and dislocation. However
calamities also give rise to vices and
sins. People indulge in debauchery;
selfishness and greed become widespread; cruelty is common. Those
associated with these vices, Sorokin
calls "sinners".
This polarization of human types
occurs in all areas of life - politics,
economics, culture, science and so on.
In science, for instance, the chaos
that accompanies war or revolution
prevents scientists from pursuing
their vocation. Many flee and renounce their scientific principles.
Yet others produce great works of
genius by using the opportunity to
make fresh observations and develop
new insights.
Indeed, Sorokin argues, it is
during great calamities that there
is an upsurge of religious consciousness, of ethics. In fact, "the principal
steps in the progress of mankind
toward a spiritual religion and a
noble code of ethics have been taken
primarily under the impact of great
catastrophies. The periods of comparative stability, order and material
well-being, and hence of complacency, have scarcely given birth to a
truly great religion, or a truly moral
ideal. Herein lies perhaps the justification for the signal tragedies of
human history." (p. 226)

At a time when the whole of mankind is confronted with serious
challenges in almost every sphere
of human existence which point to
an impending calamity, it is worthwhile to reflect on the views of this
distinguished philosopher.
In fact, for a society like ours
which is strongly influenced by
religion, Sorokin's work has a special
significance. He notes in his conclusion that, "the best way for an individual to meet them (calamities) is
by integrating his values and rooting
them - not so much in the values
of the sensory world - but rather in
the moral duty- and the transcendental values of the Kingdom of
God" (p. 318) He goes on to say
that, "With the system of values
rooted in the sense of moral duty
and the Kingdom of God, rational
devices can help to solve many a
practical problem of cultural and
social reconstruction" (p. 319)
Ivan Illich Deschooling Society
(Perennial library, Harper & Row,
1971)
In his opening chapter Illich contends that, "the pupil is thereby
"schooled" to confuse teaching with
learning, grade advancement with
education, a diploma with competence, and fluency with the ability
to say something new. His imagination is "schooled" to accept service
in place of value. Medical treatment
is mistaken for health care, social
work for the improvement of corn•
munity life, police protection for
safety, military poise for national
security, the rat race for productive
work. Health, learning, dignity, independence, and creative endeavour are
defined as little more than the performance of the institutions which
claim to serve these ends, and their
improvement is made to depend
on allocating more resources to the
management of hospitals, schools,
68
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and other agencies in question."

(p. 1)

What Illich is trying to say is that
the institutionalization of c;ertain
basic needs - like education and
health - leads eventually to the· denial
of these very needs. He then proceeds to show how this works in
relation to the school.
The school, he argues, neglects
individual creativity, ignores individual differences in talent and
orientation and treats the child as
a digit, part of an undifferentiated
mass. Besides, the school does not
really transmit skills. Nor does
it inculcate the right values.
On the contrary, the school very
often fosters the wrong attitudes.
It is the "marketable values" that
count. Thus the ability to compete,
to achieve, to succeed in the ritual
game of progress is accorded a great
deal of significance. Human character
is moulded accordingly, with selfcentredness and conformism as important personal traits.
Quite apart from this, all the
myths of society, the interests of
the dominant classes, their culture
are transmitted from generation
to generation through the school.
The teacher and teaching methods
contribute towards this process since .
the emphasis is invariably upon
unthinking, uncritical acceptance.
This is why we have to liberate
ourselves from the school. After
all - and this is Illich's most brilliant argument - most learning
requires no teaching. If learning
requires no teaching, if learning is
conceived this way, the scope for
manipulation by curriculum or
teacher or school is reduced considerably.
How does one learn? Illich has
some innovative ideas. He suggests
instance reference services to
educational objects "which faci-

f'or

litate access to things or processes
used for formal learning" (p. 112-3).
These are things that can be stored
in libraries, laboratories etc. There
could also be skill exchanges which
permit people to state their skills
so that others could avail themselves
of those skills if they so desire.

This is something that we can
learn from Fanon. We must develop a
passion against colonialism that does
not smack of racism or jingoism.
Fighting colonialism is not just a
question of replacing one form of
racism with another.
Second, among Third World
thinkers, Fanon is perhaps the
harshest critic of the selfishness and
treachery of the middle-class that
takes over from the colonial power.
It is a class that is incapable of
following the "heroic, positive, fruitful and just path" (p. 126). Instead,
it indulges in itself, becomes corrupt
and decadent, depraved and vulgar in
its opulence. To the members of this
class nationalization for instance
"quite simply means the transfer into
native hands of those unfair advantages which are a legacy of the
colonial period" (p. 122).

Illich is right in his criticism of
both institutionalization and the
school system. However, as always,
he tends to go overboard in his
zeal to rid society of institutional
dominance. He does not distinguish
between the need for a certain degree
of organisation in any community
of human beings and institutionalization. Besides, even if there was
no school, one cannot escape from
bias, for the voluntary, unregulated
learning process that he advocates
will also be "pre-determined" to
some extent.
Whatever
its
shortcomings,
Deschooling Society is a challenging
thesis. It is brilliant because it is
thought-provoking.
1

Frantz Fanon The Wretched of the
Earth ·(Penguin, 1967)
This book is so well known that it
hardly needs any introduction.
We thought that it would be good
to bring it to the notice of a larger
section of the Malaysian public in
view of our own present concern
with colonialism.
There are 3 vital elements in
Fanon's classic work on anticolonialism which would be relevant
to Malaysian society at the moment.
First, he exposes the economic,
political, cultural, psychological and
intellectual degradation caused by
colonialism. While he might not have
provided a comprehensive analysis of
what could be called 'the sociology
of colonialism' Fanon has nonetheless succeeded to stir the passions of
oppressed people everywhere against
the inhumanity of Western dominance of their societies. It is remarkable that this passionate indictment
is free of racial bigotry or cultural
obscurantism.

Once again, it is important that
Malaysians pay close attention to
various tendencies within the middleclass. For when a middle-class
leadership talks about 'national
sovereignty', 'national honour' and
'national dignity' one should find out
if its actual policies and programmes
are in the interest of the majority or
directed towards enhancing the wellbeing of a small segment of the
nation.
Third, Fanon realized in 1960
what many others only just begun to
realise: that Third World nations
should not imitate Europe. As put it,
"Let us decide not to imitate
Europe; let us combine our muscles
and our brains in a new direction .
Let us try to create the whole man,
whom Europe has been incapable of
bringing to triumphant birth"
(p. 252). 'The whole man' then is
the reason for seeking an alternative
path to the future .
For countries like ours which do
not want to ape the West, it is vital
to understand the concept of the
whole man in development. Of
course, Fanon did not elaborate
upon his concept, but he knew what
the weakness was in the European
notion of progress. Many of us who
scoff at the West, have very little
knowledge of the underlying philo-

sophy of man that is embodied in
that civilisation just as we are not
aware of the sort of human being
that is idealized in our own traditions.
Fanon's Wretched of the Earth
gives us some idea of how long and
arduous the struggle in the postcolonial era will be before we can
"try to set afoot a new man"
(p. 255).
Nicolas Berdyaev The Destiny of
Man (Harper & Row, New York,
1960)

The book attempts to analyse
philosophically the problem of good
and evil, of ethics and the concept of
man. The impulse is from Christian
philosophy but the orientation is
universal.
The author begins by trying to
answer the question: What is man?
He says, "The analysis of knowledge
shows that man is quite a special
kind of being not on a par with other
realities. Man is not a fragmentary
part of the world but contains the
whole riddle of the Universe and the
solution of it" (p. 45). He adds
further, "The very fact of the existerice of man is a break in the natural
world and proves that nature cannot
be self-sufficient but rests upon a
supernatural reality. As an entity
belonging to two worlds and capable
of outgrowing himself man is a selfcontradictory and paradoxical being,
combining opposite poles within
himself. With equal justice he may be
said to be base and lofty , weak and
strong, free and slavish . . . Man is
not merely a product of the natural
world, although he lives in it and
participates in the processes of
nature" (p. 46).
It will be observed Berdyaev's
notion of man is strikingly similar to
that of Ali Shariati's and Radhakrishnan's. It proves that at a more
profound level_ there is some commonality among religions.
As with other religious philosophers, Berdyaev too is critical of
Marx's naive use "of the catagories of
good and evil . . . he does not ask
what good and evil are in themselves
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as distinct from human opinions
about them; he does not raise the
question of the source of our valuations and of values as such" (p. 59).
Equally important, Berdyaev
argues that it is almost impossible to
conquer evil passions through pro:
hibitions. "They can only be
conquered positively," he says,
"through awakening the positive and
creative spiritual force opposed to
them. Creative fire, divine Eros,
overcomes lust and evil passions"
(p. 137).
Finally, he warns of the danger of
fanaticism. In his words, "Fanaticism
invariably means that one idea
excludes all the others, it thus sins
against the fullness of life. A fanatic
of love may commit the greatest
crimes and acts of tyranny in the
name of the idea of love ... Every
idea can become the source of fanatical ,madness - the idea of God, of
moral perfection, of justice, freedom,
love, knowledge. When this happens,
the living God, the living perfection,
the actual justice, love, freedom and
knowledge disappear, since everything living and concrete can only
exist in the full and harmonious correlation of parts in a whole" (p. 171 ).
The Destiny of Man may be a little
difficult in certain places but it is a
magnificent book written with great
intellectual clarity and a profound
sense of humanity.

Asaf. A.A. FyzeeAModernApproach
to Islam (Asia Publishing House,
Bombay, 1963).
This book contains 4 essays, "The
essence of Islam", "Law and religion
in Islam", "Islamic law and theology"
and "the Reinterpretation of Islam".
The underlying concerns in all 4
essays are the same - the definition
of the essence of Islam, the emphasis
upon its universal character, the reinterpretation of Islam in accordance
with the times.
Fyzee asks for instance, "Can we
not, always keeping the spirit of
Islam before us, mould the rules of
law so that healthy reforms can be
carried out? Can we not narrow the
circle of "essential principles" and
widen the horizon of unessential conventions? Can we not examine the
concepts of muhkam and matashabih
commands in the Koran afresh and
come to new conclusions, more in
consonance with the spirit of the
times and the discoveries of science?
By the relentless pursuit of logic and
the critical method, history, economics, politics and modern law, can
we forge a new critique of the Sharia'
which will galvanize Islamic society
into a healthier fabric?" (p. 55-6).
Continuing along the same lines
he argues eloquently for a clear dis-

tinction between "the husk and
kernel of religion, between law and
legend. I am bound to understand
and accept the message of Islam as a
modern man -.and not as one who
lived centuries ago. I respect authority but cannot accept it "without
how" (bila Kayfa) in the matter of
conscience" (p. 94).
Like Shah Walliyullah, Ubaydullah Sindhi, Muhammad Iqbal and
Kalam Azad ( who Fyzee regards as
one of the greatest Muslim minds of
the last 2 centuries), Asaf Fyzee too
believes "that Islam has ceased to be
dynamic; it has ceased to lead people
in the right direction in these times
and a new interpretation of its tenets
is an urgent necessity. The challenge
should be accepted by Muslims in the
proper spirit" (p. 107-8).
At a time when there is a strong
desire among our own Muslim elites
to inculcate Islamic values in the
population and to strengthen Islamic
consciousness, it will be useful to
ponder on the need for reform
within Islam itself before one even
seeks to establish an Islamic society.
Fyzee's book is far from a comprehensive analysis of the issues involved
in Islamic reform. '.Nonetheless, it is a
bold and courageous attempt to
awaken a reformist spirit among
Muslims. For that reason, it is bound
to be unpopular among unthinking,
dogmatic Muslims everywhere.

Man can only live in harmony with man, and can only develop to his full potential as a unique
individual, in a society the purpose of which is Man, which is based on the principles of human
equality and which is so organized as to emphasize both man's equality and his control over all the
instruments of his life and development.
- Nyerere
" .. For teachers can make or ruin our society. As a group they have a power which is second to
none. It is not the power of a man with a gun; it is not a power which can be se~n by the fool. But
it is the power to decide whether Service or Self shall be the dominant motive in the Tanzania of
1990 and thereaft~r."
- Nyerere
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